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Abstract 
In recent years a considerable improvement has been gained in precision mea­
surements on heavy highly-charged ions. This has stimulated theory to perform 
accurate calculations for such systems, in the hope to uncover new effects or 
to verify the validity of ex isting theories in extreme situations. Specifically, the 
ground-state hyperfine splitting of hydrogenlike bismuth and the two-electron 
contribution to the ground-state energy of heliumlike systems have both been 
measured with high precision. These accurate measurements, together with a 
bound electron ^-factor experiment in progress, motivate a detailed theoretical 
study of the one-loop QED corrections to these effects. 
In this thesis we present the first complete calculation of these one-loop QED 
corrections. In particular, a rigorous scheme for evaluating the QED effects 
is developed by combining numerical methods and analytical renormalization 
techniques. The treatment is complete in the sense that all parts of the one-
loop self-energy and vacuum polarization effects are taken into account. An 
important property of our approach is that the Coulomb interaction between the 
nucleus and the electrons is taken into account to all orders. This is in contrast 
to the traditional technique for performing bound-state QED calculations, in 
which the nuclear field is treated as a perturbation. 
We present numerical results for the experiments mentioned and a com­
parison between theory and experiment is made for heavy highly-charged ions. 
These systems are extremely relativistic and they provide excellent test cases 
for bound-state QED in strong nuclear fields. The nuclear field felt by the elec­
trons in such ions is so strong that an expansion in the nuclear potential is 
not meaningful. Here it is of crucial importance, in order to obtain a reliable 
theoretical prediction, to treat the bound-state QED effects to all orders in the 
nuclear interaction.1 
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"A poet once said, "The whole universe is in a glass of wine." We will 
probably n ever know in what sense he meant that, for poets do not write to be 
understood. But it is true that if we look at a glass of w ine closely enough we see 
the entire universe. There are the things of physics: the twisting liquid which 
evaporates depending on the wind and weather, the reflections in the glass, and 
our imagination adds the atoms. The glass is a distillation of the earth's rocks, 
and in its composition we see the secrets of t he universe's age, and the evolution 
of stars. What strange array of chemicals are in the wine? How did they come 
to be? There are the ferments, the enzymes, the substrates, and the products. 
There in wine is found the great generalization: all life is fermentation. Nobody 
can discover the chemistry of wine without discovering, as did Louis Pasteur, 
the cause of much disease. How vivid is the claret, pressing its existence into 
the consciousness that watches it! If our small minds, for some convenience, 
divide this glass of wine, this universe, into parts — physics, biology, geology, 
astronomy, psychology, and so on — remember that nature does not know it! 
So let us put it all back together, not forgetting ultimately what it is for. Let it 
give us one more final pleasure: drink it and forget i t all!" 
R. P. Feynman 
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1 Introduction 
The theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED) was formulated in the late 
1920's as the result of the efforts to combine special relativity and quantum 
mechanics. The effect of relativity was found to be not merely quantitative 
— completely new phenomena arose, e.g., particle states with negative energy, 
spontaneous creation and annihilation of virtual particle-antiparticle pairs etc. 
It was soon recognized, however, that calculating QED effects in higher-order, 
which should yield small corrections, resulted in infinite answers. There was 
obviously some fundamental problem with the early formulation of QED. Sev­
eral attempts were made to overcome this difficulty but the divergency problem 
remained unsolved for two decades. 
During the 1930's and 40's experimental studies of the 2S I /2 and 2pi/2 states 
in atomic hydrogen suggested that these energy levels were not degenerate, 
which was in contrast to the Dirac theory. The technical development during 
the second world war made it possible to perform accurate spectroscopic studies, 
and in 1947 Lamb and Retherford measured the hydrogen shift to be « 1000 
MHz [1], It was believed that this shift (the Lamb shift) could be of quantum 
electrodynamic origin but the contribution from vacuum polarization, which 
was the only higher-order QED effect one could evaluate, was too small (—27 
MHz) to explain the observed splitting. The electron self-energy, on the other 
hand, gave infinite results and had therefore been neglected earlier. By adopting 
Kramers' idea of mass renormalization Bethe managed, however, to compute a 
finite contribution of 1040 MHz from the self-energy effect [2]. (The actual 
calculation was performed at a train ride after the Shelter Island conference in 
1947, where mass renormalization and the Lamb shift were among the topics.) 
In the same year Schwinger [3] gave further an explanation of the anomalous 
magnetic moment of the electron, observed experimentally by Kusch and Foley 
[4], by using a quantum electrodynamic treatment. These successes brought 
QED back to the center of interest and led to the development of modern QED. 
The concept of r enormalization was given a solid theoretical ground and it was 
shown that QED is renormalizable in all orders of perturbation theory [5-7]. 
QED has proven to be an extremely successful theory and the agreement 
between its predictions and experiment can only be described as stunning. The 
most spectacular example is the investigation of the anomalous magnetic mo­
ment of free electrons, which gives the remarkable agreement at the level of 
one part in 10". The theoretical calculation involves, in addition to the part 
evaluated by Schwinger in 1947, the computation of 970 different contributions! 
Since QED describes the fundamental interaction of electrically charged par­
ticles, it can be viewed as the underlying theory of al l everyday physics (exclud­
ing gravitational effects). It is, however, not necessary (or technically possible) 
to employ the pure theory for explaining most physical situations. The use 
of suitable approximations is usually sufficient, even in the majority of atomic 
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physics prob lems. Nevertheless, for c ertain systems and processes it is of cru­
cial importance to use the full QED theory in o rder to obtain a satisfactory 
understanding of t he physics involved. 
In studying light elements, for which the nuclear electromagnetic field is 
relatively small, it is appropriate to start from free-electron QED and to con­
sider the interaction with the nucleus as a perturbation. This treatment leads 
to an expansion in the characteristic coupling c onstant (Za) of t he electron-
nucleus interaction, where Z is the nuclear charge number and a is the fine 
structure constant a « 1/137. With this approach it is possible t o consider 
QED effects to relatively high-order, but the method is naturally restricted to 
low-Z systems where (Za) is small. For high-Z systems the nuclear potential 
felt by the electrons is simply too strong for an expansion in the nuclear inter­
action to be meaningful. Here it is necessary to include the nuclear potential 
from the very beginning and to construct nonperturbative electron propagators. 
The lack of a simple analytical form for such propagators is one major compli­
cation of bound-state QED (QED in atoms) in comparison with free-electron 
QED. During the last decade several numerical techniques, mainly basis-set ap­
proaches, have been developed and employed in the calculations of bound-state 
QED effects in highly-charged ions. 
Due to the recent progress in experimental technology, it is today possi­
ble to accurately study quite extreme ions like hydrogenlike u ranium. Such 
heavy highly-charged ions are extremely relativistic and this enhances the rel­
ative importance of the QED effects. The principal aim for investigating this 
kind of s ystems is to test the validity of bound-state QED in strong nuclear 
fields. These developments have s timulated theoretical efforts t o perform ac­
curate calculations of bound-state QED effects — to which thi s work aims to 
contribute. 
1.1 Thesis overview 
A rather detailed presentation of the basic theory of bound-state QED is given in 
Appendix A, based on standard textbooks such as Sakurai [8], Mandl and Shaw 
[9], Jauch and Rohrlich [10] and Greiner [11], The quantized electron and photon 
fields are introduced and their interaction in terms of the perturbative S-matrix 
expansion is discussed. The rules for bound-state Feynman diagrams, which 
pictures the interaction processes, is also s tated at the end of the appendix. 
Units and notation conventions used in this thesis are further introduced (we 
will employ natural units in which h = c = e0 = /io = 1)-
Chapter 2 introduces the lowest-order processes (referred to as the first-order 
interactions) which contributes to the physical effects stud ied in the thesis. 
These are: (1) the electron-electron interaction in ground-state two-electron 
systems, (2) the energy level splitting of ground-state one-electron ions due to 
the interaction with an external static homogeneous m agnetic field (Z eeman 
effect) and (3) the corresponding splitting due to the interaction of the electron 
with the nuclear magnetic moment (hyperfine structure). The expressions for 
the first-order interactions are derived within the framework of bound-state 
QED and a discussion of the different potentials is given. In order to treat 
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these three different interactions on an equal footing, we will for mulate also the 
inter-electron interaction as a one-electron problem, treating the potential from 
the other electron as an external potential. 
The main subject of this thesis is the calculation of t he one-loop radiative 
corrections to the first-order interactions. The theoretical formalism for these 
QED corrections is developed in Chapters 3 and 4 for the self-energy and the 
vacuum polarization parts, respectively. The presentation is rather detailed 
since we want to put emphasis on how the calculations are performed in prac­
tice. The radiative QED effects contain divergent pieces which are removed by 
means of mass and charge renormalization. A d iscussion about the basic ideas 
behind renormalization is given in Appendix C. Performing the renormaliza­
tion in the actual calculations requires the use of a regularization procedure. 
We have adopted the concept of dimensional regularization and this technique 
is presented in Appendix D. 
In Chapter 5 we discuss the numerical implementation of our calculation 
scheme. Besides a detailed presentation concerning the evaluation of t he QED 
effects, we shortly describe the discretization technique which is central in the 
sense of providing us with a complete set of numerical solutions to the Dirac 
equation, used to represent the electron propagator. 
Selected results for the three different projects covered in this work are 
presented and discussed in Chapter 6. The ambition is to complement the results 
given in the articles appended to the thesis. For the sake of completeness some 
results are, however, just re-quoted from the published papers. Comparisons 
with other calculations and with experimental results can also be found there. 
Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarize the thesis and discuss some future goals 
and developments. 
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2 First-Order Interactions 
In this thesis we will consider the contribution to the ground-state energy of two-
electron systems due to the inter-electronic interaction (electron correlation). 
We will further study the energy level splitting in one-electron ions due to the 
interaction with an external homogeneous magnetic field (Zeeman effect) and 
with the nuclear magnetic potential (hyperfine structure). The lowest-order 
contributions to these effects are the one-photon exchange (Fig. 2.1 (a)) for the 
two-electron case, and the one-potential interaction (Fig. 2.1 (b)) for the one-
electron system. These processes will be referred to as first-order interactions. 
The main concern of the thesis is the calculation of one-loop radiative corrections 
(which in the thesis also will be called one-photon radiative corrections) to 
these first-order interactions. The formal theory for the QED corrections is 
identical for the three different interaction types. By formulating the inter-
electron interaction as a one-electron problem, considering the potential from 
the other electron as an external potential, we can treat the radiative corrections 
for all different interactions in a unified manner. In this chapter we will start 
with discussing the first-order interactions and the potentials in coordinate as 
well as in momentum space. The Fourier transformations to momentum space 
are treated in Appendix B. For later convenience we will f urther consider the 
first-order inter-electronic interaction in momentum space in some detail. 
2.1 Interelectron interaction 
For two-electron systems the lowest-order (one-photon) processes stem from the 
matrix elements. Using the formalism developed in Appendix A we have 
£(2)  =  J d4X iJ d4X 2  T  I [4,t70^j^ je-7|tlle-7l*2l i 
(2.1) 
Rewriting the time-ordering by using Wick's theorem we find the following three 
contributions 
=  ~ j J  J  d 4 x 2  N  
(2.2) 
and 
=  ~ j f  d 4 X i  J  d 4 . r 2  N  J > ) 2 }  e - ^ ' e - ^ 1  
(2.3) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1: The Feynman diagrams for t he first-order interactions, the one-
photon exchange ( a) for two-electron systems, and the one-potential interaction 
(b) for one-electron systems. The double lines represent electrons propagating 
in the nuclear electric field, and the wavy line indicates a photon int eraction. 
The triangle represents th e interaction with the external potential. 
and 
=  -j J  dA X l j  d4xo JvlffryÅ.ftUttftaMV»} e-^'le-^l . 
(2.4) 
The first of those expressions corresponds to the one-photon exchange (Fig. 2.1 
(a)) and the second and third are the first-order electron self-energy (Fig. 2.2 
(a)) and the first-order vacuum polarization (Fig. 2.2 (b)), respectively. The 
latter are radiative corrections, not to the one-photon exchange but rather to 
the energy eigenvalue of the Dirac equation. Note that these first-order radiative 
corrections do not contribute when considering the inter-electronic part of the 
two-electron ground-state energy. If one is interested to determine the total 
(true) ground state energy, they will of course contribute. This is also true for 
all higher-order radiative corrections which do not include any inter-electronic 
interaction. 
Focus now on the energy contribution to the ground-state energy from the 
one-photon exchange between two electrons 
A ^ - l i m ^ J ^ 1 ) ! # ! ) ,  ( 2 . 5 )  
where S^2,1' is given by Eq. (2.2). Identifying the contraction in that expression 
as the photon propagator yields 
5(2.1) = 
xAr{^«1)o,'*(a!1)l?^(a:1-®3i)«t(«2K®Pe»)} • (2-6) 
The uncontracted field operators will, when calculating the matrix element 
produce the atomic wave functions 
I 7V {$t(Xl)$(Xl)$t(x2)#(a;2)} i <5 ,0^ ^ *t(xi)c<B.«, $a(Xl)e-^' 
x$J(x2)e'E',t2 $e,(x2)e~'£|,<2 . 
(2.7) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: First-order radiative corrections, the self-energy (a) and the vacuum 
polarization (b). 
Since the photon propagator has the time dependence e~"( t l~ t2\ where z is the 
energy parameter of the propagator, we obtain the time-integrations 
/
CO f O 
dt 1 / 
- 00  J —c  
^ g-'yI<1 lg-71'21 g-«tl (E«-£e+2) e - i t 2 (E b -E d -z )  
= (2n)2A~/(Ea - Ec + z)A^(Eb - Ed- z) . 
Here we have introduced the A7-function, which is defined by 
/
° 
-C  
dt 
2TT" 
g-.x!g-7|i| 1 7 
TT X 2  + 72 
and has the following properties 
limA^x) = 5 ( x )  ,  
lim 7T7A J x )  =  5 X  0  ,  7—^0 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
lim A7(x — 6)/(x) = lim A7(x — b ) f ( b )  ,  
7—>-0 7-*0 
/
oo 
dxÅn^(^x 6) = (et 6) , 
- 0 0  
where n and m are integers. 
The expression for the matrix element takes now the form 
= -ine2 j Ai J d3x2 J dz Z?£,(xi - x||z) 
x A T ( £ a  -  E c  +  z ) A 1 ( E b  -  E d -  z )  
x$J(x1)a'i$a(x1)$J(x2)a,/<&6(x2) . 
By using Eqs. (2.10) we can perform the z-integration 
dz Z)^(xi - x2, z)A1(Ea - Ec + z)A7(Eb - Ed - z) 
-00 
= 4(xi - x2, Sc - Ea)A^{Ec + Ed- Ea- Eb) , 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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and taking the limit 7 —»• 0 yields 
lim 7r27A27(J5c -f- Ed — Ea — Ei) = S (Ec -f- Ed, Ea -f- Eb) . (2.13) 
"y—>0 
The time-integrations leads thus, in the 7 —> 0 limit, to energy conservation, not 
only for the entire diagram but also at each vertex. This is a general property 
of bound state QED for free atoms which prevails also in the presence of an 
time-independent external potential. 
Summing everything up, we can finally write the energy contribution due to 
the one-photon exchange as 
AE1 = e2S (Ec + Ed, Ea + Eb) J d3Xl J d3x2 |f,(Xl - x2, Ec - Ea) 
x$t(Xl)aM$a(Xl)$t(X2)a^$(i(X2) _ (2.14) 
This is a general expression for the states a, b, c, d and the total one-photon 
process consists of the direct (|c) = |a), |d) = |6)) and the exchange (|c) = 
|6), |</) = |a)) parts 
AElb(dh. - exc.) = e2 J cPx 1 J d3x2 Sfyxi -x2,0) 
x$t(xi)a"$IX(x1)$J(x2)a''$i1(x2) 
- e2 J d3x 1 J d3x2 D^(x 1 - x2, Eb - Ea) 
x$|(xi)afI$a(xi)$t(x2)û"$i)(x2) . (2.15) 
For the Is2 ground state the two electrons have the same energy and differ 
only in their spin states m = ±1/2. The two different processes can thus be 
included in the angular part of a given contribution. To be able to treat the 
inter-electronic interaction in the same manner as the g factor and the hyperfine 
structure later on, we formulate it in terms of the electron potential 
^ f ( x i )  =  ~ e j  d 3 x 2  /^„(xj - x2,0) $J(x2)a"$6(x2) , (2.16) 
such that the first-order energy can be written as 
AE1 = -eJ </3Xl $t(Xl)aM?(xO^xO . (2.17) 
The potential consists of a scalar part (a0 = 1) and a vector part (a). These will 
in the thesis be referred to as the Coulomb and Breit potentials, respectively. 
Their expressions in momentum space are derived in Appendix B and read 
—p 00 
K ( p  - P' )  =  W T 3  E(2fc + 1 )Vk(p,p')  C"(P) • C k ( p ' ) , (2.18) 
\z~) k=0 
for the Coulomb part, and 
Op 00 
A
'
6(p
~
p,) = ?{2fc + l)hk{p'p,) c"(^) • cfc(p ) [pcNp) - p'c l(p')} 
(2.19) 
for the Breit potential. 
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Figure 2.3: Angular momentum graph corresponding to the first term of A 
in Eq. (2.26) (k = 1). I is the tensor rank of the interaction in orbital spa ce 
and S the tensor rank in spin spa ce. 
2.1.1 One-photon exchange in momentum space 
Coulomb interaction 
The first-order energy due to scalar photon exchange is in momentum space 
expressed as 
AE\oa = -ef d3p J d3p' pX(p - p')*.(p') , (2.20) 
with the potential Agb given in Eq. (2.18). The momentum space wavefunction 
is given by 
*<»> - (djfe J •* 
with the radial components 
P(P) = \J~ (_î)' J àrr2ji(pr)f(r) 
Q(p)  = ("O'"1 / drr2j-i{pr)g(r) , (2.22) 
where f(r) and g(r) are the radial wavefunctions of the large and small com­
ponents with orbital angular momenta I and 7, respectively. Inserting these 
expressions into Eq. (2.20) gives 
A E =  ( ^ £ ( 2 f c  +  1 ) / d 3 p / d V H ( p ' p , )  
x {P(p )P(p ' )xTHp) x?*(p ')Ck (p )  • c k(p') 
+ Q(p)Q(p')X-?(p)xip')C^) • ck(p')} . (2.23) 
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A2 
Figure 2.4: Angular momentum graph Al  with I and S  coupled to  K (summation 
over  K) .  
The angular integrations leads to orthonormality conditions which yields k = 0 
for the first term and k = 1 for the second and we obtain 
A £cou =  ~/à PP2  f  dp'p ' 2 lp (p) p{p ')Mp,p ')  + Q(p)Q{p') v i (p ,p ' ) \  • 
(2.24) 
Breit interaction 
The energy contribution due to the vector photon exchange is given by 
AEl r e i t  = e J d3p J d3p' $t(p)a . A<®(p - p')S.(p') , (2.25) 
where Adb is given by Eq. (2.19). Inserting this expression together with the 
momentum space wavefunctions yields 
o„2 oo « 
A ELit  = dü[X^\ f )aC\r)X^(r)-X^\r)aC\r)xT{r)]  
V Z 7 r i  k= 0 J  
x / d3p / dVMp>/>') 
x { P(p)pQ(p')xT i (p) 'rx^(p ')  $(p)C k (p)  • c k (p ')  
- P(P)P 'Q(P')XTKPWX^(P') Cl(p')Ck(p) • cV) 
+ Q(p)pP(p')çg«\p)trxT(p')C l(p)Ck(p)  • Ck(p')  
-  Q(p)p'p(p ' )x-C j (p)<rx^(p ' )  C'(p')CA(p) • c k (p ')}  .  (2.26) 
Each of the four terms in the curly bracket contains an orthonormality integral 
for the spherical harmonics, e.g., the p'-integral in the first term. This leads to 
contributions with k = 1,0,0,1 for the four different terms. Focus now on the 
first of these terms which has the angular part 
4-7T 1 1 
(L || C1 II k)  • ( l d  II C1 II l b )( -  II «r II - )2 x Al , (2.27) 
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A3 
Figure 2.5: Angular momentum graph A2 after reducing the left-hand side. 
where Al is the angular momentum graph shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that Id, h in 
this expression contributes as Id, h or Id'h- We can obtain the angular parts for 
the remaining three terms by replacing, l c  —>• k and k -> 7a  for term two, l c  —> l c  
for the third term and finally lc —¥ k and k —> la for the last term. Apart from 
a sign change between the first two and the last two terms, all these cases give 
exactly the same result for the angular integration, and the final expression for 
the vector photon exchange can be written as 
A £breit  = ^  j dp 2  f  dp'p'2  {P(p)Q(p')[p'h0(p,p')-ph x(p,p')] 
+ Q{p)P{p') \ph0{p,p')  -  p'h^pip')]} .  
(2.28) 
Since hi(p,p ')  is symmetric with respect to p and p the two terms in the curly 
bracket gives the same contribution. We keep all terms here in order to see more 
clearly the correspondence with the terms in the free-electron vertex correction, 
which is considered in Chapter 3. 
To see the relation with the gr-factor and the hyperfine interactions (which 
also are ve ctor type), we first rewrite diagram Al by cou pling I  and S to K 
with a summation over K, as is shown in d iagram A2 in Fig. 2.4. Diagram A2 
can further be reduced to diagram A3 in Fig. 2.5 times a 9-j symbol, and we 
can write 
A l  =  Z A 2 >  
K 
A2 = [(2je + 1) (2ja + 1) (2K + 1)]1/2i 5 x A3 
?, L K 
(2.29) 
A similar reduction can of c ourse also be made on the right-hand side of the 
diagram, but we keep this form since the right-hand side will have different 
structure depending on the interaction considered. For the hyperfine interaction 
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the right-hand side of diagram A3 is replaced with the nuclear spin part and for 
the ^-factor case we will have the external magnetic field at the right. Since only 
the nuclear magnetic dipole moment contributes for j = 1/2 states, it follows 
that both these interactions have K = 1. Here it is possible with K = 0 and K = 
1, but only K = 1 contributes. This implies that the angular structure for the 
three different vector interactions is very similar, the factor relating diagrams A2 
and A3 (Eq. (2.29)) is for example identical. The angular diagrams for higher-
order effects can be treated generally for the different interactions, just having 
an outgoing K = 1 line. This will for example be utilized when considering the 
free-electron vertex correction. The angular factor associated with the vertex 
correction to the Breit interaction is related to the first-order angular factor, 
and this relation holds then also for the (/-factor and hyperfine interactions. 
More generally, we can work out the angular parts for the QED corrections 
considering the Breit interaction. These angular parts can then be used also for 
the other vector interactions, simply by scaling with the corresponding angular 
factor for their first-order interaction. 
2.2 External potential interaction 
For one-electron ions in an external potential the lowest-order (one-potential) 
process comes from the 5^' ' matrix element 
S*1' = i e j  d4x &{x)i°4° x t{x)$(x)  , (2.30) 
which corresponds to the Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.1 (b). This is the first-
order process which contributes to the splitting caused by the external potential. 
First-order radiative corrections (Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b)), and all higher-order 
radiative corrections that do not mix with the external potential, will only 
contribute to the absolute values of t he energy levels and not to the splittings. 
The first-order energy contribution is given by 
Ai?1 = lim —• I Sift I 
= lim J d4x $£(x)aM;f (z)$a(x) e-^E'~E^ (2.31) 
and assuming the potential to be time-independent, A®xt = A*xt(x), yields the 
time-integration 
/
OO 
dt e- iW e- '*(Ea-Eb)  _  ZnA^Ea -  Eb)  .  (2.32) 
-OO 
Taking the limit, 7 -4 0, leads to energy conservation 
lim 7T7Ay(Ea  — Eb) = S (Ea ,  Eb)  , (2.33) 
7-4-0 
as a consequence of the time-independence of the external potential. The first-
order energy can now be written as 
AE 1  = -e S (E a ,  Eb)  J d3x $î(x)a"A;xt(x)$a(x) . (2.34) 
We will now discuss the two different external potentials which are treated in 
this work and we start with the case of a static homogeneous magnetic field. 
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2.2.1 Magnetic field interaction 
For th e Zeeman effect calculation we have the vector potential 
Amag(r) = ~\rxB, (2.35) 
where B is the external homogeneous magnetic field. This potential transforms 
into the gradient of a delta function 
r -> -iVq<S3(q) , (2.36) 
when going over t o momentum space. We choose to represent this highly sin­
gular function by introducing a Gaussian cut-off function in coordinate space 
r — > l i m r e ~ ( ^ )  ,  ( 2 . 3 7 )  
p—t o ' v ' 
which yields th e momentum transform 
Amag(q) = ^k^e~{qlP)2<ix B » (2-38) 
as is shown in Appendix B. Eventually, the limit p —> 0 should be taken, but 
in practice it is enough to have a small finite value of p so tha t the introduced 
inhomogeneity in the magnetic field is negligible over the extension of the ion. 
2.2.2 Hyperfine interaction 
In the magnetic point-dipole approximation, the nuclear vector potential is given 
A"(r) = , (2.39) 4TT r3 47t r3 
where fi is the nuclear magnetic moment, gi is the nuclear g factor, denotes 
the nuclear magneton and I is the nuclear spin operator. The transformation 
to momentum space yields the expression 
A h f s ( q ) = ( 2 ( 2 - 4 ° )  
In this thesis we want f urther to study how the radiative corrections are af­
fected by using an extended nuclear magnetization. To achieve this in a straight­
forward manner we have adopted a model for the magnetic moment distribution 
suggested by F inkbeiner et al. [12]. In this model a spherically symmetric dis­
tribution is assumed for the nuclear magnetic moment M(fi) = (iw(R). The 
density function is given by w(R) = knRn for the interior of th e nucleus and 
w(R) = 0 for t he outside of the nucleus, n is the model parameter and kn nor­
malizes the distribution to the experimental magnetic moment. The hyperfine 
potential is then modified to read 
a
""m = è2?1 V-M • (2-41) 
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where 
/ r \n+3 
V n ( r )  =  ,  r < ß o  
K(r) =  1,  r  > fio (2.42) 
and where RQ is the nuclear radius. With this parameterization we can consider 
different magnetic moment distributions, ranging from a homogeneous distri­
bution (n = 0) up to the shell model (n = oo) where the magnetic moment 
is located at the nuclear surface. The corresponding expression in momentum 
space can be evaluated as the sum 
{;+f pf> - «} • <243> 
such that the last term gives directly the extended magnetization correction 
(the Bohr-Weisskopf effect). 
For the bismuth hyperfine calculation we have further employed the dynam­
ical proton model (DPM) of Labzowsky et al. [13]. In this model the valence 
proton of the bismuth nucleus is treated as a Dirac particle bound in the Woods-
Saxon potential of the lead core. The first-order hyperfine splitting is then given 
as a vector-photon exchange between the electron and the proton and the po­
tential is given by 
Ahfs,dpm(r) = e y>R DF(r _ R 0) \frjv(R)a"1'jv(R) , (2.44) 
where Ww is the proton wavefunction. The Fourier transform of this potential 
is very similar to the Breit potential for the inter-electronic case and is given in 
Eq. (B.35) of Appendix B. 
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3 Electron Self-Energy Corrections 
In the previous chapter we considered the lowest-order processes which con­
tribute to the physical effects studied in this thesis. We will now go on and 
study the one-photon radiative corrections to these first-order interactions. In 
this chapter the self-energy corrections are discussed and the vacuum polariza­
tion effects will be considered in Chapter 4. Taking these effects into account 
we expect corrections of the order a to the lowest-order result. However, when 
calculating radiative effects (not only one-photon) we encounter divergent inte­
grals. This problem, which plagued the early development of QED, is resolved 
by renormalizing the mass and charge of the electron. A discussion of the basic 
principles of renormalization can be found in Appendix C, from which we will 
take some results when necessary. The renormalization technique enables us to 
extract the well-defined finite parts which yield detectable radiative corrections. 
To- accomplish the renormalization explicitly, the divergent expressions have to 
be regularized such that the divergent and finite parts can be separated. We 
will here utilize the concept of dimensional regularization and the regularized 
expressions for the free-electron self-energy and vertex operators are derived in 
Appendix D. 
The electron self-energy is the dominating QED correction, and also the most 
difficult to calculate. There is no unique scheme for evaluating the self-energy 
effects, and several procedures have been developed and employed using various 
kinds of divisions and regularizations during history [14-36]. Our calculation 
scheme is based on a generalization of the work of Snyderman [36], and a rigorous 
treatment of t he self-energy corrections in external potentials is accomplished. 
It is advantageous to start with a discussion of the Coulomb self-energy, i.e., 
in the presence of the nuclear Coulomb potential only — which we will also 
refer to as the first-order self-energy. Useful results are derived and our general 
approach for isolating the divergent parts and dividing up the calculation is 
introduced. 
3.1 First-order self-energy 
The renormalized first-order bound-state self-energy is shown in Fig. 3.1. From 
the Feynman diagram for the electron self-energy l oop the mass counterterm 
Sm is subtracted. The divergences inherent in the bound electron self-energy 
can be isolated by expanding in the background binding potential V. This is 
pictured in Fig. 3.2, where the self-energy is decomposed into a zero-potential 
term (zp), a one-potential term (op) and finally a many-potential term (mp). 
The first two terms in the expansion are divergent while the many-potential 
term is finite. This decomposition enables us to use the results for the free 
electron self-energy and vertex operators, derived in Appendices C and D. 
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AE;;U 8m 
Figure 3.1: The first-order bound-state se lf-energy. 
The energy contribution from the bound first-order self-energy is given by 
A ££, = AE^-(a\^5m\a} 
= fd3xj d3y $t(x)Ebou(x,y, Ea)$a(y) -  5m j  <ftc<I>t(x)70$a(x) , 
(3.1) 
where we have defined the bound self-energy operator, Ebou, by 
/
CO rj y 
.oc 27T aßDF^x ~ y» z) sfou^ y- E° -  z) a" • (3-2) 
The bound electron propagator can be written as 
|y) s*"<w> - 1 
z -  Eu{\ -  irj) z  - hbou{l-ir)) 
= (* I -Ay),  (3.3) 
2 - («free + V)(l ~ *T)) 
where h\)ou  (hfT( x  ) denotes the bound (free) Dirac Hamiltonian operator. Proceeding 
by using the identity 
+  .  
1  
, , V -  1  
Z ^bou(l ITj) Z ^free(l % ^free(l M]) Z ^free(l ^Vi) 
+ —_I —v— — v— ^ ,  
Z ^free(l  ^ )  Z ^bou(l ^)  % ^free( l  ^l)  
(3.4) 
we obtain the following expansion of t he electron propagator 
•SFOU(x,y,z) = Sfee(x,y,z) + J d3xi S£ee(x,x!, ?)V(x1)5pee(x1,y, z) 
+ f  d 3K1d3x2Sp e(x,Xi,z)V(xi)S^0"{xi,X2,z)V(x2)S tp e{x2,y,z). 
(3.5) 
These three terms corresponds to, when inserted in the expression for £bou, the 
zero-, one- and many-potential terms in Fig. 3.2. Consequently, we can write 
the energy contribution as 
AEZ = AE» + AEll + AE%v - <a|7°*m|«> . 
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(3.6) 
r 
AE^ou 8m AE^p=Fl+Q-röm AEgp=F2-Q AE^p 5m 
Figure 3.2: The renormalized bound-state self-energy Adecomposed into a 
zero-potential term AJE1^, a one-poten tial term AU®® and a many-potential term 
A£^p. Fl and F2 are the finite parts of the zero- and one-potential terms, Sm 
is the mass counterterm and Q the charge divergence. The single li nes indicate 
the free-electron pro pagator. 
The zero-potential term is just the expectation value of the free-electron self-
energy operator 
AE» = <a|7°Sfr» , (3.7) 
for which the mass divergent piece cancels against the mass counterterm. The 
7° matrix appears here since we base our definition of the electron propagator 
on rather than W which is the standard definition (see Appendix 
A). 
The one-potential term is obtained from the second term of Eq. (3.5), and 
corresponds to the matrix element of t he free-electron vertex operator 
A EH = -<«|7°A^1«> , (3.8) 
with V — —eaßAß. By using the last term of Eq. (3.5) we can similarly obtain 
the finite many-potential part. 
To exploit the renormalization structure we transform the divergent parts 
to momentum space and by using the expansions (see Appendix C) 
Efree(p) = Sm + {i> - m)(Z2 - 1) + Sren(p) (3.9) 
and 
AT M )  =  7,(1 - 3,) + a™(p,p') , (3.10) 
we can write 
AEll + AE^-(a\j°Sm\a) = 
=  J  d3 p $i(p)7° [ S m  +  ( f -  m)(Z2 - 1) + £ren(p)] <Mp) 
-e f d3 p f d3 p'$i(p)7° [7,(1 - frA ™(p,p')] A"(p,p')*.(p') 
- f d 3p $J(p)7°(5m$a(p) . 
(3.11) 
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Here we can see the explicit cancellation of Sm between the zero-potential part 
and the mass counterterm. If we further use the Fourier transformed Dirac 
equation 
on the term involving Z2 in the zero-potential part, it follows that the charge 
divergent terms cancel (see Appendix C). 
The energy shift due to the renormalized bound state self-energy is thus 
given by 
A ££, = A^p + /^p$t(p)7oEre"(P)$a(p) 
-e J d3P J d3p' <£>Î(P)7°A;7W)^(P, p')*.(p') . 
(3.13) 
The ultraviolet finite parts of the zero- and one-potential terms, Eren(p) and 
A™n(p,p'), can be shown to be separately infrared divergent (see next section), 
but in the sum the divergences cancel. This is for the Feynman gauge used here, 
but in the Fried-Yennie gauge all terms are infrared finite [36]. The contribution 
from the finite many-potential part A E^p can be calculated directly from the 
expression obtained by the expansion Eq. (3.5) [35,36]. Another possibility is 
to employ the subtraction scheme (see Fig. 3.2) 
i.e., the unrenormalized zero- and one-potential terms are subtracted from the 
unrenormalized bound main term. Since each term is divergent in the integral 
over photon momentum, the subtraction is performed before the integration. 
We will adopt this latter procedure in the following. 
Equation (3.13) expresses the self-energy in terms of matrix elements of 
renormalized operators. The remaining problem is now to find explicit forms 
of these operators, a subject which we will consider in the next section (and 
in Appendix D). Another approach is to evaluate AE**n directly as the dif­
ference between the unrenormalized bound term and the mass counterterm, as 
it is expressed in Eq. (3.1). This procedure can be described as renormalizing 
the energy expression, in contrast to renormalizing the operators within that 
expression. Since both terms in Eq. (3.1) are divergent some regularization 
scheme has to be applied before the difference is taken. In the partial-wave 
renormalization (PWR) method, which was developed by Lindgren, Persson 
and Salomonson [33,34] and by Quiney and Grant [37], the regularization is 
accomplished by expanding the photon propagator in spherical waves. The 
originally divergent integral over photon momentum is thereby convergent for 
each partial wave, and the divergence is moved to the sum over partial waves. 
By taking the difference between the bound term and the mass term for each 
partial wave, the resulting partial wave sum is convergent. PWR is discussed 
thoroughly in Ref. [38] and we will not go into details here. This method works 
well for the first-order self-energy but in the presence of an external field one 
{i> - M)$0(p) = ~e J ^ VTa^P.pOMp') , (3.12) 
A g* = A E&u - A Et; - AEll, (3.14) 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.3: The one-photon self-energy corrections, (a) the external line self-
energy correction, (b) the corresponding mass counterterm, and (c) the vertex 
correction. 
has to correct for the non-covariance of PWR. Such an analysis shows that 
the regularization correction terms cancel in a Coulomb field but gives finite 
corrections in a magnetic field, see Paper V. 
3.2 Self-energy corrections in external potentials 
We are now ready to deal with the self-energy corrections to the interaction with 
an external potential. In doing so we can make extensive use of the methods 
and results derived in the preceding section. The Feynman diagrams for the 
one-photon self-energy corrections are shown in Fig. 3.3. These contain various 
kinds of singularities and divergences, and we will start the discussion with a 
brief overview of how these difficulties are treated. 
The first diagram (a), obtained by inserting a self-energy loop on the outgo­
ing electron line, contains both a reducible as well as an irreducible part. The 
reducible term originates from the intermediate states 11), whic h are degenerate 
with the reference state |a). The singularity associated with the degeneracy 
is cancelled by subtracting away the corresponding counterparts, as prescribed 
by Sucher's formula Eq. (A.60). There is also a remainder which is called, for 
reasons that will be made clear below, the binding-energy correction (be). This 
correction is both infrared and ultraviolet divergent but the divergences can­
cel between this diagram and the vertex correction (ve), diagram (c). Finally, 
we have the irreducible part of diagram (a) which is called the wavefunction 
correction (wf). This part is mass divergent and we thus have to subtract the 
corresponding mass counterterm, diagram (b). Note that the binding-energy 
correction needs no mass renormalization, since it contains only a charge diver­
gent piece. 
The expressions for the one-photon self-energy corrections can be derived 
in a formal way, using the S-matrix formalism discussed in Appendix A. Such 
a derivation of the binding-energy correction is presented in Appendix E. A 
somewhat different approach based on the two-time Green function method is 
presented in Ref. [39]. 
An alternative way of deriving the corrections in the presence of an exter­
nal potential, which gives expressions identical to those derived from Sucher's 
formula Eq. (A.60), is to perturb the first-order Coulomb self-energy Eq. (3.1) 
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with the external potential, as summarized in Ref. [40]. To first-order in the 
external potential /l°xt(r), the reference wave function |a), the propagator for 
the bound electron SE, and the binding energy of the electron Ea are modified 
as follows 
ia) _ E i w i ^ r w w + . . .  
E,JTEA 
= |a) + |Ja) + ... , (3.15) 
SF(X2 ,XI,Z)  -> SF (x 2 ,x  ! , Z )  
-Jd 3x 3SF (x 2 ,x 3 , z )eaßA e* t (x 3 )SF (x3 ,x l , z )  +. . .  ,  
(3.16) 
Ea -¥ Ea - (a|eaM®xt(r)|^||f ... 
= E a  +  A  E\ +  . . .  .  
(3.17) 
The wavefunction modification term, originating from the replacement given in 
Eq. (3.15), takes the form 
A pwf _ y- (a| (Sbou-(5m) |<)(f|eaM;xt|a) 
Se T? TP 
= (a| (Sb°u - 6m) |£a) , (3.18) 
where \àa)  is the external field perturbed wavefunction. 
The modification of the propagator in Eq. (3.16), leads to the vertex correc­
tion 
AE:: = -HeAL^TIa) , (3.19) 
where A£ou is the bound vertex function. For the binding-energy term, replace­
ment Eq. (3.17), the formula reads as follows 
A E*: = -{a\ea»A?\a)x(a\[^T,b°»(E)]E = E a \a  
d 
dE 
AEl  x  (a\[~^(E)}E = E a \a) ,  (3.20) 
where AEl is the first-order energy in the external potential. Note that the 
mass counter term is  absent  s ince i t  does not  depend on Ea .  
To handle the divergences present in these three terms, we expand the bound 
self-energy and vertex operators in the nuclear Coulomb potential. The mass-
and charge-divergences will then be isolated in the lowest-order terms and can be 
cancelled analytically between different diagrams. This procedure is done work­
ing in momentum space and using dimensional regularization for the divergent 
integrals. The finite higher-order terms are then calculated in coordinate-space 
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by taking the difference between the full unrenormalized expression and the di­
vergent parts in the expansion, similarly as for the first-order self-energy (Eq. 
(3.14)). 
We start here with considering the free-electron self-energy and vertex op­
erators using dimensional regularization. These expressions will be used later 
when discussing the calculation of the three different contributions. Note that 
in the expressions for £(p) and Aß(p,p'), the notations p (k) denotes the four-
momentum, whereas it indicates the absolute values p = |p| (k = |k|) elsewhere 
in this work. 
From Appendix D we have the mass renormalized self-energy operator in 
dimensional regularization 
Smass ren (p) = E(p) — S m  
a  
4ir 
—  m )  
+ 
m p  
A + 2 + 
2  —3p 
ln/9 
1  +  j —~ lnp  
(3.21) 
Here A = 2/e — 7e + ln47r is the ultraviolet part of the charge renormalization 
constant after dimensional regularization, e is the dimensional regularization 
parameter and 7e is Euler's constant. We have further introduced the dimen-
sionless variable 
P = 
m  E 2 + p2 (ji — m)(^ + m )  (3.22) 
which is positive definite for a bound electron. Equation (3.21) is mass renor­
malized but still contains the charge divergence. The charge renormalization 
constant can be extracted from (Eq. (C.18)) 
which yields 
Z n  — 1 
5E(p) 
di> 
(3.23) 
[A + 4 + 4 In 3 4tt rj tp-+o (3.24) 
The logarithmic term represents the infrared divergence of the charge renor­
malization constant. Thus, even though the expression for S™^s(p) is infrared 
finite, extracting the full charge renormalization constant will introduce infrared 
divergences. The same is also true for the vertex operator and it is therefore 
sufficient to cancel the ultraviolet divergency A, which vanishes due to Ward's 
identity, between these two operators to obtain finite expressions. 
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Taking into account the energy dependence of p, the derivative of the free 
self-energy operator with respect to the energy is given by 
âS(p)  
dE 
+ -
a 
47r 
.A. 
m2 
7o A + 2 + 
2 E 
ti - P y  
+ 
8 E 
m( 1 -  p) 1 + 
1 -p 
3 — p + 
1 + -
- In p 
• In p 
(3.25) 
Note that there are misprints in the corresponding expression in Ref. [36] (Eq. 
(5.43) in that paper). The expression (3.25) is free from the mass divergence, 
since 8m is a constant which vanishes in the differentiation. This operator 
is needed for the computation of t he free-electron part of the binding-energy 
correction. 
Finally, from Appendix D we get the free electron vertex operator 
K(P,P') 47r {7^ [4C24 
— 2 + 2m2Co — 4p • p'(Co + Cn + C12 + C23) 
—2p2(Cn + C21) — 2p'2(Ci2 + C22)] 
+$Pn [4(Cn + C21)] 
[4(Co + Ca + C12 + C23)] 
+fipß  [4(Co + Cn + C12 + C23)] 
[4(Ci2 + C22)] 
-ilJ [2(Co + Cn + C12)] 
—pß [4m(Co + 2Cn)] 
-P;[4m(Co + 2C12)]} , (3.26) 
where the coefficient functions 0ij are functions of p, p' and a re given by Feyn-
man parameter integrals. Here, the ultraviolet divergency A is contained in C24, 
which is the only divergent coefficient func tion. For la ter convenience we also 
write down the explicit form of the zeroth component of th e vertex function 
Ao (p,p') ^ {70 [4C24 ~ 2 + 2m2CO — 4P • P' [ C Q + Cn + C12 + C23) 
—2p2(Cn + C21) — 2p'2(Ci2 + C22)] 
-\-j>E [4(C o + 2Cii C12 + C21 + C23)] 
+/'E [4(Co + Cn + 2C12 + C22 + C23)] 
[2(Co + Cn + C12)] 
-8mE [Co + Cu + Cu}} , (3.27) 
where we have used Po = Po = E, which is valid for a ll potentials considered in 
this work. 
As previously mentioned it is appropriate to organize the different terms 
into two different sub-groups: (1) wavefunction correction and (2) vertex plus 
binding-energy corrections, depending on the structure of the divergences in the 
diagrams. 
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Figure 3.4: Feynman graphs representing the wavefunction correction. In order 
to isolate divergences, the internal self-energy electron propagator is expanded 
in the nuclear Coulomb potential which is denoted by a horizontal line with a 
cross. The divergent zero-potential, one-potential and the mass-counter term 
are grouped together. The remaining many-potential term is finite. 
3.2.1 Wavefunction correction 
The structure of divergences in the wavefunction correction is the same as for the 
first-order self-energy. We can therefore isolate and subtract the divergences by 
means of a potential expansion (Eq. (3.4)) of the self-energy operator into a free 
self-energy operator (zp), a one-potential term (op) and a finite many-potential 
part (mp), see Fig. 3.4. The many-potential part is treated in coordinate space 
while the zero- and one-potential terms are calculated in momentum space. The 
wavefunction correction is thus separated as follows 
A =  { « I  ( s b 0 u  -  8 m )  | « f a )  
= {a|7°srs(p)l^) + (a|7°Ao(p,p')Kuc(p,p'#«> + AE* , 
(3.28) 
where K,uc(p, p') is the nuclear Coulomb potential, E™jfs(p) is given by Eq. (3.21) 
and Ao(p,p') is the zeroth component of the vertex function Eq. (3.27). We will 
in the following consider the ket-state as the perturbed wavefunction, but there 
is of course also a symmetrical diagram where instead the bra-state is perturbed 
by the external potential. For the electron-electron interaction we must further 
consider the self-energy loop inserted on both electrons. 
The ultraviolet divergence A cancels between the zero- and one-potential 
terms in the same way as for the first-order self-energy. In the following dis­
cussion it is therefore implicitly assumed that the terms proportional to A is 
omitted. 
Zero-potential term 
To discuss the calculation of t he zero-potential part we first separate the tensor 
structure by writing E™„ss(p) = a(p) +$b(p), which yields 
A = (a|7<fc"(p)|^) 
=  J  d3 p ^ l { p ) j 0 [ a ( p ) + ^ b { p ) ] ^ s a ( p )  ,  (3.29) 
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where 
a ( p )  
K P )  
4 n  
-2m 1 + 2 
1  - p  
-In/ 
a  
47T 
2 + 1 + r4kp (3.30) 
For the a-part, which is diagonal, the angular integrations can be done straight­
forwardly giving 
A ( p )  =  J dfi $t(p)7o<Mp) = P a ( p ) P J p )  -  Qa{p)Qsa{p) . 
For the /(-term we use the explicit form 
E  — a  • p 
< r  •  p  — E  
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
together with the identity <r • p x™(f>) = -?X-»(p)i to obtain 
B( p )  = f dé $i(p)7V^a(p) 
=  E a  [P a { p ) P S a { p )  +  Qa( p )Qsa( p ) }  
+P[Pa(p)Qsa(p) + Psa(p)Qa(p)] • (3.33) 
We are finally left with the radial integral 
= J dp p2  [ A { p ) a ( p ]  +  B ( p ) b ( p ) \  .  (3.34) 
One-potential term 
The one-potential part is given by 
A Eg = (a|70Ao(p,p')Kuc(p,p')l^) 
= J d3pd3p'$t(p)7° [7o/j(p,p',cosi?) + j(/2(p,p',cosi?) 
+ //3(p,p',cosi?) + fiip, P','GOS i)) 
+ fs(p,p',COS1?)] Vnuc(p,p')®äa(p') , 
(3.35) 
where i? is the angle between p and p', and where the /,-functions are abbre­
viations for the coefficient functions in Eq. (3.27). The angular dependence of 
the wavefunctions can be reduced to a dependence on the intermediate angle 
by utilizing the identity 
1 
y ^ = j-'Wi/2|-i/2(cosd) (3.36) 
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where P|k+i/2|-i/2(cos& )  is a Legendre polynomial. Performing the matrix mul­
tiplication and using this identity we obtain for the ls-state 
4 7r$ ^ (p )7 °  A0 (p,p' ) $ ^ ( p ' )  =  f i \PP '+  Q Q'c o s t i ]  
+ / 2  [EPF  +  pQP '  +  {pP Q '  +  EQ Q' )  cosd ]  
+f3 [EPF + p'PQ' + {p'QF + EQQ') cos f ] 
+ / 4  [E 2 PF +  pE QF +  p 'EP Q '  +  pp 'QQ '+  
(jop 'PP 1  +  pEPQ'  +  p 'EQ P '  +  E 2 Q Q ' )  cos tf] 
+U[PP'-QQ'costf] , 
(3.37) 
where P = fa(p) and P '  = Psa (p ' )  and similarly for Q .  The expression for the 
one-potential part is thus reduced to a three-dimensional integral over p, p' and 
cos ÏÏ. 
Many-potential term 
The many-potential part is convergent and is calculated from the expression 
AE^P = A£bw0fu - A E% - A Ell , (3.38) 
where all terms at the right are unrenormalized. Starting from Eqs. (3.1) and 
(3.2) we can write for the bound main term 
A ££„ = <«|Sbo"|,Sa) 
x$i(x1)a"£>^,(xi - x2, z) S F ( x i ,X2 ,  Ea  -  z )a "$ S a {x2 )  
$KXl)Q:''eik'Xl$n(Xi)$t(x2)e ik-X2Q„$^(X2) , , 
~  [z 2  - k 2 +  iS ] [E a - z  -  E n ( l  - i r j ) ]  
The «-integration gives 
dz  1  i  s: 2w [ z 2  — k2 + i S ] [E a  — z  — E n (  1  — ?> / ) ]  2k [E a  — E n  — sign(£n) k\  '  
(3.40) 
which leads to 
AEZl = -2tta  J  d 3 x t  J  d 3 x 2  J  d  ^  
= —27T a 
(27r)3  
^t(x1)a^e'll'Xl $K(xi)$t(x2)e~'k'X2a)J$^(x2) 
Ea -  En-  sign(En)  k  
r d3k 1 ^  (a|a^e*k,Xl |n)(re|e~'k,X2aM|i5a)  
J  (27r)3  fc „ -  En  -  sign(£n)  k  
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Furthermore, by performing the angular part of the k-integration and using the 
spherical wave expansion 
- £ <2< + D c'«1) • c'(2) , (3.42) 
we obtain 
ry 
00 
r 
A£bw„fu = — £(2/ + l) / fcrffc 
"" (=o ^ 
V £a-£n-sign(£n)/c * 
The zero-potential term is given by the same expression but with free interme­
diate states. The one-potential part is the matrix element of the free vertex 
operator, and its coordinate space expression will be derived in the following 
section. Putting all this together we finally obtain for the many-potential term 
rr °° r 
A<> = — £(2Z + l)/fcd* 
71 1=0 J 
x fy (a \ a ß j i ( k r i ) c ' \n)(n \ j i( k r2) c 'aß\S a} 
X  \  V E a  -  En  - sign(£n)A; 
{aW13i{kri)C l \q){q\j i{kr2)C laß \5a)  
~  E „ -  E g -  s i g n  ( E q ) k  
(a\aß j l{kr1)C'\p}{p\V n u c \q)(q\j l(kr 2)C la l l \8a) 1 
p,g [Ea - Ep - sign(Ep)k][Ea - Eq - sign(Eq)k] X J ' 
(3.44) 
where |n) denotes bound and |p),  \q)  free electron states and where the function 
F is given by 
F = 1 + [sign(£p) - sign(£,)J ^ . (3.45) 
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3.2.2 Vertex and binding-energy corrections 
The vertex and the binding-energy terms, which are shown in Fig. 3.5, are both 
infrared divergent and ultraviolet charge divergent, but the divergences cancel 
between the two terms. To formulate an unambiguous regularization, we ex­
pand the intermediate bound electron propagators into free electron propagators 
interacting zero, one or several times with the nuclear potential. The divergent 
zero-potential terms are grouped together and by the use of dimensional regu­
larization the ultraviolet divergences can be identified and cancelled. The finite 
remainder is thereafter evaluated in momentum space. After separating out and 
cancelling the infrared divergences, the one-potential and many-potential terms 
(higher-order terms (h.o.)) are finite and are calculated in coordinate space. 
Our standard approach for evaluating the higher-order terms is to subtract the 
zero-potential terms from the bound terms (see Fig. 3.5): 
A El*:h* = (A E:: - A £$ + (A - A , (3.46) 
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Figure 3.5: Feynman graphs representing the binding energy and vertex correc­
tion. In this part the divergences occur only in the zero-potential te rms, which 
are grouped togeth er. AE1 denotes the first-order energy in the external field. 
which works well for medium and high Z calculations. Going down in Z it is, 
however, hard to obtain this part with high accuracy, as it turns out that the 
one-potential terms (implicitly present in Eq. (3.46)) has a very slow partial 
wave convergence. This was particularly pronounced for the g-factor calcula­
tion where we handled this problem by subtracting away also the one-potential 
terms from the bound main terms. The one-potential terms of course have 
to re-added, calculated in some different way which can take care of the slow 
partial wave convergence. This separate calculation was performed in a semi-
analytical fashion, which is very stable and therefore can be extended up to very 
high partial waves (well beyond I = 100). This procedure led to a substantial 
improvement of the numerical accuracy in the computation of the higher-order 
terms. 
The calculation of the vertex and binding-energy corrections are thus arranged 
as follows 
A £ve+be = + A£zbpe + A££e0+be 
= —(a|7°eALe(P,P'Mr(P,P')|a> + X ( a\i°^^(p)\a) 
+A#h!o+be , (3-47) 
where Afree(p,p') and ^Efree(p) are given by Eqs. (3.26) and (3.25), respectively. 
Zero-potential terms 
We consider first the cancellation of the ultraviolet charge divergent parts be­
tween the zero-potential terms. Using the formal expansions Eqs. (3.9) and 
(3.10) we obtain 
A E% = A El x (a|7° A [5m + (jf - m)(Z2 - 1) + E«"(p)] \a) 
=  A ^ x ( a | 7 °  7°(Z2 - 1) + ^m(p) 
= A El x (Z2 - 1) + A El x (a|7°—£™(p)|a> , (3.48) 
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and 
Ae ;; = -{a |7°e [Y (1 - Z2 )  + AU p,p')}  A^(P,P')|«) 
(a|eaMf (p,p') (1 - Z2 )  \a)  -  (a\7 0e\ïe n (P,P')A-T(P,P» 
= AE \  x (1 - Z 3 )  -  (a|7°eA^n(p,p')A®xt(p, p')|a) , (3.49) 
from which we can see the cancellation of the charge divergence. From the 
expressions in dimensional regularization Eqs. (3.26) and (3.25), and using 
C24 = A/4 + ... (see Appendix D), we see that the ultraviolet divergence A 
cancels in this way. Since the remaining terms are finite we just remove, in 
the calculations, the terms proportional to A in the zero-potential terms. Any 
constant added to A in the vertex and binding-energy corrections will c ancel 
in the same way as A — only the total self-energy correction has a physical 
meaning. In order to allow for a detailed comparison between our results and 
those of Refs. [41,42], we have added a constant term = 2, in the numerical 
implementation of the expressions Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26). 
The momentum space expression for the zero-potential binding-energy cor­
rection is given by 
A E b z ;  =  A E l  x f d3p$i(p)7° d _  d E  Efree(p, E )  *.(p) • (3-50) E=Ea 
The integral structure is similar to the zero-potential wavefunction part and the 
calculation follows the same scheme. By explicit differentiation we separate the 
tensor structure as 
(5Efr< M p)  +  d b { p )  
+ 7 °HP),  (3.51) d E  d E  '  r  d E  
with a ( p ) and b ( p )  given by Eq. (3.30). The angular integrations then yields 
the expression 
A E.  be A E l  x J dpp2  M P )  +  B ( p )  ^  +  C ( P )  b ( p )  d E  E=Ea 
(3.52) 
where we have defined 
ä(p) := 
B ( p )  =  
C ( p )  =  
P 2a( p ) ~ Q l ( p ) ,  
Ea [Pa(p) + QI{P)\  + 2pPa(p)Qa{p) ,  
PUP) + QI(P) ,  (3.53) 
and where 
9 a { p )  
d E  
d b ( p )  
d E  
8 E  
4i x  m(l — p )  
a  2 E  
4tt m2 (  1  —  p ) 2  
1 + • In p  
3 — p  +  -  l n p  (3.54) 
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We now t urn to the zero-potential part of the vertex correction which is 
given by 
Ae :; = - / d3p/ d3p' K(ph°KJp ,p ' ) eA^ (p ,  P')<MP') • (3.55) 
The case of a scalar external potential is equivalent to the one-potential wave-
function part with Vnuc —» — eAgxt and $ja —» in Eq. (3.35). We will thu s 
focus here on the vector part of E q. (3.55), which is given by the following 
integral 
A Ei; = £/ d3p J d3p'$i(p)7° 
x [7/i(p,p',cosi?) + /Sp/2(p,p',cosi9) + fo ' f 3 {p ,p ' , cosö)  
+ /p/4(p,p',cosi?) +/p75(P,P',cosi?) -t-/S7//6(p,p\costf) 
+ p/7(p,p',cosi?) + p'/8(p,p',cosi?)] • eAext(p - p')^a(p') , 
(3.56) 
where the /,-functions are abbreviations for the coefficient functions of the vector 
part of Eq. (3.26). Due to the vector structure of this expression, we can not 
reduce the angular part to some simple dependence on the intermediate angle 
as was done for the zeroth component of the vertex function. By defining, for 
the different interaction types, the functions 
Vfre,t(p,p',cos -å)  =  IA? ' p > c o s ^)  f  dr  r2ji(lp-p'[r)/(r)ff(r) , 
IP - P I # 
V? t s (p ,  p', cos tf) = f i {p ,  p ' ,  cos tf) i —, IP - PT 
Kmag(p,p',c°st9) = f i (p ,p ' ,  cos 7?) e—(lp_ï>/l/'9)2 , (3.57) 
and expanding those according to Eq. (B.14), the angular dependencies can 
be separated. The angular integrations can thereby be performed analytically 
by using angular diagram techniques [43] as will be demonstrated below. The 
final expression then contains the expansion integral Eq. (B.15) and the radial 
integrals over p and p', which are performed numerically. 
Let us start with considering the structure of the different terms in the vertex 
operator. The first term of Eq. (3.56), proportional to 7°7 = a, has exactly 
the form of the first-order interaction and its contribution is given by (cf. Eqs. 
(2.25),(2.28) and Eq. (18) in Paper I) 
a Ell, = cint ^ J d PP 2 / v p ' 2  {P(p)Q(p ' )  [p'Ko(p, p') - P KT(p, p')] 
+ Q(p)Pm [PV$ (p ,P ' ) -P 'V$ ( p ,P ' ) } }  ,  
(3.58) 
where C m t  is the overall constant in the first-order expression (= 8a/n  for the 
Breit interaction). Performing the matrix multiplications for the remaining 
terms gives the following result 
^ î (p)7°^p^a(p ' )  =  p{E  [P {p )P {p ' )xT ] {p )X™ a (p ' )  + Q(p )Q( p ' ) \ - k {p ) \ - k (p )  
+  P  [ P ( p ) Q ( p ' )  x - ? ( p ) x ™ ° K ( p I  +  Q ( p ) P ( p ' )  xTHp)x^ (p ' ) }  }  ,  
(3.59) 
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$t(p)7°^p'$a(p') = p' [E [p(p)p(p') XT\P)^ {P ' )  + Q(p)Q(p ' )  x -« \p)x™° K (p ' ) \  
+ p [p(p)<2(p')X-?(P)X-°K(P')  + Q(PW)  XT\P)X?'(P') ]}  ,  
(3.60) 
$t(p)7°/p$a(p') = p {E [P(p )P(p ' )  XT \P)XT{P')  + Q(p)Q(p ' )  x -?(p)x - Ï(p ' ) }  
+ p' [P{ p)Q(p') xT\p)xT{p') + Q(PW) x!#(p)x^(p')] } , 
(3.61) 
$î(p)70/p'$.(p') = p' {E [P(P)P(P') XT \P)XT {P')  + Q{p)Q{p ' )x - ï {p)x- a Ap' )]  
+ p [P{p)Q{p')xT\p)x^a{p') + Q(P)P{P') x-«t(p)x-«(p')]} . 
(3.62) 
$î(p)7°jhtf'$a(p') = 
-  E 2  [p(p)Q(p ' )  xTHP)^ (P ' )  +  Q(p)P(p ' )  x^(p )"xT(p  )\  
-  p'E [p(p)p(p ' )  xT \p)<rx-°Àp ' )  +  Q(p)Q(p' )  X-^pWrtp ' ) ]  
-  pE [P(p )P(p ' )  x-^(p)«tx™°(p') + Q(p)Q(p ' )  XTKPWAP ' ) ]  
- pp [P(P)Q{P ')x-^(p)o'x™0(p') + Q{P)P{P')X™ct(p)<rx-«(p')] i 
(3.63) 
$î(pb°p$a(p') = p [P{p)P{p ' )xT\p)x^ a {p )  - <3(p)Q(p')x-«t(p)x-«(p')] , 
(3.64) 
*î(pbV*.(p') = p'  [P(pW)xT\p)xT(p ' )  -  Q(p)Q(p ' )xZ \p)x^(p ' ) }  •  
(3.65) 
In deriving these expressions we have used the relations 
•>'* = (J.r ~'E") . <••«) 
and 
^•pxL(P) = -px?«(P) 
\ ± l { p ) < r - p  = -PX?I(P) > (3-67) 
and similarly for pß '  — (E , p'). We will here concentrate on the evaluation 
of the angular parts for the electron-electron Breit interaction. This do not, 
however, imply any loss of generality since we reduce (evaluate) only the part of 
the angular diagram which is associated with the vertex operator. As discussed 
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O 
Figure 3.6: Angular momentum graph corresponding to the pC^/S) part  of  t he 
second term of  the v ertex operator .  
in Chapter 2 the results obtained are valid for all K = 1 vector interactions, in 
particular for the g factor and the hyperfine structure calculations. 
Focus now on the contribution from the second term in the vertex operator 
70j^p, Eq. (3.59). Inserting the Breit potential Eq. (2.19), we obtain 
iE
- - i£F£<*+i) 
x J dü[x^\r)aC\f)x^)-X-i \r)aC\f)xT{r)] 
x J d3 p  J d3 p 'V2 , k{p,p ' ) C k(p) - C k(p ' ) [ p p C 1(p)-p ' p C 1(p')]  
X {E [P{p)P{p')xT\p)x r:a(p')  + Q{p)Q(p')x- cXp)x^{p')]  
+ p [P(p)Q(p')x-?(p)x-°«(p' )  + Q(p)P(p')xT\p)xT{p') \}  • 
(3.68) 
By decomposing the p-vector as 
p=p i: (-iycm^t ,  (3-69) 
t=-1 
and using the expansion 
ci t(p)Cl , (p) = £ «lmCUp) , I = 0,2 , M = mi + m2  , (3.70) 
LM 
we obtain the angular diagram VAl (Fig. 3.6) for the p C1 (p)-term and diagram 
VA2 (Fig.  3.7)  for  the pC^^-term. From diagram VAl i t  fol lows that  L = K 
for nonvanishing contributions. Since K = 1 and L only can take the values 
L = 0,2, it follows that this term does not contribute. 
The VA2 diagram can be transformed to the first-order angular diagram A3 
in Fig. 2.5 by removing the triangles, which yields the relation 
VA2 = (-!)'« [(2j c  + 1) (2ja  + 1) (2K + 1)]1/2 j ^  \  \  } | ^ \  } x A3 .  
(3 
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Figure 3.7: Angular momentum graph corresponding to the pC'(p') part of  the 
second term of the vertex oper ator.  
It follows further from triangular conditions that only the ïc ,  la  parts contribute. 
The expansion parameter k can thus take the values k = 0,2 and the total 
angular factor is given by 
f [(2Jc + 1) (2J a  + 1) (2K + I)]1 '2  (i y a y i)(ld  II C1 II l b)  
x(Ic  » C* II S)(l  II C* II Q I l* Kk \ j I I j } x A3 . 
(3.72) 
Comparing this factor with the angular part of the first-order interaction Eqs. 
(2.27) and (2.29), it can be seen that the latter is a factor of 3 (—3) times larger 
than for the vertex k = 2 (fc = 0) part. The contribution from the 7°/Sp-term 
can thus after angular integrations be written as 
2 o? 1 c r 
&E l la = J dpp2  J dp'p'2pp' [V2 ,2(p,p')  -  V2 f i(p,p')\  
x [EQ(p)Q(p) +pP(p)Q(p')] .  (3.73) 
Consider now the remaining terms of the vertex operator listed in Eqs. 
(3.60)-(3.65). By comparing Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) it is straightforward to 
see that the contribution from the 7°^p'-term is similar to the contribution for 
the 7°j<p-term 
Or-y2  1  n  n  
A £?P,3 =  J  dPP2 /#W [V3 l2 (P,P')  -  V3 ,0 (P,P')}  
x [EQ(p)Q(p') +pP(p)Q(p')] .  (3.74) 
Here it is the p' C1 (p) part which contributes while the contribution in Eq. (3.73) 
comes from the pC'(p') part. The momentum vector and the C^-tensor thus 
have to depend on different coordinates to obtain non-vanishing contributions. 
For equal coordinates it is not possible to form the required rank one tensor 
(K = 1).  
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Also the 7°|i'p and the 7°/i'p'-terms (Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62)) leads to the 
same angular diagrams and their contributions are given by 
A£^p,4 = -^-^fiPP2fdp'p'2pp'[V4,2(p,p')- V4,o(p,p')l 
x [ E Q ( p ) Q ( p ' ) + p ' P ( p ' ) Q ( p ) }  ,  (3.75) 
and 
A E z p , s  -  ^-^/dPP2/dP'p'2pp'[V5.2(p,p')-H,o(p,p')] 
x [ E Q ( p ) Q ( p ' ) + p ' P ( p ' ) Q ( p ) }  . (3.76) 
The 7°/i7^'-term (Eq. (3.63)) has the same angular structure as the first-order 
interaction and differs only in the radial parts 
A#zvp,6 = / dPP2 / dp' p'2 {[p%o(p, p') - P K,i (p, p')] 
x [p'£ P(p)P(p') + p E  Q(PMP') + p p ' P ( p ' ) Q ( p )  +  E 2 P ( p ) Q ( p ' ) }  
+ bp,o(p,p') - p%i(p,p')] 
X [ p ' E Q ( p ) Q ( p ' )  +  pE P ( p ) P ( p ' )  +  p p ' P ( p ) Q ( p ' )  +  E 2 P ( p ' ) Q ( p ) ] }  .  
(3.77) 
The two last terms of the vertex operator, 7°p and 7°p', has the same form as 
the parts proportional to E in Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60), and their contributions 
are given by 
A£zp,7 =  /  dPP2 /  dp'p'2pp' [^ 7,2(p,p') -  V 7 f l {p ,p ' )]  Q{p)Q{p')  ,  
(3.78) 
and 
2ry2 1 c c n 
A#zp,8 = J dPP2 J Vp' pp' [Va,2(p,p') - v 8 ) 0 {p ,p ')]  Q(p)Q{p')  .  
(3.79) 
The contributions in Eqs. (3.73)-(3.79) are derived for the Breit part of the 
electron-electron interaction. They are, however, valid for all K = 1 vector 
interactions considered in this thesis. Just replace the overall factor from the 
first-order interaction and re-define the V;-functions for the relevant interaction 
type. 
Higher-order terms 
The remaining contributions beyond the zero-potential part of the vertex and 
binding-energy corrections axe convergent and can be obtained from the sub­
traction 
AE 0^+he = (AEVJ - AE%) + (AE*: - AE % )  , (3.80) 
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or in the alternative approach 
A£heo+be = (A£svee - aE% - AB:;) + (AB*? - AE% - AEbo;) 
+AE:; + AE% . (3.81) 
This latter scheme has so far only been implemented for the g-factor calculation, 
and the discussion of t he one-potential terms in that expression is given at the 
end of th is section. 
For the bound vertex diagram we have from Feynman rules 
A EH = -4nia J d3^ J d3-x.2 f d3x3 J $t(x1)aftD^/(xi - x2, z) 
X5f(XI,X3 ,  Ea - 2)a<7eA^t(x3)5F(x3, x2, Ea - z)a"$a(x2) 
. r d?k f°° dz 
= 4 m a J (  
, (a| aMe,k'Xl |m)(m|a"eA|îtt(x3)|n)(n|e~,k'X2a,i|a) 
X ^ [z' -  k2 + i5][Ea - z - Em( 1 -  ir))][Ea - z - En( 1 -  ir,)\ • 
(3.82) 
The ^-integration yields 
dz 1 
I" J —C 27r [E a - z - £m(l - n?)][£a - « - £«(1 - ir])]( z2  - k2 + i5) 
i 1 p 
2k [Ea - Em - sign(£)m)fc][Ea - En - sign(£n)fc] X 
(3.83) 
where 
F = 1 + [sign(£n) - sign(£ro)] ^ . (3.84) 
Performing the angular part of t he k-integration and using the spherical wave 
expansion Eq. (3.42), we finally obtain 
et °° r 
&Ei: = -53(2 / + !)// fcdfc 
/=o 7 
x V" (a|Q^(fcri)c'lm)(mleQ,T^xt(x3)lw)("|ii(fcr2)C'af'la) ^ p  
X ^ [£a - - sign(£m)fc][.Ea -En- sign(£'n)fc] 
(3.85) 
From Appendix E we obtain similarly for the bound binding-energy correc­
tion 
AEhJ = AEl x (a\[-^ Zh°»(E)]E=Ea\a) 
ty 00 r 
AElx-J2(2l + l) / kdk^ 
7T , r\ J m 
(a \aJ i (kr i )C l \m)(m\ j i (kr 2 )C l a ß \a )   
[Ea -  E m  -  s ign (E m )k] 2  
(3.86) 
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The bound terms given by Eqs. (3.85) and (3.86) contains an infrared diver­
gence in the fc-integration when I = 0 and the intermediate states are degenerate 
with the reference state. This situation occurs for scalar self-energy interaction 
(/U = 0), and we can write for the divergent vertex part 
A£sve'dlv = ^/f(abo(fcri)|a)(a|ea^r(x3)|a)(abo(^)|«) 
= -&El x ~/x (a\j°(kri)\a)(a\jo{kr2)\a) , (3.87) 
where we have used AE\  = —(a\ea ' T A e J c t (x 3 ) \a) .  The divergent part of the 
binding-energy correction is similarly 
A£be,div = AEix^jàk {a]j0{kri)\a){a\j0{kr2)\a) , (3.88) 
from which we see that the infrared divergent parts cancel between the vertex 
and binding-energy corrections. The cancellation holds for each k and we can 
thus exclude the relevant terms of the I and m, n summations in the numerical 
calculation. 
The contribution from higher-order vertex and binding-energy terms is thus 
given by 
A£heo. =  ^ ë ( 2 / + i ) /  
TT i n  J  
k  d k  
1=0 
x 
„ (q|a^j;(fcri)C'|m)(m|eQ:'7^xt(x3)|n)(n|j;(fcr2)Cia'J[a) ^ 
^  [E a  -  E m  ~ sign(E m )k][Ea:—E n  -  sign(E n )k]  
y ,  (a\a ß j l (kr l )C l \p){p\ea a  A^ t {y i i ) \q){q\ j l {kr 2 )C l  a^a)  ^  1 
^ [Ea - Ep - sign(Ep)k][Ea - Eq - sign(£,)fc] J' 
(3.89) 
and 
fy 00 r  
A£hbl = A^x-B21 + 1)/ kdk 
I (alaMji(fcri)C'|m)(m|ji(fcr2)C'aM[a)  
X  
'  ~  [E a -  Em -  s ign[Em )k] 2  
„ {a\a ß j l {kr l )C , \p) (p \ j i {kr 2 )C l a'1 \a )  y  
[E a  -E p -  sign(E p )kp  I '  ( J -™> 
where |m),  |n) denotes bound electron states and \p) ,  \q)  free electron states 
One-potential terms 
As previously mentioned we can improve the accuracy of the higher-order terms 
by taking the one-potential terms, shown in Fig. 3.8, into account explicitly 
using the calculation scheme of Eq. (3.81). The re-added one-potential terms 
are calculated separately in a semi-analytical way, with the radial integrals 
evaluated analytically. 
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Figure 3.8: Feynman diagrams for the one-potential terms of the binding en­
ergy and the vertex correction. The triangle represents the interaction with the 
external potential and the line with the cross represents the nuclear Coulomb 
potential. 
The expression for t he one-potential vertex correction is given by 
2a . 
A E
= v£ ( 2 Z  +  1 )/  
n 1=0 0 
dkk2 
x  G(.t,u,v)(a\aß j ,(kr)C , \ t)(t\ea'TA e* t \u)(u\Vn u c \v){v\aß j i(kr')C I \a> ,  
t,U,V 
(3.91) 
where t ,u,v labels free electron states. There are eight different com binations 
with respect to the sign of intermediate energies which is described by the 
function G(t, u, v) 
G(+,+,+)  
G(+, +, —) 
1 
2 k [ E a  -  E t -  k] [E a  -  E u  -  k ] [ E a   
1 
-  E y  -  k ]  
2  k [ E a  ~~ E t  + fc][i?a — E u  +  fcjfiSa 
1 
—  E y  +  k]  
G(-  - ,+)  
2 k [ E a  -E t -  k ][ E a  - E u -  k } [ E a  -  E v  +  k \  
1 
+  [ E u  -  E v ] [ E a  -  E t  -  k ] [ E a  - E u -  k }[ E a  -  E v  +  k]  
1 
~  [ E n  -  ME t  -  E v ] [ E a  -  E t  -  k ] [ E a  -  E v  +  k ]  '  
1 
2 k [ E a  —  E t  +  k] [E a  —  E u  +  k ] [ E a  —  E v  —  k ]  
1 
+  [ E v  -  E u ] [ E a  - E t  +  k] [E a  - E u  +  k] [ E a  -  E v  -  k ]  
1 
+ [ E v  -  E U ] [ E V  -  E t ] [ E a  - E t  +  k] [E a  -  E v  -  k ]  '  
(3.92) 
The remaining four cases are obtained by interc hanging t v and u H ti in 
the last two formulas. 
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The one-potential binding-energy term can be obtained by differentiating 
Eq. (3.85) (replacing ea"-> -Vnuc) 
r> 00 r AE*; = A El x 2- V(21 + 1) / k dk 
n  i-o •* 
„ (a\aßji(kr1)C l\t)(t\Vnuc\u)(u\ji(kr2)C la''\a) 
X M lE" - Et - sign(E t)k][Ea - Eu - sign[Eu)k]2 
(3.93) 
where |i), |u) are free electron states. The factor of two is due to the symmetry of 
the diagram. From the beginning there is also a term where the first factor in the 
denominator is squared, but these two terms give the same contribution. Using 
the scheme of Eq. (3.81) the fully numerical part is now given by Eqs. (3.89) 
and (3.90) where also the expressions of Eqs. (3.91) and (3.93) are subtracted. 
In the semi-analytical treatment of the one-potential terms, we make use of 
the analytical solutions of the free Dirac equation given in Appendix F. The 
summations over the free intermediate states goes then over to integrations and 
we can write 
A££p = — J^(2/ + 1) ^  J dkk2 J d31 J d3u J d3v G(t, u, v) 
^ 1=0 r,s,s' ® 
x (a\aßji(kr)C'\t, r)(t, r\ea" A*xt|u, s)(u, s|. Vnuc|v, s')(v, s'\ji(kr')C laß\ 
(3 
and 
A E% = A El x 2- £(2/ + 1) J2 [ k dk [ d3t [ d3 u 
^ (=o >•>» 
(a |o:Mj/(fc7-1 )C' |t, r) (t, r|Vnuc|M, s) (u, s\ji(kr2)C l  aß\a) [Ea -E t- sign(Et)k][Ea - Eu- sign(£'u)A:]2 
(3.95) 
where the ket \t, r) describes the free-electron state with momentum t and spinor 
component r. The radial matrix elements can here be evaluated analytically as 
is discussed further in Chapter 5. 
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4 Vacuum Polarization Corrections 
A virtual electron-positron pair created in the vicinity of a nucleus will be 
polarized by the nuclear Coulomb field. The effective result can be described 
as a re-distribution of the nuclear charge, which in turn implies corrections to 
the atomic energy levels. This effect is called the vacuum polarization (VP). In 
analogy to the induced charge distribution in the electrical field of the nucleus, 
the nuclear magnetic field induces vacuum currents. These currents can be 
associated with an induced magnetic moment. In contrast to the electrical case 
which results in a zero net charge, the induced magnetic moment is non-zero. 
The vacuum polarization consists of t wo parts: the Uehling (Ue) part and 
the Wichmann-Kroll (WK) part. The Uehling term is the finite remainder 
after performing charge renormalization (see Appendix C) and it is was derived 
already in 1935 by Uehling [44] — despite that there was no clear formulation 
of renormalization at that time. The Uehling part originates from the first 
non-zero term in the (Za)-expansion of the polarization loop and the finite 
Wichmann-Kroll part represents the remaining higher-order terms. 
We start this chapter by reviewing the calculation of the first-order vacuum 
polarization, following the work in Paper IV. Since the VP corrections in an 
external potential is rather similar we can benefit greatly from the first-order 
discussion. In Section 4.2.3 we will further consider the vacuum polarization 
correction to the measured nuclear magnetic moment. 
4.1 First-order vacuum polarization 
As for the electron self-energy we can isolate the divergent part of the vac­
uum polarization by expanding in the binding potential. Using the propagator 
expansion Eq. (3.5), the vacuum polarization diagram is decomposed into a 
zero-potential term (zp), a divergent one-potential term (op) and finally a finite 
many-potential term (mp), see Fig. 4.1. The first term, A£££, vanish due to 
Furry's theorem, which states that the contributions of diagrams which contain 
a free electron loop with an odd number of vertices vanish. The one-potential 
term, Acontains a charge divergence (Q) which can be absorbed in the 
charge renormalization, see Appendix C. The finite remainder is known as the 
Uehling term AThe many-potential term, AE^p, contains in addition to 
the finite Wichmann-Kroll part AE*%, a lso a spurious gauge-dependent piece, 
S2, that has to be removed. 
The energy shift due to vacuum polarization can be expressed in terms of a 
vacuum-polarization potential U^„u, by writing 
AC = / Mi(x1)CC(x1)®.(xi) , (4.1) 
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Figure 4.1: The first-order vacuum polarization AE^u decomposed into the zero-
potential term A = 0, the one-potential term A Egg = Q + AE^ and the 
many-potential term AE£>p = S2+AEAand AE*l are the finite Uehling 
and Wichmann-Kroll parts, Q is the charge dive rgence and S2 the spurious part 
of the many-potential term. 
where 
/
poo si? 
d3X2 J-oo 2^Q,/jD^(X2 ~ X1'°)Tî-K^°U(X2,X2,2)] . 
(4.2) 
Inserting the expansion of the electron propagator in the nuclear field Eq. (3.5), 
we obtain for the one-potential term 
^Jp(xi) = -4'via J d3x2 J d3x3 f ^  
xa"Z^(x2 — x1,0)Tr[a"5*ee(x2,X3^)Kluc(x3)5^e(x3,x2,2)] . 
(4.3) 
Transforming this to momentum space yields 
f£p(q) = -47r«^#a, n"°'(1)(9) , (4.4) 
where q — (0,q) and IF0'*1^»?) is the first-order unrenormalized polarization 
tensor Eq. (C.2). Performing the charge renormalization (see Appendix C) we 
can extract the renormalized Uehling potential 
fCp(q) = -4™vnuc(q)nren(q2 (4.5) 
where IIren(q2) is given by Eq. (C.12). Going back to coordinate space we obtain 
the well known expression 
J (27I-)3 |xi - X3| J1 
(4.6) 
where pnuc is the nuclear charge density. 
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To obtain the finite Wichmann-Kroll contribution we adopt the subtraction 
scheme suggested by Soff and Möhr [45]: 
AKPk = A EZ , - A Ell - 52 • (4-7) 
By making the spherical-wave decomposition 
o° 
A Ell = £ (AEboi"1 - A E^ - 52'"') , (4.8) 
|k|=1 
we can handle the spurious term S2 in the following way . If t he summation 
over the angular momentum number |«| is restricted to a finite number of terms 
I k I = 1,2,..., I «max!, then the explicit contribution from the S 2'"' term can be 
shown to vanish [45-47]. The 52-term can thus be omitted and the subtraction 
scheme can be simplified to read 
l^max I 
AiCk = , Hm £ (ACW - Ai^ 'W) - (4.9) |Km«|-WX> |(c|=1 
Note that this subtraction involves the unrenormalized bound and one-potential 
terms, which is analogous with the calculation of the electron self-energy many-
potential terms. 
We now go on to find the explicit partial-wave expressions for the bound 
and one-potential terms. The bound term is from Eq. (4.2) given by 
.  f g f  d3k e i k ' ( x 2- x ' )  /°°  dz ^  Tr[a"$ 4(x2)$î(x 2)]  
VM = -t"« J <•*'J fcy —— L 2Ï Ç , - E , ( l - „ )  '  
(4-
By p erforming the trace, integrating over th e angular part of k and using t he 
partial-wave expansion Eq. (3.42) we obtain 
9irv °° roo /*oo rf ? 
KM = -^^(2/  + i ) /  dk g  
7T J0 J —oo Z7T 
Since we sum over all orientati ons m of for a specific k in the t  = (n,  k,  m) 
summation, one can show tha t I and n have to be zero for nonvanishing contri­
butions. Performing the «-integration, which picks up half pole c ontributions, 
integrating over angular coordinates and summing over m, we finally obtain 
Q» C OO 
f/bou(n) = / ^io(fcn)E(2i« + l)sign(£n,K)(n,fc I j o(kr2)  \  n ,n)  .  
*  Jo 
(4.12) 
This expression is divergent since it contains the unrenormalized electric charge. 
However, if we replace the bound intermediate states with free electron states we 
obtain the zero-potential term which, according to Furry's theorem, is exactly 
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zero. This comes out since there is a n exact cancellation between the positive 
and negative energy states for the free electron spectra with a given |/e| valu e. 
To be specific, in the case when |«| = 1 the cancellation takes place between 
the positive (negative) spectra of the Si/2 angular symmetry and the negative 
(positive) spectra of t he pXj2 angular symmetry. This cancellation is dis cussed 
in detail in Chapter 5. For bound spectra the cancellation is not exact giving 
rise to the divergent expression for U^u. 
Starting from Eq. (4.3) we obtain for the one-potential term 
^op(xi) = -^Ëfri) J0°°dk rdz 
7T jZq Jo J-c 2tt 
(4.13) 
where r, s  denotes free electron states. This expression for the one-potential 
term corresponds to Eq. (4.11) for the bound term. As for that expression only 
I = ß = 0 gives a non-zero contribution. If r, s are both positive (negative) 
states, we can close the z-integration in the upper (lower) plane and get zero 
contribution. Only the situation with one positive and one negative state, i.e., 
a virtual electron-positron pair, thus contributes in the r, s summation. Per­
forming the angular integrations and the z-integration then gives 
4ry f°° « . 
Uop( r i)  = |— I dkj0(kr1)Y i(2jK  +1) 
(p, « I jo{ kr2)  I p', k ) ( p ' ,  k  I V nuc(r3) 1 p, k ) 
r 2 ?  E p , k - E p . , k  
(4.14) 
where we have also summed over the m quantum numbers and used that 
r = (p, k, m) and s — ( p', k, m) must have the same k and m. An extra factor 
of tw o occurs since we have restricted r to be be a positive energy state. 
Equations (4.12) and (4.14) represents the partial-wave decompositions of 
the bound and one-potential terms, and we can thus express the Wichmann-
Kroll potential as 
n  lKm»x| -oo 
K K n )  = J 2  (2i" +  1)  L  d k j o i k n )  
7T i i i J O  M=i 
^sign ( E n i K ) ( n , K  | jo(fcr2) | n,«) 
. n  
-4 i t  ( p , K  I jo(fer2) 1 p ' , k ) ( p ' , k  I K,uc(r 3) | p,<c) 
p pi Ep,K ~ ~ Bp ',K 
(4.15) 
To summarize, the renormalized first-order vacuum polarization can be ex­
pressed in terms of an energy independent potential 
U Z ( x )  =  tC(x) +  K l ( x )  i  (4.16) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.2: The one-loop vac uum polarization corrections. Diagram (a) is the 
external line correction and (b) the potential correction. 
where £/„£ and U^. are given by Eqs. (4.6) and (4.15), respectively. The corre­
sponding energy shift is given by 
AEZ = (a\UZ\a) • (4.17) 
Since the potential is energy independent we can actually include it when solving 
the Dirac equation, and thereby obtain the vacuum polarization effect to all 
orders. 
4.2 Vacuum polarization corrections in external poten­
tials 
The one-photon vacuum polarization corrections to the interaction with an ex­
ternal potential are shown in Fig. 4.2. Diagram (a) results from inserting the 
vacuum polarization potential in the outgoing electron line. The irreducible 
part, with Et / Ea, can be expressed in terms of a perturbed wavefunction 
|<5a), similarly as for the self-energy case, and is accordingly referred to as the 
vacuum polarization wavefunction correction AE™*. In contrast to the corre­
sponding self-energy diagram, there is here no contribution from the reducible 
part of diagram (a). This can be seen explicitly by subtracting away the lower-
order diagrams in Sucher's formula Eq. (A.60). Taking the view of perturbing 
the first-order vacuum polarization by the external potential, this result follows 
from the fact that the vacuum polarization potential does not depend on Ea, 
leading to a vanishing binding-energy correction. 
The insertion of a polarization loop in the interaction line leads to diagram 
Fig. 4.2 (b), which is called the potential correction, AEThis part cor­
responds to the propagator modification Eq. (3.16) of the first-order vacuum 
polarization. 
The calculation of t he vacuum polarization effects in an external potential 
is similar to the first-order vacuum polarization, and the results and methods 
of t he previous section will be used frequently in the following. 
4.2.1 Wavefunction correction 
The contribution from the wavefunction correction is given by 
A< = (a|t/;ePn|Ja), (4.18) 
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where |<5a) is the external field perturbed wavefunction and where U^n is the 
renormalized vacuum polarization potential Eq. (4.16). There is also a symmet­
rical diagram where instead the bra-state is perturbed by the external potential, 
giving the same contribution. For the two electron case also an extra factor of 
two must be included since the polarization loop can then be inserted on both 
electron lines. The wavefunction correction has exactly the same structure as 
the first-order vacuum polarization, but here the matrix element is taken with 
one perturbed wavefunction. We thus evaluate U^n in the same way as for the 
first-order case, and obtain the (charge renormalized) Uehling part 
AEv"pf-ue = (a|C/u7|Ja), (4.19) 
and the Wichmann-Kroll part 
AE%-«k = {a\VZl\Sa) . (4.20) 
The wavefunction contribution can also be computed to all orders in the vacuum 
polarization potential by including U^n when solving the Dirac equation. If we 
denote the resulting wavefunctions by |avp), we obtain the correction as 
A^vp.oo = (avp\(-e)$A^\avp) - (a|(-e) cfA?\a) . (4.21) 
4.2.2 Potential correction 
Similarly as for the first-order vacuum polarization, we decompose the potential 
correction into a zero-potential term, a one-potential part and finally higher-
order terms, see Fig. 4.3. Here it is t he zero-potential term which is divergent 
and requires charge renormalization. The remaining part after renormalization 
is recognized as the Uehling contribution. The one-potential part vanishes due 
to Furry's theorem and the finite higher-order part, the Wichmann-Kroll term, 
can be obtained by a subtracting scheme analogously to the first-order case. 
Uehling part 
The Uehling part is conveniently treated in momentum space and its energy 
contribution is given by 
AE%~m =  - e J  d3p f d3p' ®î(p)aMf—(p _ p'^p') , (4.22) 
where 
Ar_ue(p - P') = -e2IT™(|p - p'|2) A^(p - p') . (4.23) 
For the ^ -factor calculation it turns out that the Uehling contribution vanishes, 
which can be seen in the following way. T he renormalized polarization tensor 
e 'n nq*)_-2p,v7r=T(J_ +  ^ )_^ (4.24)  
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aeI*- n AEP0'"6 AEzd- Q + AEV„ 
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AE„„= 0 
Figure 4.3: The potential correction due to vacuum polarization, decom­
posed into a zero-potential term, a (vanishing) one-potential term and finally 
higher-order terms. AE^U<! is the renormalized Uehling part, AE^~wk the 
Wichmann-Kroll part, Q is the charge divergence and S2 the spurious term. 
can, for small momentum transfer q « 0, be expanded as 
~2 \ 1 / „2 \ 2 
e2 n ren(q2) 1 ( S L  
15 \ m2 
_ L ( S _  
140 \m2 + O (q
6) 
From Eq. (B.25) we have the magnetic vector potential 
Amag(q) = ^VqJ3(q) x B , 
which makes the Uehling contribution proportional to 
f d3p J d3p'$i(p)nren(|p - pf )a • [vp53(p - p') x B] *.(p') . 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
By partial integration it is seen that this expression vanishes since IIren « q2 as 
q2 —> 0. 
Wichmann-Kroll part 
To obtain the contribution from the Wichmann-Kroll term we employ the sub­
traction scheme 
l^max I 
A EST* = lim £ (AEbo!K] - A^'1"1) , l«n,ax|-i-00 V. H ' (4.28) 
where the spurious part S2 has been dropped due to the partial wave decom­
position (see Ref. [47] for the vector part). The zero-potential term is given by 
the same expression as for the bound term with the bound intermediate states 
replaced with free electron states. The problem is thus reduced to finding a 
partial-wave decomposition of t he bound term. 
The potential correction diagram is very similar to the one-potential part of 
the first-order vacuum polarization, see Fig. 4.1. From the expression Eq. (4.3) 
we can thus easily obtain (replacing Vnuc —• — eaaAeaxt and Spee —» Sp°u) 
A^bou = 4ttia J d3Xi J d3x2 J d3x3 J — $J(x1)aI/$a(xi) 
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x<(x2 - X i ,0)Tr [a^^(x2,X3,.)ea'Af(x3)5^(x3,x2)z)] 
= 4nia / d3Xl / <f3X2 / g!3x3 / ^  |~ g 4>f(x, K*,,^) 
Tr [a/i$ll(x2)$|I(X3)ea<Tj4®xt(X3)$((X3)$|(X2)j 
x t r  [ z - £ ( l - « ? ) ] [ * - £ „ ( ! - i » , ) ]  "  (  j  
Performing the trace and the «-integration, which gives contributions only for 
positive-negative pairs, yields 
r  H 3 \c  1 
AlCu = SraJ^-(aKc- '^ \a)  
+ {<|e,k'IC2a,1|u)(w|ea!r>l®xt(x3)|£) 
T « Et 
xy,y, (4 30) t — Eu 
where a factor of t wo is due to restricting t  to be a positive energy state. Pro­
ceeding with the angular part of the k-integration and using the expansion 
Eq. (3.42), we obtain 
A£bPoCu = —^2(21 +  1) [  dk iaMkr^C^a) 
7T i  J  
xEE (t \ j , (kr2)C laß \u) (u\ea"A e a x t (^3) \ t )  ^  ^  
tu E t  — Eu  
By identifying the electron potential (cf. Eq. (2.16)) 
<2fy oo r 
c.4<)!1i(x2) = E(2Z + / dfcj;(fcr2)(a|a„i;(fcr1)Ci(ri)|a) , 
*" i=o J 
(4.32) 
we can write down the compact form 
AElc "EE (4 33) 
t u  E t -  E u  
Considering a scalar external potential (e.g., the Coulomb potential in the two-
electron case) this expression becomes very similar to the one-potential term of 
the first-order case (Eq. (4.14)), and we can write down the Wichmann-Kroll 
contribution 
l'îmax I 
AKpIs! = -2 E (2j* + 1) 
|k|=1 
{n ,  K\eA$(r2 ) \n ' ,  n) (n ' , KjeAgxt(r3)|n, k) 
[n w En,K-En.,K 
- E E  {p,  K\eAg(r 2 ) \p ' ,  K)(P' ,  «|eA£xt(r3)|p, K)  \  
p p i  Ep,k 
(4.34) 
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AE •PC bou AE1 
ACPC' 1 Akh.o. AFPC' 2 Abh.o. 
Figure 4.4: R e w r i t i n g  t he  h i gh e r -o r d e r  t e r m s  i n  t e r m s  o f  A E ^ 1  an d  AZ?£C0'2, 
where ra, n '  are bound and p ,  p '  are free intermediate states. Here we have 
also used that the matrix indices /u, a of Eq. (4.33) are connected such that 
p, = 0 a = 0, i.e., only scalar-scalar or vector-vector interaction contributes. 
For the vector case it is possible with non-diagonal terms, such that the two 
|/î|-values can differ by one unit, and we obtain the Wichmann-Kroll contribu­
tion as 
A£pc~wk i-L^vp—vec 
|«max| |«| + 1 
=  - 2 E  £  
|k|=1 |K'|=| K|-1 
I  n  n '  
m \ e oL  -  Ael(x2)|n',/c',m ' ) (n ' ,  /c',m ! \ e ( x  • Aext(xs)|n, ac,m) 
f å n , K  f å n '  , k '  
- tt (p ,  K, m \ ea t  •  Ael(x2)|p', K' ,  m' ) ( p ' ,  K. ' ,  M!\ ea  •  Aext(x3)|p, K,  m)  
V  p '  f å p , K  f å p ' , K '  
(4.35) 
where the summation over m ,  m !  is implicit. 
The Wichmann-Kroll part can also be calculated in a more direct way by 
utilizing the identity pictured in Fig. 4.4. The contribution is then obtained by 
adding two finite parts instead of as the difference of two (separately divergent) 
terms. Assuming the partial-wave decomposition we can write 
A£vppc' -w k  A£boU -
= A E ^+ A E ^  
= I](p|Kuck)<s|ea'A*xt|u)(u|eaM^|p) x G ( s , p , u )  
s , p , u  
+ Yl( P\Vnnc\ s ) ( s \ e a°Ar\ p ' ) { p ' \ e a»A* \ p )  x G ( s , p ,p ' )  ,  
S , P , P '  
(4.36) 
where |s), |m) denote bound states and |p), |p ' )  free states. The function G(a ,  ß ,  7) 
describes the denominators for different signs on the intermediate states 
<?(+> +> +) = Û , 
G { — ,  —, —) = 0, 
<?(+,+, — )  = 
( E a  —  E ~ , ) (EJ3 — JE-y) 
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1 (4.37) (E-y - Ea)(E'j - Eß) 
The four remaining cases are obtained by replacing ß 7 and a O 7 in the 
last two formulas. The results obtained using this calculation scheme agrees 
completely with those obtained by using the subtraction method. 
The calculation scheme for the Wichmann-Kroll part discussed above gives 
generally unambiguous and finite results. Employing the nonrecoil point-dipole 
model for the hyperfine interaction yields, however, a divergent Wichmann-Kroll 
contribution. This is due to the singular 1/r2 dependence of the radial potential 
of that model. The origin of the divergence is the unphysical nature of the 
description of the nucleus. When considering an extended nuclear magnetization 
the divergence is absent and we can obtain finite results. The divergence occurs 
also when considering the Wichmann-Kroll correction to the measured nuclear 
magnetic moment, and we can cancel the divergence by combining the two 
effects, as will be discussed below. 
4.2.3 Vacuum polarization correction to the nuclear magnetic mo-
Similarly as for the electron g factor case, the Wichmann-Kroll effect gives a cor­
rection to the measured nuclear magnetic moment, see Fig. 4.5. This correction, 
as well as the WK potential correction to the hyperfine structure, diverges in the 
point-dipole hyperfine model. Cutting off the small distances leads to a loga­
rithmic divergence in the cut-off radius. This logarithmic behavior is well known 
from calculations of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [48-50], and 
also from earlier treatments of the nuclear magnetic moment correction [51,52]. 
In an external homogeneous magnetic field B , described by the vector po­
tential Amag = — (r x B)/2, the correction to the nuclear magnetic moment can 
be written as (assuming a |K| decomposition) 
where /ibare is the bare magnetic moment, i.e., the unperturbed nuclear magnetic 
moment. This correction is included in the measured nuclear magnetic moment 
and can not be separated out. In order to avoid double counting, the bare mag­
netic moment should be used when calculating the hyperfine structure. Specifi­
cally, one should correct for the shift in the magnetic moment when calculating 
the first-order hyperfine splitting 
ment 
gimi^N |B| 
(p|ea • Am*s\q)(q\e<x • Ahfs|p) 
(4.38) 
Mexp Mbare ^Mwk Mbare( ^ *0 (4.39) 
A Elf" = AEimi - c) . (4.40) 
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Figure 4.5: Feynman diagram representing the vacuum polarization correction to 
the nuclear magnetic moment. The filled line indicates the nuclear wavefunction 
and the crossed circle represents the interaction with the external homogeneous 
magnetic field. 
This opens the possibility to "renormalize" the point-dipole divergency in the 
corrections Eqs. (4.35) and (4.40). We therefore employ the calculation scheme 
A£PC-wk-ren =  AE^ _ AE^ PX £ 
^ (n\eot • (ac1 — ßAmag) \m)(m\ea • Ahfs|n) 
= -mzJZJ E _E — 
y n m 
(p\ea • (Ael — ßAmag) \q)(q\ea • Ahfs|p) 
7 7  E p - E q  
(4.41) 
where ß = A£^xp/(gjmj^]v|B|). With this scheme the 1/r2 divergence is elim­
inated and we can obtain the combined effect of the Wichmann-Kroll correction 
to the hyperfine structure and to the nuclear magnetic moment. 
It should be pointed out that we t ake the effect of the corrected magnetic 
moment into account only in the first-order hyperfine splitting, since it would 
lead to uncontrolled higher-order effects when applied to the QED corrections. 
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5 Numerical Procedure 
5.1 Numerical solution of the Dirac equation 
One major difficulty in bound-state QED is to construct accurate electron prop­
agators and we shall in this section discuss how we achieve this. In the eigen-
function representation the propagator is given by 
x .A - V $.(x2)$j(xx) , n f ( ' *2 'X l '  z- E s( \ - i r i)  ( 5 J )  
where the sum is over the complete Dirac spectrum. The spectrum is obtained 
by using the method of discretization introduced by Salomonson and Oster [53], 
and we shall here briefly discuss the method and its properties. 
The time-independent Dirac equation in the nuclear potential, V(x) = 
-e</>nuc(x), is given by 
/ V(x) + m o -  • p \ 
[ a - p  +  ß m  +  V(x)] $s(x) = $s(x) = E^^x) . 
\ tr • p V(x) —  m  )  
For a spherically symmetric nuclear potential, V  —  F(r), we can separate the 
Dirac spinor into an angular and a radial part as 
„,w / a / \ (M) 
i g n , K ( r )  J  r  V  i G n , K ( r ) X - * ( r )  
where fn^ir) and gn,n{T) are the large and small radial components of the wave 
function, respectively, and X™{r) is t he /s-coupled spin-angular function. The 
Dirac equation then leads to the coupled radial equations 
V ( r )  +  m  - £  +  *  
Ä .  +  Z  V ( r ) - m  
\ (  F n A r )  \  (  F n j r )  \  
= En,K 
J V GUr) V G n A r )  /  
(5.3) 
which are solved by numerical discretization. The basic idea is to confine the 
atom in a large cavity and discretize the radial space into N grid points. In 
this way a corresponding 2N x 2N symmetric matrix equation is obtained. The 
solution of this eigenvalue problem yields a complete set of 2N (N positive and 
N negative) orthogonal radial eigenvectors and corresponding real eigenvalues. 
The lowest lying positive energy states accurately reproduce the bound atomic 
states. 
Using this approach it is easy to incorporate different models for the nuclear 
charge distribution and to vary the parameters of these models. We have in 
this work mainly used the point-, the uniform- and the Fermi-model in the 
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calculations but the discretization procedure sets no restriction on the choice 
of nu clear charge distribution. Setting V = 0 gives a complete set of numerical 
free electron states which are used to represent the free electron propagator. 
It is further straightforward to include additional model potentials in order to 
calculate higher-order effects. 
Using different nuclear potentials will of course impose different boundary 
conditions at the inner limit of the box. Outside the box we use the constraint 
that the radial wave functions are forced to be zero. No observable discrepancy 
has been detected using this boundary condition. To get a good representation 
of the physical interactions near the nucleus the grid points are distributed 
exponentially. This implies that the high energy solutions are restricted to 
oscillate at the inner part of the box and they tend dramatically to zero at the 
outer part of th e box. Empirically, this seems to cause no difficulties for bound 
state problems. The box size is chosen to be sufficiently large, not to affect the 
figures of i nterest. Usually it is sufficient to have a box size which covers the 
specific reference state. 
To summarize, the method described seems to be a rigorous and practical 
way of constructing accurate electron propagators in an arbitrary potential. 
5.1.1 Symmetrical spectrum method 
When solving the discretized Dirac equation there might appear spurious states 
in the spectrum [53]. The spurious states are basically high-energy solutions 
which, due to the numerical problems of representing highly oscillating func­
tions, appears in the low-energy part of the spectrum. This problem can be 
avoided by defining the large and small components of the wavefunction on 
alternating sites of the lattice. As a consequence we have to interpolate the 
wavefunctions whenever calculating matrix elements which connects the large 
and small components. The interpolation procedure will of course impair the 
numerical accuracy and this can lead to serious problems for contributions with 
slowly converging partial wave sums. By utilizing the inherent symmetries of 
the Dirac equation we can, however, avoid the interpolation. 
From the Dirac equation Eq. (5.3) it follows that changing the sign of k ,  E  
and V(r) leads to the same equation if also F and G is in terchanged. We can 
thus write down the relation 
F±K, ±v( r )  = G!|fTy(r) , (5.4) 
and this can be used to avoid interpolation. Consider for example the radial 
integral 
J drh{r ) [ F n s 1 / 2 { r )G m l , 1 / 2 ( r )  +  Gn s u 2 ( r ) F m p i / 2 ( r ) ]  , (5.5) 
where n, m are the principal quantum numbers and h( r )  is some potential. To 
evaluate this integral we now generate, with the discretization method, two sep­
arate s 1/2 spectra. One ordinary spectrum and one spectrum with reversed sign 
on the potential. For the latter we interchange the large and small components 
as well as the positive- and negative-energy solutions. This spectrum is now 
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used in Eq. (5.5) for the px/2 states and we can evaluate the integral without 
any interpolation, since the large (small) pi/2 component is generated directly 
in the G (F) grid. 
This procedure for generating radial wavefunctions has further important 
consequences for the calculation of vacuum polarization effects. Here it is es­
sential to fulfill Furry's theorem, which states that the contribution of any closed 
free-electron loop with an odd number of vertices vanishes. Numerically this 
follows from a cancellation between positive and negative energy free-electron 
spectra for a given |/c| value. To obtain the cancellation the numerical wave-
functions has to fulfill Eq. (5.4) exactly. In the method described above we 
make explicit use of Eq. (5.4) to obtain the wavefunctions and Furry's theorem 
is therefore automatically satisfied. This subject will be discussed in some more 
detail in Section 5.4. 
5.2 Wavefunctions 
We will in this section discuss the reference radial wavefunctions needed in the 
calculations. These are the wavefunctions in the matrix elements of the Self-
energy and vacuum polarization operators, and the accuracy of t heir numerical 
representation is essential for the overall numerical uncertainty. Both coordinate 
and momentum space representation is needed. 
5.2.1 The reference wavefunction 
For a point nucleus the radial Dirac equation Eq. (5.3) can be solved analytically, 
and for the ls-state we obtain the radial functions 
/W 
-
3( r )  = ( j j~)  / ( r )  '  ( 5 - 6 )  
where 7 = yj 1 — (Za)2. When employing an extended nuclear model the radial 
equations have to be solved numerically and we do this by using the space-
discretization method discussed in the previous section. 
We need also the reference wavefunction in momentum space which is defined 
through 
<j> (p) = i f  d3r e_ip r $ (r) = ( X™ (?) ^ (57) 9a[P>  (27r)W { Q ( P)x? k(P)  )  '  ( '  
with the radial components 
p(P) = (_i)'/ drr2i'(Pr)/(r) 
Q ( p )  =  ( - i ) 1 ' 1  J  àrr 2 j j (pr )g{r)  , (5.8) 
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where I and 7 are the orbital angular momenta of the large and small com­
ponents, respectively. Using a finite nuclear model these integrals has to be 
evaluated numerically and we do this by using Lagrange interpolation as dis­
cussed in Section 5.3.1. For the point nucleus we can obtain analytical forms 
for the momentum space wavefunctions as follows. The radial dependence of 
the wavefunctions in Eq. (5.6) and the explicit forms of jo(pr) and ji(pr) (1 = 0 
and I = 1 for the ls-state) implies that the Fourier integrals involve two types 
of integrals 
dxxae tesin® = f  Jo 
[  dxxae b x  cos x = 
Jo 
r(a+l) 
(1 + 62)ï+î 
r(q + l) 
(1 + 62)f+ï 
(a + 1) arctan 
(a + 1) arctan ^ (5.9) 
Using these we obtain the following expressions for the radial wavefunctions in 
momentum space 
Pip)  1 + 7 f r(i + 27) 
„-7-2 
(l + 2^ai) 
(2mZa.y+ i  r(7 + 1) 
(,+i) »cta-yy 2 + 1 
2 2 
(5.10) 
and 
Q(p) 1 + 7  
Za )  V 7rr(l + 27) 
-7-2 
(l+n^jd): 
• sin 
(2mZa)7+2 r(7) 
(-JM 
\mZaJ 
7 arctan 
7 p ,-7-2 
• cos (7 + l)"Cta»(^) 
(5.11) 
5.2.2 The perturbed wavefunction 
The reference wavefunction perturbed by an external potential is given by 
\ t)(t \a°eAr\a) |<*a> 
• £ 
t,Et^Ea E t  
(5.12) 
where the summation is over the complete (non-degenerate) Dirac spectrum. 
This expression is, for extended nuclear models, evaluated by numerical inte­
gration of the external potential and explicit summation over the discretized 
Dirac spectrum. The momentum space wavefunction is further obtained by 
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numerical integration of Eqs. (5.8) using the Lagrange interpolation method 
(Section 5.3.1). 
One of the largest uncertainties in our calculations stems from the zero- and 
one-potential wavefunction correction terms. These are (momentum space) ma­
trix elements between the unperturbed and perturbed reference wavefunctions 
with the free-electron self-energy and vertex operators, see Section 3.2.1. Here 
it is desirable to improve the accuracy of the wavefunctions through a more an­
alytical treatment. For the unperturbed wavefunction analytical forms can, for 
a point nucleus, be found as described above. Also for the perturbed wavefunc­
tion one can in the point nucleus case derive analytical expressions, and we will 
now describe a way to achieve this for the g factor and hyperfine interactions. 
A m ore general approach for this can be found in Refs. [54,55], 
The intermediate states \t) are eigenstates of the single-particle Hamiltonian 
h\t) = Et\t), where h is given in Eq. (5.3). We can thus write down the following 
equation for the perturbed wavefunction 
= ~ E m\*°eA?\a) 
t,Et£Ea 
= -J2m\c"eAr\a}+ £ \t)(t\a°eAr\a) 
t t,Et—Ea  
= -a°eAT\a)+ £ \t){t\a°eA?\a) ,  (5.13) 
t,Et=Ea  
where we have completed the sum and used the completeness relation. For 
the corrections considered in this thesis |Ja) has the same angular structure as 
|a) = |ls). We therefore focus on the radial part of th e equation and write 
(Ea  - h(rj) \Sa(r)) = eA?\r)\a{r)) + \a(r))(a(r)\a°eA?\r)\a(r)) 
= -a."eA**\r)\a{r)) -  AE^a(r)) 
= [-a°eAT{r)-^El]\a{r)), (5.14) 
where we have introduced AE} = —(a(r)]o^eA|j^(r)|.a(r)) for the radial part of 
the first-order energy in the external potential. 
We will now briefly consider how to obtain the perturbed wavefunction in 
an external magnetic field. To simplify the notation we p ut the electron mass 
(m) equal to one in the following. The radial potential Amag(r) = r leads to 
A£i,mag = g J r2drfu(r)r%s(r) = -?2±I , (5.15) 
and inserting this together with E l s  = 7 in Eq. (5.14) gives the differential 
equation 
7 - 1  +  T *  
- i + 7  7 + 1 +  
27 + 1 / Fu(r) 
\  Gu(r) 
(5 
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By inserting the ansatz 
obtain the coefficients 
and 
Fsu(r) : 
(§s(r) = 
do = bo 
a i  = 
h = 
Fu(r) a" r" 
n 
Gls(r)J2bnrn 
n 
27 + 1 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
27 + 3 
2(7+1) 
2 7 - I  
2(7 - 1) 
Za 
Za ,  (5.19) 
and all other vanishes. The coefficients ao, 60 are found by orthogonalizing 
the solutions against the unperturbed wavefunctions. We can thus write the 
magnetic field perturbed wavefunction as 
F£?(r) = Fu{r) 
= Gn(r) 
27 -f 3 _ 27 -f 1 Zar — 
2(7 +1) 
' 2 7 - 1  
[.2(7 -1) 
Zar 
2 
27 + 1 (5.20) 
For the hyperfine interaction it is also necessary with a logar ithmic term in the 
ansatz and this yields the functions 
Ftu(r) 
G^Jr) 
Fu(r) 
Gu(r) 
Za 
2 7 - 1  
Za 
2 7 - I  
1 
Zar 
3 
Zar 
+ 27 + 3 — — H—$(27 + 1) — 2 Zar In (2 Zar) 
7 7 7 
+ 27 + 3 — + —^(27 + 1) — 2 Zar — — In (2 Zar) 
7 7 7 
(5.21) 
where ty is the digamma function 
<On T ( x )  
^(a;) = 
dx 
r\x) 
r ( x )  (5.22) 
Comparing Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21) we see that the perturbation of the magnetic 
field does not change the behavior at the boundary r = 0, whereas the hyperfine 
perturbation does. This fact leads to numerical difficulties when generating 
|^a)hfs by explicit summation over the intermediates states t in Eq. (5.12). One 
then tries to represent the perturbed wavefunction by an expansion in |ns) 
states, which have a different functional form for small r. 
The perturbed wavefunctions can be transformed to momentum space by 
using the formulas in Eq. (5.9). The only new thing is the logarithmic term in 
the hyperfine case, which leads to d igamma functions. 
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5.3 Numerical implementation of the self-energy 
The full expressions for the self-energy corrections contain divergent pieces 
which are identified by expanding the relevant electron propagators in the nu­
clear potential. The divergences will then be isolated in the lowest-order terms 
and can be cancelled analytically between different diagrams. This procedure is 
done working in momentum space and using dimensional regularization for the 
divergent integrals. The finite higher-order terms are then calculated in coordi­
nate space by taking the difference between the full unrenormalized expression 
and the divergent parts in the expansion. We will h ere discuss in some detail 
how the numerical computations of the different parts are performed. 
5.3.1 Many-potential terms 
The many-potential terms of a given Feynman diagram are evaluated as the 
difference between the full expression and the lowest-order terms from the ex­
pansion of the electron propagator (zero- or zero- plus one-potential). All terms 
in the subtraction are computed simultaneously and in exactly the same way. 
The only difference is the potential used when generating the intermediate states 
(and energies) in the electron propagator. It is thus sufficient to discuss here the 
numerical implementation of t he full expression for a particular contribution. 
Focus now on the bound vertex correction, see Fig. 3.5 
where the function F is given by Eq. (3.84). The radial and the angular inte­
grations are separated and the angular parts are treated analytically by using 
graphical angular momentum techniques [43,56]. We will here focus on the 
radial part only. 
For the case of a scalar external potential the intermediate states |w) and 
\t) in Eq. (5.23) must have the same angular symmetry. The vector potentials 
lead also to non-diagonal symmetries, such that the j-values for the interme­
diate states can differ by one unit. For these potentials we further have radial 
integrals between the large and small components of the wavefunctions. The 
accuracy of th ese non-diagonal terms is substantially increased by avoiding the 
grid interpolation through the use of the symmetrical spectrum method (Section 
The integration over k (photon momentum) is performed along the real axis 
and a general radial matrix element takes therefore the form 
(a\ j i (kr)\u)  = YL j r  +  drji(kr)[Fa(r)Fu(r)  + Ga(r)Gu(r) \  (5.24) 
where |a) and |ix) ar e discrete numerical states and j i (kr)  is a continuous spher­
ical Bessel function. In calculating radiative effects we obtain important contri-
y (a\a ß j i{kr)C l \u)(u\ea , /A eJ' t \ t ){t \ j , (k r ' )C la^\a)   
% [Ea  -  E u  -  sign(E u)k][E a  -  E t  -  s\gn(E t)k] 
(5.23) 
5.1.1). 
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butions from a wide range of p hoton momenta. The Bessel functions oscillates 
strongly in the high momentum region and it is therefore not good enough 
to just sum up the discrete points in evaluating the integral. We therefore 
choose to interpolate the discrete numerical states to continuous space by using 
Lagrange polynomials in r. We can then, to a large extent, treat the Bessel 
functions analytically and the radial integrals can obtained with high accuracy. 
The numerical implementation of this procedure is performed as follows. The 
wavefunctions in square brackets in Eq. (5.24) are here denoted by h(r) and we 
further introduce the notation (i) to refer to the specific interval [r,-,r,-+i]. The 
function h(r) is now interpolated in this interval with the Lagrangian polyno­
mial 
i+3 h{,\r) = hiPj\r) » (5-25) 
J=i-2 
where hj = h(rj), and 
pf{r) = Yj aj>rm ' (5-26) 
m—0 
is a polynomial defined such that it takes the value 1 at the point j, and is 
zero in the remaining five gridpoints. The wavefunctions are thus interpolated 
by a fifth-order polynomial which depends on the values at two points before 
and after the interval (i). A fifth-order polynomial is empirically found to be 
appropriate for this calculation. The integral over the interval (i) can now be 
written as 
f + drj,{kr)h( l\r) = Y hi Y a}% f + drj,(kr)rm . (5.27) 
Jri j=i-2 771=0 Jr' 
From this expression it follows that the contribution to the total integral from 
the particular value hn, is contained in the partial sum 
rri+i 5 , .v /***»+1 Yl I drj,(kr)h^(r) = £ Y hi Y [ drj,(kr)rm (5.28) 
i—n—3 r% i—n—3 j=t—2 m—0 r% 
and it is given by 
714"2 5 /*r3+1 
' » E E  / drj,(kr)rm = hnwn (5.29) 
s=n-3 m=0 Jr° 
where wn is the weight for hn. The total integral is thus reduced to a sum over 
the discrete values of the wavefunctions times a weighting factor 
(a\ji(kr)\u) = Ywi [Fa{ri)Fu(ri) + Ga(rt)Gu(r,)] . (5.30) 
i 
The weights can be calculated once and for all in the chosen r- and fc-grids for 
the relevant range of /-values. To achieve this we have to evaluate the integral 
J drji(kr)rm (5.31) 
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for all combinations of m and I. We start with m = I = 0 
rkn+ 
J kri 
f  r-i+i / dxjo(x) = si(kr{+i) — si(kri) (5.32) 
where si(kri) is the sine integral which is evaluated numerically. This is the 
only integral which has to be calculated explicitly. The integrals with other 
combinations of m and I is obtained by using the following recursion relations 
m 4 = 
xm+1j,(x) = (l-m + 1) xmj l+ l(x) + ± [xm+1j l+1(x)\ 
(21 4- 3\ 3i(x) = I x J Ji+i(x) -ji+2(x) • (5.33) 
The next step is to perform the fc-integration. Since this integration is per­
formed along the real axis we have to perform principal-value integrals whenever 
a pole appears. Considering QED corrections to the atomic ground state, here 
Is and Is2, there axe no poles, but for excited states both simple and double 
poles will appear. Special care must be taken when integrating over these poles 
in order to maintain the numerical accuracy. Consider now the case of a simple 
pole at k = u. The integral can then be written as 
/ dkj^—~ (5.34) 
where the numerator f{k) is a discrete valued function in the chosen fc-grid. In 
a similar manner as for the radial integrals, we use a Lagrange polynomial in 
(k — ki) to interpolate f(k) to a continuous function. The integral above then 
reduces to a number of fc-integrals which look like 
f k'+I dk~-—~^-— . (5.35) Jki k — w 
These integrals are easily evaluated analytically and the principal-value integrals 
are obtained with high accuracy. For the case of double poles we have instead 
the integral 
/ "r • <5'36' 
By rewriting the numerator as f(k) = f{u) + (f(k) — /(w)), the double pole is 
isolated in the first term and the remainder is again of s imple pole structure. 
The double pole can be integrated analytically and we obtain 
m - t'ju /m , , rdk.m s : -  j:^+j:*wu (k — uj)2 J o (k — u>)2 J o (k — uj)2 Jtc (k 
/(")£ , m +/>w+/< * w(iv — K.) J o (k — LO)2  Jtc (k — u))2 ' 
(5.37) 
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where the integration limit K, is defined such that all possible poles lies in the 
interval [0, K,]. The second term is calculated using the scheme for simple poles 
outlined above and the last term, together with all other pole free fc-integrations, 
is computed using Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. 
The calculation procedure discussed above is now executed for different num­
bers of radial grid points N for each given partial wave (Z-value). The values 
obtained are then grid extrapolated to .V = oc. We evaluate several partial 
waves, the maximum number of I d epending on the convergence properties of 
the given contribution, and finally we extrapolate to / = 00 to obtain the finite 
remainder. We typically use five grids in the range of 300 — 500 radial grid 
points and evaluate partial wave terms up to I = 20. 
A main problem with the discussed numerical approach is to obtain high 
numerical accuracy for high-energy photons. The radial integral of a highly 
oscillating numerical state and a high frequency Bessel function, is causing a slow 
convergence in the number of radial grid points. A way to handle this problem 
is to subtract a counter term which has a similar high-energy dependence. By 
performing the integrations for the main term and the counter term in exactly 
the same way, a numerically stable difference can be obtained. In the case of 
the wavefunction correction the subtracted zero- and one-potential terms acts 
as natural counter terms (see Eq. (3.38)). For the vertex and binding energy 
corrections it is sufficient to subtract the zero-potential terms in order to obtain 
the finite many-potential term (Eq. (3.80)). Here it is, however, possible to 
improve the numerical accuracy by subtracting also the one-potential terms 
(Eq. (3.81)), which contain high-energy parts. The one-potential terms of course 
have to be re-added. This separate calculation of the one-potential terms can be 
performed semi-analytically, with the radial integrations evaluated analytically. 
This procedure has so far only been elaborated for the ^-factor calculation and 
its numerical implementation will be discussed in the next section. 
5.3.2 Zero- and one-potential terms 
The zero- and one-potential terms are calculated in momentum space and in­
volves the matrix elements of the renormalized free-electron vertex and self-
energy operators (see Chapter 3). We start with the wavefunction and binding-
energy corrections which can be treated generally, without reference to the spe­
cific type of external potential in which the corrections are evaluated. 
Wavefunction Correction 
The zero-potential part of the wavefunction correction (Fig. 3.4) is in momentum 
space given by 
where $äa(p) is perturbed by some external potential. The angular integrations 
are performed analytically and we are left with the radial integral 
A= /d3p$t(p)7oE™r(p)$5a(p) , (5.38) 
AKp = J dPP2 iA {p)a (p)  +  B (p)b ip) ]  ,  (5.39) 
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where a ( p ) ,  b ( p )  and A ( p ) ,  B ( p )  are given by Eqs. (3.30), (3.31) and (3.33). 
The radial wavefunctions are transformed to momentum space by the methods 
described earlier and the final radial integral in Eq. (5.39) is performed using 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
The one-potential part is given by the integral 
A= J d3pd3p'$t(p)7o [70/1 (p,p', cos i?) + jfS/2(p,p',cos tf) +//3(p,p', cos i?) 
+ i~1o1>'h{p, P, cos ß) + /5(p, p', cos 1?)] ynuc(q) $$a(p') , 
(5.40) 
where the /.-functions are abbreviations for the coefficient functions of the ver­
tex operator Ao ( Eq. (3.27)), and where Kuc(q) is the Fourier-transformed nu­
clear potential (q = p — p'). The angular dependence of the wavefunctions can 
be reduced to a dependence on the intermediate angle and we can write 
JSpTp = 2?r / d p p 2  J dp' p '2  J dj? si ntf h ( p , p ' ,  cos 1?) VnUc(q) (5-41) 
where h ( p , p ' ,  cos 1?) is given by Eq. (3.37). To obtain the nuclear potential in 
momentum space for arbitrary extended nuclear models we use the relation 
(2*2) Kuc(q) = ~  + jf"" d rr ' j 0 ( q r )  [^(r) - (-^)] , (5.42) 
which is valid since the extended and point nuclear potentials differ only inside 
the nuclear radius Rnuc (using that 1/r transforms into 1 /q2). The one-potential 
part can now be rewritten in the following way 
<5"3> 
where we have separated out the Coulomb singularity 1 / q 2 ,  and changed vari­
able « = cos d. The integrable Coulomb singularity is handled by the variable 
transformations suggested by Blundell [27]. Changing the variables in Eq. (5.43) 
according to 
V = ln M = ln (p2 + P'2 - 2PP'Z) 
x = p + p' 
y = p — p' (5.44) 
and using the symmetry under y —> —y, the integral becomes 
Jo d x  Jo d y  L -> z( x>yi v i)  (5-4 5)  
where 
P P  
-~7ln(2/)- (5-46) 
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We still have a singularity in the y-integration as y  -» 0, which is removed with 
the substitution 
s = y In (^ j - y (5.47) 
for small y - values (0 < y  <  x / 1 0 ) .  Since the coefficient functions (C,j) of the 
vertex operator are defined through one-dimensional integrals (see Appendix D), 
the total expression for the one-potential part is a four-dimensional integral. All 
of t hese four integrals are computed using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
Binding-energy correction 
The momentum space expression for the zero-potential binding-energy correc­
tion, Fig. 3.5, is given by 
AE% = AEl x J  d3 p$ t ( p ) 7 o  d _  d E  E'
ree(p, E )  Mp) > (5-48) 
E=EA  
where A El is the first-order energy in the given external potential. The eval­
uation of the binding-energy correction is very similar to the zero-potential 
wavefunction part and follow t he same scheme. After angular integrations we 
have the radial integral 
A E ibe A E:  ' I  x J  d p p2  Ä( P )  d4~+H p)  +c { p )  b(P) d E  d E  E=EA  
(5.49) 
where the functions in the square bracket are given by Eqs. (3.53) and (3.54). 
The radial p-integration is again computed with Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
Vertex correction 
For the case of a scalar external potential, the zero-potential vertex correction 
is identical to the one-potential part of the wavefunction correction discussed 
above. Just replace the nuclear potential with the external potential and use 
unperturbed reference wavefunctions in those expressions. 
Consider now the zero-potential part of th e vertex correction for a external 
vector potential, see Section 3.2.2. All terms of the vertex correction (Eqs. (3.58) 
and (3.73)-(3.79)) are treated in the same manner and we will here focus on the 
first of those terms for a general (K = 1) vector interaction 
ae;;a = 2cint^  J dpp2 J dp'p'2p(p)Q(p') [P'v^(P,P')-P^(P ,P')}  ,  
(5.50) 
where the extra factor of 2 comes from the two identical terms in the original 
expression Eq. (3.58). The expansion coefficients are given by (cf. Eq. (B.15)) 
1 f  
V $ ( p , p ' )  =  - ]  d z V r ( p ,p ' , z ) P k ( z ) ,  (5.51) 
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where we have for the different interaction types 
ViT e l t{p,p ' ,z)  = f i (p ,p ' ,z)  |p J dr r2ii(|p - p'|r)f(r)g(r) ,  
Vi t s{p,p ' ,z)  = f i (p ,p ' ,z)  1  
IP - P I 
V™S(P ,P \Z ) = /i(p,p',«)e"(|p_p,|/p)2 . (5.52) 
Recall that the /i-function is a abbreviation for the coefficient functions of the 
vertex operator and that « = cos where d is the angle between p and p'. 
All the interaction potentials peaks at q = p — p' = 0, i.e. at p = p'  and 
z = 1, and the major part of the total contribution comes from this region of 
zero momentum transfer. All numerical grids are therefore adjusted in order to 
get a good representation in the vicinity of that region. The potential from the 
external magnetic field is the most singular and for this case it is particularly 
important to be careful around the point q = 0. Consider for example the 
following cancellation problem. Using Po(z) — 1 and P\{z) = z we write the 
contribution as 
i 
A EH, = ^in'£ / ÀPP2  / <W2 / d2 P(P)Q{P ' )  Vr \P,P\  z)  \p'  -  Pz)  
-1 
1 
= 
c m t^ /  dPP2  J dp'p'2  J àz P(p)Q(p') 
-1 
X Vïnt(p,p', z)  [{p '  -  p) + p{ 1 -  z)} .  
(5.53) 
In the interesting region we see that there is a numerical cancellation problem 
in the second term, due to the very narrow peak of V{nt(p,p', z) at z = 1. To 
avoid numerical  loss  of  f igures  c lose to  this  point  we change var iable  s  = 1 — z  
which leads to a direct integration of t he important region (s « 0). 
One-potential vertex and binding-energy term s 
In this section we will discuss the implementation of the semi-analytical treat­
ment of the one-potential vertex and binding-energy terms (see Fig. 3.8). The 
implementation of the binding-energy part is identical to that for the vertex 
part, and we will here focus on the latter. The one-potential parts has further 
the same angular structure as the corresponding bound terms and we will thus 
concentrate on the radial parts only. We therefore write down the simplified 
form 
A£^p oc 5^(2/+ 1) J dkk 2  J d3 1J d 3u J d3v J d 3p J d3p 'G(t ,u ,v)  
x(a\p)(p\ j i (kr) \ t ) ( t \a° 'A^ t \u}(u\Vn n c \v}(v\ j i (kr ' ) \p ' ){p ' \a)  ,  
(5.54) 
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where we have expanded the bound reference states in terms of free states. We 
will divide the above expression into different parts and consider them sepa­
rately. 
The overlap (a\p ), is a radial integral between a numerical discrete bound 
state and a continuous analytical spherical Bessel function (see Appendix F) 
(a|p) = J dr IFaU m ( r ) \JE p 7 J^ ;  m  P r  j i ' (P r )  
+ pr j T . (pr)} , (5.55) 
where E p  = ±\ /p2  + m2  is the energy of the free electron. For a point nu­
cleus the integral can be done analytically and otherwise we use the Lagrange 
interpolation procedure discussed above. The overlap function is stored in a 
preassigned momentum grid and is later interpolated to any choice of momen­
tum. The overlap function peaks at p « Z, where Z is the nuclear charge, 
which require a large number of points to represent the steep behavior. Apart 
from this peak it is well behaved and the asymptotic tail falls of roughly as the 
inverse cube of the momentum. 
The next part is the "side" radial matrix element, which in the case of a 
Si/2-reference function is given by 
{p\ j i{kr) \ t )  = m \[~*n+E™p1; J d r r 2MP r ) j i (kr) j i{ tr)  
IE P  — m I  E t  — m r ,  .  
+  V~ttÉ—V nE t  Pt J Ji(P r )J '{ k r )J i±i( t r> > 
(5.56) 
where we have used that the sum of the three characteristic /-values of the Bessel 
functions must be an integer to give a non-vanishing contribution. To calculate 
the radial matrix element, we follow a scheme originally outlined by Quiney and 
Grant [32]. The basic skeleton we use is the integral taken from the table by 
Prudnikov et al [57] 
fOO 
/  drr 2~ l  j i ' {pr) j i (kr) j t ( tr)  = 
Jo 
I  4^(7) ' ' s i" i ' ( 6 , i ) pr ''(c°söi), \p- t  |< k <\p + t  I 
( 0, otherwise 
(5.57) 
where cos(9i)  — k  "l2'fct~,> and where P;m(œ) are the associated Legendre functions 
of the first kind. It is also convenient to introduce the recursion relation 
j i+i(x)  = - 2 l^  ^ j i (x)  -  ji- i(ar) . (5.58) 
When the reference state has the angular symmetry j  = 1/2 («1/2,^1/2) there 
will be two types of radial integrals to evaluate. This is also the true when we 
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evaluate the vector part a. The two types are 
h(l , l )  = drr 2 jo{pr) j i{kr) j i ( tr)  ,  
7r Jo 
I 2 ( l , l±  1) = 1^-/" drr 2 j i (pr) j i (kr) j i±i( tr)  .  (5.59) 7T JO 
To evaluate I i ( l ,  I )  we use Eq. (5.57) with /' = 0 which yields 
/i( / , / )  =  P { ' { c o s e 1 )  . (5.60) 
The Legendre functions are readily evaluated using the standard recursion re­
lation 
(I - m + 1 jfei(z) = (2/ + l)zP/"(20 - ( I -  m ) P ™ 1 ( x )  , (5.61) 
which is stable in the direction of increasing I, with the subsidiary condition 
l + m > 0. Furthermore, to evaluate /2(/, I ± 1) we employ the recursion relation 
in Eq. (5.58) which yields 
Wl 1) = 7~ — f  drrj i (pr) j i (k r) j i ( tr)  -  1^(1,1 -  1) 7T I  J  
= (21 + l'l<:sin(0i)PrlH,) - Ja(J,I  -  1) (5.62) 
P 
where Eq. (5.57) is u sed with /' = 1. In a similar way we obtain 
J2(Z + 1,0 = (2/ + l^.sw(<?i)P,-1(co.s6>i) - /2(/ - 1,/) • (5.63) 
P 
By combining both these recursion relations and using the starting value /2(0,1) = 
P^cosöi) all needed integrals can be evaluated. 
Consider now the matrix element of the nuclear potential for a point nucleus 
HV„Uc(r) |u)  = ]JEu  ^rn\P'Vn^  m u v  /  drr 2 j iu (ur)  j i v{ v r )  
IE u  — m lE v  -  m r 2  /  Za\  .  
drr *(up) t—J *(wp) • 
(5.64) 
To evaluate this integral we use the general formula taken from [58] 
r°° % v" p/i /+n-A+i \  
L  ^MezWr' ' )*-  = 2y.-w r(^  + i)r(SiHi j  
^(ï±£z£±i,ïz£z*±liI, + 1.^ 
(5.65) 
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for p'  > p,  and 
roo p 'ß p^+M-À+lN 
Jo d* Jé(px)JÅP'*)z-  = 2A^-A+ i^  +  1 ) r (£É±£Ej 
v + p- A + l f i  — u  — X + l  p '2  
' 2 ' 2 1 p^ 
(5.66) 
for p > p' .  Here J n + i / ï{x)  — \ f^  jn(x)  is a cylindrical Bessel function and 
F(a, ß; 7; z) is the hypergeometric function 
p( q .(a + n ~ •*•)• (ß + n ~~ 1)'(7 ~ 1)' _.n p-7\  n «,ßn, ' ) - Z  ( e ,_ 1 ) ! ( / )_1 ) ! ( l  +  „_» • '  ) 
At u = v we encounter the integrable Coulomb singularity and we hand le 
this in the following way. Consider the part for the (?(+, +, +) case (refer t o 
Chapter 3) 
Bi ( k  u )  -  f d v  ( k ,  u )  J  d v  J  d p  _ E ^ _  _ K _ k ]   
= J dv(u\Vn u c \v)hi(k,v,u)  ,  
(5.68) 
where we have defined 
un \  [ j '  ( v \ j l ( k r ' ) \p ')(p ' \a)  
h , ( k<°'u)=r'[E.-E , -w.-E„-kv (5 69) 
We now rew rite the w-integral as follo ws 
Bi(k,u)  = J dv(u\Vn u c \v)[hi(k,v ,u)  -  hi(k,u,u)] 
+hi(k,u,u)  J  cfo{u|14Uc|v)  .  
(5.70) 
The difference hi(k,  v ,  u)  — hi(k , M, M) goes fast enough to zero in the limit u —> v  
and the last term can be evaluated analytically. 
The treatment of the matrix element of the external potential depends on the 
interaction type considered. In the hyperfine case we can use integrals similar 
to Eqs. (5.65) and (5.66) to evaluate the matrix element. In the g factor and 
two-electron case we instead transform the interaction potential into momentum 
space, in order to obtain integrals of t he form 
<t|aMHr)|«> = (t \  J  <f3q^aaAf(q)| t t )  
oc j  q2dqA e x t{q)(t \ j l(qr)\u)  .  (5.71) 
The radial integral has the structure of Eq. (5.57) and the q-integration is per­
formed numerically. 
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The general calculation scheme is ordered in the following way. First the 
p and p' integrations are performed and then we define the parts (considering 
here the G(+,+,+) combination) 
M k , u )  =  J d t J d p  2 k [ E a _ E t _ k ]   
p / j .  f  j r  f  j,(u\V^c\ v ) ( v \ j i { k r ' ) \ p ' ) ( p ' \ a )  ,  
B , { k , u )  = j i v j i p  R _ E > _ t l | E j _ E t _ t |  •  
(5.72) 
The total contribution is then given by 
OO 
A££OC£(2/ + 1) 
1 = 0  
This separation is possible for most cases of denominators but not for all. In 
those cases where t and v have different signs there are denominators which 
couple these two outermost momenta, and the scheme above can not be used. 
However, in the g factor case we could still use the above separation by utilizing 
the fact that the matrix element in Eq. (5.71) contributes only in a small region 
around t  =  u .  
J d k k 2  J d u A t ( k , u ) B i ( k , r  (5.73) 
5.4 Numerical implementation of the vacuum polariza­
tion 
The numerical calculation of the Uehling parts is straightforward and we will 
here concentrate on the Wichmann-Kroll contributions. The calculation scheme 
is further identical for all Wichmann-Kroll corrections considered in this thesis. 
Focus now on the correction to the interaction line, see Fig. 4.3, which is given 
by the subtraction 
A E% -wk l a  0 0  r  — ]£(2Z + 1) / d k ( a \ a ß j , ( k r 1 ) C ' \ a )  
* l=o J l i t  ( t \ a ^ j i ( k r 2 ) C l \ u ) ( u \ e a " A e a x t ( x 3 ) \ t )  
4
1 0 
x  
E t  —  E u  K  t  u  
^ ^ { p \ a " j i { k r 2 ) C l \ q ) { q \ e a , 7 A f \ - K 3 ) \ p )  1  ^  ^  
p  q  E p  -  E q  )  
where gl, ju) denotes bound intermediate states and |p), |q) the corresponding 
free states. The numerical evaluation of this expression is very similar to the 
computation of the self-energy many-potential terms. The angular part is calcu­
lated separately using angular diagram techniques. The radial integrations are 
performed exactly as in the self-energy case and the fc-integration is done using 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Also in the direct calculation of the Wichmann-
Kroll parts, without the subtraction scheme, the same numerical procedure is 
used. 
There is one ambiguity which has to do with the numerical spectra we use. 
According to Furry's theorem any closed free-electron loop with an odd number 
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of vertices vanishes. Numerically this has to do with a cancellation between 
the positive and negative energy free electron spectra, due to the complete 
symmetry of those spectra, for a given |<cj v alue. To be specific, consider the 
zero-potential term in the vacuum polarization potential 
QJ roo 
u zp ( r )  =  /  dk jo{kr )J2( 2 j ^  + 1 ) sgn(E q , K )  (q ,K  |  jo(k r ' )  \  q ,K . )  ,  
*• 
J o  tZ  
(5.75) 
which is Eq. (4.12) with free intermediate electron states \Ç,K). The radial 
integral will for |/«| = 1 contain the terms 
t  J "MM {K „M + C» ,  „M]  +  K ,„M + 
q 
-  [Fl q S l / 2 ( r ' )  +  Gi q s i / 2 ( r ' ) }  -  [Fi q v u y )  +  Gi q v u y) }} ,  
(5.76) 
where — q  denotes the principal quantum number in the negative energy con­
tinuum. Due to the relation Eq. (5.4) the first square bracket term will cancel 
against the last term and similarly the second square bracket term will can­
cel the third term. Such cancellations will occur for each |K| value and the 
zero-potential term will thus vanish completely. 
In a similar manner there are numerical cancellations (but not exact) for 
the main term, with bound intermediate states, for a given |K| value. To cor­
rectly obtain these cancellations numerically, one has to be very careful with 
the boundary conditions of the radial grid, such that the wavefunctions ex­
actly fulfills the symmetry relation Eq. (5.4). This was not achieved completely 
in Paper IV where this problem was handled by numerically subtracting the 
zero-potential term (Eq. (5.75)) from the main term. The zero-potential term 
should then be re-added calculated analytically, but this is just exactly zero. 
This procedure resulted in a stable and accurate evaluation of the Wichmann-
Kroll contribution. 
This subtraction procedure can be avoided by using the symmetrical spec­
trum method described in Section 5.1.1. Here we utilize the symmetry relation 
Eq. (5.4) explicitly to obtain the radial wavefunctions within a given |K| value. 
Furry's theorem is then fulfilled identically also numerically and we obtain the 
correct cancellations in the main term. 
These two approaches gives, to the relevant accuracy, exactly the same nu­
merical results. We have here discussed the procedures to correctly obtain the 
the Furry theorem cancellations for the vacuum polarization potential. The 
argumentation is valid also for the vacuum polarization correction on the in­
teraction line, but here it is instead the terms with an odd number of nuclear 
Coulomb interactions which should vanish, see Fig. 4.3. 
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6 Numerical Results and Discussion 
"It's more fun to compute" 
Kraftwerk 
We will in this chapter present our numerical results for the one-photon radiative 
corrections to the different effects studied in this thesis, i.e., the electron-electron 
interaction, the Zeeman effect and the hyperfine splitting. These different cal­
culations will be discussed separately in sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. 
The results presented here are meant to supplement the results given in the 
articles appended to this thesis. The hyperfine structure calculation is given in 
Paper I, the g factor investigation in Paper II and the study of the two-electron 
corrections is found in Paper III. The calculations cover the range of nuclear 
charges from Z = 1 up to hydrogenlike and heliumlike uranium, Z = 92. In 
the low-Z region we compare our numerical results with the known parts of 
(Za)-expansions. We find excellent agreement between the two approaches. 
Experimental studies have been carried out on the two-electron contribution 
to the ground-state energy of some heliumlike ions [59] and more recently also 
on the hyperfine splitting in highly-charged hydrogenlike systems [60-63]. A 
Penning-trap experiment is further in progress in a Mainz-GSI collaboration 
to perform measurements on the bound-electron g-factor in H-like ions [64]. 
Numerical results for these experimentally interesting systems are presented 
and compared with the measurements. In addition to the comparison with the 
(Za)-expansions and with experiment, we also list several results from theoret­
ical calculations performed by other research groups. The agreement between 
the various theoretical results is generally very good, which suggests that we 
have today a good theoretical understanding of the evaluation of the one-photon 
radiative corrections. 
6.1 Two-electron Lamb shift 
In Paper III we presented the first complete calculation of the one-loop two-
electron Lamb shift for some heavy heliumlike ions. Here we present more 
accurate results and we h ave further extended the calculations into the low-Z 
region, where a comparison with the (Za)-expansion is meaningful. The results 
for the self-energy correction to the Breit interaction presented in Paper III are 
slightly wrong. This originates from the erroneous assumption that only the 
terms proportional to and /6 in the zero-potential vertex part Eq. (3.56) 
were non-vanishing. The new results presented here for the Breit interaction 
replace those given in the article. 
The two-electron contribution to the ground-state energy of he liumlike ions 
can be determined by comparing the ionization energy of heliumlike and hy-
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 6.1: Feynman diagrams representing the two-photon contribution to the 
electron-electron interaction for heliumlike ions. The first row, the "ladder" (a) 
and the "crossed-photon" (b) diagrams, represent the non-radiative part and the 
remaining diagrams the two-electron Lamb shift. 
drogenlike ions of the same elements [59]. In such an analysis the dominating 
one-body parts are completely eliminated. This implies for instance that the 
dependence on the nuclear structure is strongly suppressed, which motivates 
accurate calculations of the two-electron QED corrections. The two-electron 
Lamb shift can to a first approximation be regarded as a screening of the single-
electron Lamb shift. This screening can be estimated by means of a modification 
of the potential in which the electron states are generated [27,28,65,66]. In this 
way, however, it is not possible to treat the exchange process and the effect 
due to transverse photons in an exact way. To reach high accuracy it is im­
portant to calculate the two-electron Lamb shift without any approximations 
as in our approach. In Fig. 6.1 all two-photon diagrams that contribute to 
the electron-electron interaction are displayed. The first two graphs (a) and 
(b), contain both ordinary relativistic many-body effects (RMBPT) as well as 
"non-radiative" QED effects, which were recently calculated by Lindgren et 
al. [56] and Blundeli et al. [67]. The remaining diagrams (c)-(f), represents 
the two-electron Lamb shift. To complete the two-electron contribution to the 
ground-state energy, up to second order, the one-photon exchange Fig. 2.1 (a) 
must also be included. 
QED corrections to the energy of heliumlike ions, correct to order a3, were 
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Table 6.1: The low Z Uehling vacuum polarization corrections given in terms 
of the function F. In the first row t he constants from the (Za)-expansion are 
given. The numbers in parenthesis indicating the power of te n. 
z E p c  COU Kr TP wf ^cou Sum 
const. 0.0333333 0.356074 
1 0.0333349 3.5500 -6) 0.353032 2.7355(--5) 0.386371 
2 0.0333402 1.4198 -5) 0.350228 1.0852(--4 )  0.383582 
3 0.0333487 3.1941 —5) 0.347627 2.4227(--4 )  0.381008 
4 0.0333606 5.6772 -5) 0.345211 4.2746(--4) 0.378628 
5 0.0333760 8.8683 -5) 0.342965 Ol CO O OO -4) 0.376430 
6 0.0333948 1.2767 —4) 0.340879 9.4821 ( --4) 0.374401 
7 0.0334170 1.7371 -4) 0.338943 1.2820(--3) 0.372534 
8 0.0334427 2.2682 —4) 0.337151 1.6637( --3) 0.370820 
9 0.0334719 2.8697 -4) 0.335495 2.0925(--3) 0.369254 
10 0.0335046 3.5416 -4) 0.333970 2.5680(--3) 0.367829 
derived already in the 1950s by Araki and Sucher [68]. Considering the two-
photon two-electron contribution only the leading terms in the (Za)-expansion 
are included in their expressions. They found the following expre ssions (in 
atomic units) for the vacuum polarization 
A£vAps = (WM): - [Z(J(r,)) + Z(*(r2)>]} , (6.1) vp 15 
and for the self-energy 
A E^f = -a3 
— In 2a2 m(8{ r i ) )  +  Z(S( r2)) - 2<J(r12)>] - <«n • <r2 <S(r 12))} 
(6.2) 
where M" is a part of th e Bethe logarithm [56]. The expectation values are to 
be taken with fully correlated non-relativistic two-electron wavefunctions, i.e., 
exact solutions to the Schrödinger two-electron equation. They can be expressed 
in terms of a 1 jZ expansion 
(S (v ) )  =  
<*('»)> = 
Ü 
7T 
2P 
7T 
- (  19 16 T In 2 - +0.1781 - +. 
0.2418673 (Î) 
Z 
+ 0.1810 + ... (6.3) 
where the power of 1/Z  indicates the number of ( instantaneous) Coulomb in­
teractions. This leads to the following contributions, correct at the level (Za)3, 
A Eg(Za)  =  (Za)
3  
30 
, 1 9  2  
30 ~ 5 
and 
A Es f (Za)  (Za)
3  
- + 2.588819 + 4 21n2  j  l n2 (Za)  
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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Table 6.2: Two-electron vacuum-polarization contributions to the ground-state 
energy of some heliumlike ions (in eV). 
Nuclear VP wavefunction correction VP potential correction Total 
charge Coulomb Breit Coulomb Breit VP 
Z Uehl WK Uehl WK Uehl WK Uehl WK Effect 
18 0.0064 -0.0000 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0007 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0072 
24 0.0151 -0.0001 0.0006 -0.0000 0.0016 -0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0173 
32 0.0361 -0.0003 0.0027 -0.0000 0.0039 -0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0427 
44 0.0987 -0.0016 0.0131 -0.0002 0.0106 -0.0001 0.0020 0.0001 0.1226 
54 0.1964 -0.0044 0.0371 -0.0008 0.0208 -0.0004 0.0057 0.0003 0.2547 
66 0.409 -0.012 0.106 -0.003 0.042 -0.002 0.016 0.001 0.557 
74 0.647 -0.024 0.198 -0.007 0.064 -0.003 0.030 0.003 0.908 
83 1.076 -0.046 0.379 -0.016 0.100 -0.007 0.056 0.008 1.549 
92 1.792 -0.088 0.701 -0.034 0.155 -0.016 0.101 0.019 2.630 
where we have also used that (<ri • <r2) = —3 for singlet states. The first term in 
the square bracket of the vacuum polarization part corresponds to the poten­
tial correction diagram Fig. 6.1 (d), and the second term to the wavefunction 
correction Fig. 6.1 (c). Note that the expression for the vacuum polarization, 
Eq. (6.4), only takes the Coulomb interaction into account and is further re­
stricted to the Uehling approximation. For the self-energy part the first term 
(1/4) yields the Schwinger correction to the first-order Breit interaction and the 
remaining terms are associated with the Coulomb interaction. To compare our 
numerical results with the (Za)-expansions it is convenient to introduce the 
function F defined by 
A£qed = ~—~ F . (6.6) 
7T 
In the low Z limit our numerically calculated F values should coincide with the 
expressions in square brackets of E qs. (6.4) and (6.5). The deviation occurring 
for higher Z represents contributions from higher-order terms in (Za). 
In Table 6.1 we present the low Z Uehling vacuum polarization results in 
terms of the function F. In column two and three we have the potential cor­
rection (pc) parts and the wavefunction (wf) corrections are given in column 
four and five followed by the total sum in the last column. As can be inferred 
from the table the Coulomb parts approaches the results of Eq. (6.4) as Z —> 0. 
(1/30 for the potential correction and 19/30 — 21n2/5 = 0.356074... for the 
wf c orrection). We see also that the contributions from higher-order terms are 
quite small in this Z range. 
The complete vacuum polarization results, in electron-volts (eV), are given 
in Table 6.2 for the high Z region. These values and all others for Z > 18 are 
obtained using a uniform nuclear charge distribution with the Rrms values as 
given in Table 6.5. 
The self-energy corrections to the Breit interaction are displayed in Table 
6.3 in terms of the F function. The total value is composed of various parts 
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Table 6.3: The Breit self-energy corrections given in terms of the function F.  
The constant (1/4) from the (Za)-expansion is given in the first row. 
F<Z< E% Ell KT* TotaT 
const. 0.2500 
1 -0.0007 3.8945 -3.3747 -0.2705 0.2486 
2 -0.0022 3.2031 -2.6860 -0.2694 0.2456 
3 -0.0042 2.8002 -2.2867 -0.2678 0.2414 
4 -0.0067 2.5156 -2.0066 -0.2661 0.2362 
5 -0.0096 2.2961 -1.7921 -0.2643 0.2302 
6 -0.0128 2.1179 -1.6192 -0.2623 0.2236 
7 -0.0163 1.9682 -1.4753 -0.2602 0.2164 
8 -0.0200 1.8394 -1.3526 -0.2581 0.2087 
9 -0.0239 1.7267 -1.2462 -0.2561 0.2005 
10 -0.0280 1.6267 -1.1526 -0.2540 0.1920 
18 -0.0655 1.0882 -0.6691 -0.2390 0.1146 
24 -0.0971 0.8421 -0.4647 -0.2305 0.0498 
32 -0.1420 0.6124 -0.2885 -0.2232 -0.0412 
44 -0.2142 0.3819 -0.1320 -0.2200 -0.1843 
54 -0.2797 0.2487 -0.0552 -0.2234 -0.3096 
66 -0.3676 0.1303 0.0003 -0.2336 -0.4705 
74 -0.4347 0.0682 0.0224 -0.2435 -0.5876 
83 -0.5220 0.0096 0.0364 -0.2571 -0.7332 
92 -0.6268 -0.0398 0.0404 -0.2729 -0.8991 
as described in Chapter 3. Also here we find good agreement with the (Za) -
expansion result for low Z, but for high Z there is a substantial deviation (even 
wrong sign). The term (Za)3/(An) in the (Za)-expansion corresponds to the 
Schwinger correction to the first-order Breit interaction, as shown below. The 
first-order point nucleus Breit energy can be evaluated analytically and the 
result for the Is2 configuration is given by 
A EL* Breit 
2 Z 3 a 2  
3 7(27-  1) 
Z 3 a 2  .  / 5  
\2 
27 + 1-
67 + 1 r(47 +1) 
24"1" r2(27 + 1). 
+ In 2 Z s a 4  (6.7) 
Denoting the leading term by A£JB'r^ = Z 3 a 2  /4, we can write 
A S 
^^se, Breit (Za) = 2 A E,  l,lead Breit 2 t t )  (6.8) 
where a/(2?r) is just the Schwinger correction factor. The extra factor of 2 
in front comes from the fact that both electrons are modified by the radiative 
corrections. 
Table 6.4 shows the self-energy corrections to the Coulomb interaction in 
terms of t he function F. As can be seen from the table this calculation suffers 
from strong numerical cancellations in the low Z range. Nevertheless, we obtain 
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Table 6.4: The self-energy corrections to the Coulomb interaction given in terms 
of the function F. In the last column the logarithmic term of the (Za)-expansion 
is subtracted from the total value in column six. The constant in the first row in 
the "Total" column is the Z = 1 result from the (Za)-expansion. The constant 
of t he last column represents the limiting value as Z —»• 0 for the values in this 
column.  
Z E:I EZ 77!ve+be 
-^h.o. Total Tot.-log.term 
const. -16.746 2.589 
1 -12.92 182837.08 -179320.33 -3520.6 —16.8 2.5(2) 
2 -11.09 37595.12 -36720.70 -877.37 -14.03 2.37(5) 
3 -9.83 14607.27 -14221.57 -388.24 -12.38 2.31(3) 
4 -8.890 7381.800 -7166.857 -217.282 -11.229 2.245 
5 -8.170 4312.255 -4176.161 -138.273 -10.349 2.182 
6 -7.593 2762.256 -2668.872 -95.437 -9.645 2.115 
7 -7.109 1886.056 -1818.337 -69.670 -9.060 2.049 
8 -6.704 1349.627 -1298.503 -52.988 -8.569 1.975 
9 -6.355 1001.097 -961.301 -41.585 -8.144 1.902 
10 -6.043 763.972 -732.241 -33.452 -7.764 1.837 
18 -4.4476 157.8801 -149.4595 -9.7721 -5.7990 
24 -3.7672 68.7931 -64.6746 -5.2960 -4.9448 
32 -3.1701 28.1927 -26.3460 -2.8594 -4.1829 
44 -2.6268 9.3342 -8.7306 -1.4512 -3.4744 
54 -2.3586 4.0536 -3.8615 -0.9479 -3.1144 
66 -2.1781 1.4323 -1.4791 -0.6357 -2.8607 
74 -2.1260 0.5999 -0.7382 -0.5135 -2.7778 
83 -2.1287 0.0679 -0.2788 -0.4220 -2.7616 
92 -2.2014 -0.2312 -0.0373 -0.3626 -2.8326 
fair agreement with the (Za)-expansion results; the latter gives —16.746... for 
Z = 1 in comparison with our numerical value —16.8 with an error of t wo units 
in the last digit. To explore the results further we present in the last column 
the total values after subtracting the dominating logarithmic term of the (Za)-
expansion. The resulting values should then approach the constant 2.588819 
as Z —0. We can see a clear tendency for that and the values of the last 
column also indicates the presence of a linear higher-order term. Our accuracy 
is, however, not high enough to perform a detailed fitting. 
In Table 6.5 the self-energy and vacuum polarization corrections are added 
to obtain the two-electron Lamb shift. As a comparison we have collected results 
from Refs. [47] (VP) and [69] (SE) and displayed those in the last column. The 
agreement between the two results is almost perfect. 
In order to investigate the influence of th e nuclear structure on the results, 
the dominating first-order energy was calculated varying nuclear parameters 
and by using uniform as well as Fermi charge distribution models. The results 
of these considerations are presented in Table 6.6. The fourth column shows 
the result when using a Fermi nuclear charge distribution with #rms given in 
column two and a (related to the skin thickness) given in column three, taken 
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Table 6.5: Two-electron vacuum-polarization and self-energy contributions to 
the ground-state energy of som e heliumlike ions (in eV). 
Nucleus Vacuum polarization Self-energy Two-electron Refs. 
^î(-^rms) Coul. Breit Total Coul. Breit Total Lamb shift [47,69] 
18 (3.423) 0.0070 0.0002 0.0072 -0.1138 0.0022 -0.1116 -0.1044 
24 (3. 643) 0.0166 0.0007 0.0173 -0.2301 0.0023 -0.2278 -0.2104 
32 (4.07) 0.0397 0.0031 0.0427 -0.4613 -0.0045 -0.4659 -0.4232 -0.4232 
44 (4.480) 0.1077 0.0150 0.1226 -0.9962 -0.0528 -1.0490 -0.9264 
54 (4.78) 0.212 0.042 0.255 -1.651 -0.164 -1.815 -1.560 -1.560 
66 (5.21) 0.436 0.120 0.557 -2.768 -0.455 -3.224 -2.667 -2.666 
74 ( 5.37) 0.684 0.224 0.908 -3.789 -0.801 -4.590 -3.682 -3.682 
83 (5.519) 1.122 0.427 1.549 -5.315 -1.411 -6.726 -5.176 -5.176 
92 (5.860) 1.844 0.786 2.630 -7.424 -2.357 -9.781 -7.151 -7.150 
from [70]. In the fifth column the firms is the same as in the fourth column but 
the skin thickness is set to zero, i.e., a homogeneous nuclear charge distribution 
is used. In the last column we repeat the Fermi calculation using the same 
skin thickness, but now with a Ärms which is reduced with approximately one 
percent compared to the value in column two. The results of Table 6.6 show 
that the nuclear structure model affects the results very weakly. The dominating 
numerical uncertainty comes from the uncertainty in the nuclear radius firms. 
In Table 6.7 we collect the various contributions to the two-electron part of 
the energy and compare with recent experimental results of Marrs et al. [59]. 
The all-order relativistic many-body result (RMBPT) is also calculated and 
the non-radiative QED contribution is taken from [56]. All RMBPT calcula­
tions are performed within the no-virtual-pair approximation (NVPA), neglect­
ing the effects of negative-energy states, and without retardation. The "2nd 
order RMBPT" values refers to the ladder diagram Fig. 6.1 (a). Taking the dif­
ference between the full ladder diagram, including negative intermediate states 
and retardation, and the corresponding RMBPT value yields the QED part of 
the ladder diagram. The non-radiative QED effect is defined as the sum of that 
QED contribution together with the entire crossed photon diagram Fig. 6.1 (b). 
The ">3rd order RMBPT" values include only one Breit interaction together 
Table 6.6: Comparison between different nuclear models used in calculating the 
first-order RMBPT (in eV). 
Nuclear •^rms a 1st order 1st order ^rms 1st order 
charge fm fm Fermi Uniform fm Fermi 
32 4.07 0.59 567.609 567.609 4.02 567.610 
54 4.78 0.60 1036.558 1036.558 4.73 1036.560 
66 5.21 0.60 1347.450 1347.450 5.15 1347.458 
74 5.37 0.54 1586.929 1586.927 5.31 1586.945 
83 5.52 0.47 1897.565 1897.561 5.46 1897.602 
92 5.86 0.61 2265.888 2265.872 5.80 2265.974 
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Table 6.7: Various components of the two-electron contribution to the ground-
state energy of some heliumlike ions and a comparison with experiment (in eV). 
The errors assigned for the "1st order RMBPT" values are due to a variation 
of th e nuclear Rrms value by one percent.  
Nuclear RMBPT Non-rad. Lamb Total Experiment 
charge 1st ord. 2nd ord. >3rd ord. QED shift theory Marrs et al. [59] 
18 310.22 -4.58 0.02 0.00 -0.10 305.56 ± 
24 417.92 -4.81 0.02 0.01 -0.21 412.94 ± 
32 567.61 -5.22 0.02 0.03 -0.42 562.02 562.5± 1.6 " 
44 810.56 -6.07 0.03 0.08 -0.93 803.66 ± 
54 1036.56 -7.04 0.03 0.16 -1.56 1028.15 1027.2± 3.5 
66 1347.45(1) -8.59 0.03 0.35 -2.67 1336.58 1341.6± 4.3 
74 1586.93(2) -9.91 0.04 0.53 -3.68 1573.90 1568 ±15 
83 1897.56(4) -11.77 0.04 0.85 -5.18 1881.51 1876 ±14 
92 2265.87(10) -14.16 0.05 1.28 -7.15 2245.90 ± 
with iterated Coulomb interactions. Thus, the total theoretical result is com­
plete up to second order. 
If we now consider the Breit values of Table 6.5 together with the non-
radiative QED results in Table 6.7, we see that these contributions cancel each 
other to a large extent. This is particularly evident for u ranium (Z = 92) and 
bismuth (Z = 83), where the resulting contribution of t he three terms amounts 
only to one tenth of the SE part  w hich enters the sum. Thu s,  for the high - Z  
region one can obtain quite good estimates of t he final theoretical value, just 
by using ordinary RMBPT together with the Coulomb-screened Lamb shift. 
In Table 6.8 we compare the results of several recent theoretical calculations 
of the two-electron energy contribution. The results of Refs. [71-73] include 
only approximate treatments of the two-electron Lamb shift as discussed in Pa­
per III. The work of Yerokhin et al. [69] is analogous to ours and a comparison 
shows excellent agreement between the two calculations. (Their results for the 
radiative part are displayed in Table 6.5.) The agreement between the vari­
ous theoretical results is generally quite good, which indicates that the earlier 
estimates of the Lamb-shift contributions have been quite accurate. Drake's re­
sult [71] suffers, for heavy elements, from the inaccuracy of the (Za)-expansion 
used for the QED and relativistic effects, which becomes particularly evident for 
Table 6.8: Comparison between various theoretical calculations (in eV). 
Z Plante [72] Indelicato [73] Drake [71] Yerokhin [69] Present work 
32 562.05 562.1 562.1 562.02 562.02 
54 1028.4 1028.2 1028.8 1028.16 1028.15 
66 1337.2 1336.5 1338.2 1336.58 1336.58 
74 1574.8 1573.6 1576.6 1573.92 1573.90 
83 1880.8 1886.3 1881.50 1881.51 
92 2245.92 2245.90 
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the bismuth result. On the other hand, Drake uses correlated hydrogenic wave 
functions and thus includes also higher-order Coulomb correlation in the QED 
effects. The relative effect of correlation is largest for light elements, where the 
absolute effect is smaller. Therefore, the missing correlation effect in our QED 
values is estimated to be at most of the order of O .leV for all elements. 
To summarize, the results presented in this section shows that our numer­
ical calculations agrees well with the predictions of the leading terms of the 
(Za)-expansion for low Z. We find further an excellent agreement for medium 
and high Z with the calculation of Yerokhin et al. [69]. For the comparison 
with experiment we have shown that the total two-electron energy contribu­
tion depends very weakly on the nuclear structure. We can conclude that the 
nuclear uncertainties do not affect the QED contribution at the present level 
of accuracy. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical results 
supports the accuracy of t he experimental and the many-body results, but the 
experimental accuracy is not yet high enough to seriously test the QED part of 
the calculation. An improvement of the experimental accuracy by one order of 
magnitude would, however, provide a good experimental test of the two-electron 
Lamb shift. 
6.2 Bound electron g factor 
The calculations on the radiative corrections to the bound electron g factor was 
first presented in Paper II. Here we will summarize the results of that paper 
and some more detailed results for the self-energy corrections will be given. 
An experiment that will provide a good testing ground for QED in strong 
fields is the measurement of the bound electron g factor for high-Z ions. In the 
first stage of the Mainz-GSI experiment [64] one plans to perform measurements 
on ions in the nuclear range Z = 6 — 20, and at a later stage on heavier elements 
up to uranium. The expected accuracy of the measurements is of the order 
of 10~7 and this stimulates efforts on the theoretical side to reach the same 
accuracy. 
In the Dirac theory the g factor of a free electron is exactly g = 2. Due to self-
interactions with the radiation field, the free electron possesses an anomalous 
magnetic moment ge, first accounted for by Schwinger [3]. The investigations of 
ge have reached very far, and give at present the outstanding agreement at the 
level of one part in 1011 between theory and experiment [74]. The corrections 
to the g factor of an atomic electron originate not only from the interactions 
with the radiation field, but also from the interaction with the nuclear field. 
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Table 6.9: The self-energy corrections to the electron g  factor given in terms of the 
function C^2\Za). For Z < 18 the point nucleus model is used and for higher Z a 
uniform charge distribution is employed (firms values are given in Table 6.10). 
z ZPwf 
•^se 
ipbe 
-&ZP Eve zp z^ve+be mp ZT've+be °P Total SE 
1 0.00032916 7.78876809 -7.28920807 0.00000712 0.00010817 0.50000447 
2 0.00112071 6.40541501 -5.90688089 0.00002811 0.00033520 0.50001815 
3 0.00226516 5.59868638 -5.10159977 0.00006217 0.00062788 0.50004182 
4 0.00370586 5.02855574 -4.53325307 0.00010823 0.00095974 0.50007650 
5 0.0054045 4.5883788 -4.0951388 0.0001651 0.0013137 0.5001234 
6 0.0073326 4.2306065 -3.7396648 0.0002314 0.0016778 0.5001835 
7 0.0094678 3.9298448 -3.4414033 0.0003059 0.0020432 0.5002584 
8 0.0117920 3.6709159 -3.1851489 0.0003871 0.0024032 0.5003492 
9 0.0142903 3.4440153 -2.9610744 0.0004735 0.0027529 0.5004576 
10 0.0169500 3.2424383 -2.7624556 0.0005635 0.0030884 0.5005846 
11 0.0197602 3.0613947 -2.5844857 0.0006566 0.0034067 0.5007325 
12 0.0227118 2.8973415 -2.4236073 0.0007504 0.0037056 0.5009020 
13 0.025797 2.747584 -2.277113 0.000844 0.003983 0.501095 
14 0.029008 2.610022 -2.142891 0.000936 0.004239 0.501313 
15 0.032339 2.482990 -2.019267 0.001024 0.004471 0.501556 
16 0.035784 2.365140 -1.904885 0.001109 0.004679 0.501829 
17 0.039340 2.255372 -1.798633 0.001189 0.004864 0.502130 
18 0.043000 2.152767 -1.699590 0.001261 0.005024 0.502463 
24 0.066991 1.651651 -1.220441 0.006994" 0.505194 
32 0.10379 1.18261 -0.78117 0.00600" 0.51123 
44 0.16842 0.71369 -0.35549 0.00056a 0.52719 
54 0.23122 0.44799 -0.12319 —0.00702" 0.54901 
66 0.31917 0.22166 0.06709 -0.01849" 0.58941 
74 0.38727 0.11057 0.15684 -0.02672" 0.62795 
83 0.4756 0.0146 0.2315 -0.0355" 0.6863 
92 0.5800 -0.0559 0.2838 -0.0425" 0.7655 
a These values are the sum of E^he and ££p+be (see text). 
Beyond the relativistic Breit correction [75], Grotch and Hegstrom [76-78] de­
rived the leading bound radiative correction of order a(Za)2 and the leading 
recoil corrections of o rder (Za)2m/M, a(Za)2m/M and (Za)2(m/M)2, where 
m/M is the electron-nucleus mass ratio. However, to obtain accurate theoreti­
cal results for heavy ions, one has to go beyond the (Za)-expansion and include 
the nuclear interaction nonperturbatively. 
The first-order contribution to the bound electron g  factor can, in the point 
nucleus case, be evaluated analytically and this yields 
^Breit 9 ,  =  1 +%/l - (Z a) '  (6.9) 
which was first derived by Breit in 1928 [75]. Taking radiative corrections into 
account it is convenient to expand the g factor into zero-, one-, etc. photon 
contributions. Specifically, for an electron bound to an infinitely heavy point 
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Table 6.10: The total (g3 — 2) correction (see text) is col lected for some H-like 
ions. The free-electron QED value 2319.3043 • 10-6 is also added. All values are 
given in terms of 10~6.  
z Rrms (fm) QED-Q/7T Nuc. Size Recoil »Breit 9 y.i z Total 
1 0.021 0.0 0.029 -35.501 2283.853 
2 0.084 0.0 0.029 -142.011 2177.406 
3 0.194 0.0 0.037 -319.546 1999.988 
4 0.354 0.0 0.051 -568.136 1751.573 
5 0.569 0.0 0.066 -887.818 1432.121 
6 0.844 0.0 0.087 -1278.646 1041.590 
7 2.540(20) 1.18 0.0 0.10 -1740.68 579.91 
8 2.737(8) 1.60 0.0 0.12 -2274.00 47.02 
9 2.90(2) 2.08 0.0 0.12 -2878.68 -557.17 
10 2.992(8) 2.65 0.0 0.14 -3554.83 -1232.72 
11 2.94(6) 3.31 0.01 0.15 -4302.55 -1979.78 
12 3.08(5) 4.06 0.01 0.17 -5121.97 -2798.42 
13 3.035(2) 4.91 0.01 0.18 -6013.21 -3688.80 
14 3.086(18) 5.86 0.02 0.20 -6976.43 -4651.04 
15 3.191(5) 6.92 0.03 0.21 -8011.78 -5685.31 
16 3.230(5) 8.10 0.04 0.23 -9119.42 -6791.75 
17 3.388(17) 9.39 0.05 0.24 -10299.54 -7970.55 
18 3.423(14) 10.82 0.07 0.23 -11552.34 -9221.91 
24 3.643(3) 22.2 0.27 0.3 -20607.8 -18265.6 
32 4.088(8) 46.4 1.24 0.4 -36862.5 -34495.1 
44 4.480(22) 106.3 6.92(6) 0.6 -70598.8 -68165.8 
54 4.782(2) 182.4 23.4(2) 0.6 -107885.4 -105359.5 
66 5.211(26) 311.9 90.9(8) 0.8 -164830.3 -162107.5 
74 5.374(22) 424.9 205.6(14) 0.9 -211116.8 -208166.2 
83 5.519(4) 580.4 500.0(6) 1.0 -272389.2 -268988.6 
92 5.860(2) 766.1 1274.1(6) 1.0 -345153.9 -340793.4 
nucleus, the expansion is given by (the power of a /ir indicates the number of 
virtual photons) 
9j l + 2yjî^iZay + • 
1  ( Z a ) 2  
_ + i L. + _ 
2 12 
+ (Ï) K,+-l+(ï) [#•••]§•}• <«»> 
where A^ = —0.328478 ... and ^4(6' = 1.18 ... etc. are the known free-electron 
contributions [74]. Focus now on the one-photon contributions in Eq. (6.10) 
described by the function C^2\Za) = 1/2 + (Za)2/12 + ... where the first term 
is the Schwinger correction and (Za)2/12 is the Grotch term [77]. Both these are 
due to the self-energy corrections. For low Z, 1/2 strongly dominates (for Z = 1 
by five orders of magnitude). Thus, to achieve the QED corrections beyond the 
Schwinger term, one needs a very high numerical accuracy in the calculations 
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Figure 6.2: Contributions to th e bo und ele ctron g factor. 
for low Z. To reach this accuracy, it was essential to compute the one-potential 
vertex and binding-energy terms separately in the semi-analytical way described 
in Chapters 3 and 5, since this part has a very slow convergence in the partial 
wave expansion. For example, at Z = 1 the partial wave expansion changes sign 
at I = 84 and to obtain the contribution from the tail accurately we included 
terms up to Z = 150. The sign change occurs for lower I values when increasing 
Z and therefore it was necessary with the special treatment of this part only for 
Z < 18. In Table 6.9 where the self-energy corrections are presented in terms 
of t he function C^2\Za), the values for Z > 24 in column six are thus the sum 
of the one- and many-potential terms £^e0+be = E™+be + E™+be. The results 
presented in Table 6.9 agrees well in the high-Z region with a similar calculation 
performed by Blundell et al. [79], but for low Z our results are slightly larger. 
From a (Za) expansion consideration, beyond the Schwinger and Grotch 
term, one would expect terms of order a(Za)4 [80]. For Z < 30 we have 
performed different fittings of our numerical self-energy values, beyond the 
Schwinger correction, to formulas of the type 
Aa(Za)2  + a(Za)4[B + C\n(Za) + D(Za)} , (6.11) 
and obtained the Grotch coefficient, A, with an accuracy better than 1 %. A 
plot of the numerical values and a fit t o these can be found in Fig. 2 of Paper II. 
Since the displayed ratio in that figure becomes very sensitive for Z = 1 we get 
a safer prediction by using different fittings of the results from higher Z. Our 
fitted result of this ratio for Z = 1 is 1.007(2), where the uncertainty comes from 
excluding the log term in the fitting function. This value is also consistent with 
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our numerical value for Z  = 1 given in Table 6.9. Even though the Grotch term 
and our all-order numerical result are almost identical for Z = 1, the deviation 
between the two grows rapidly with Z. This would lead to the wrong sign for 
the total bound-state QED correction for Z > 60 if using the Grotch prediction 
for the self-energy part. 
To make a comparison with experiment one has to include the effects of 
nuclear recoil, finite nuclear size and QED corrections from diagrams involving 
two and more virtual photons. Additionally, for very high Z also effects from 
nuclear polarization might come in at the 10~7 level. The nuclear recoil correc­
tion can be obtained from the formulas derived by Grotch and Hegstrom [78], 
and  i s  to  the  demanded  accuracy  g iven  by  the  lead ing  te rm gJ- ' l o A  = (Za. ) 2 m/M.  
For high Z this can only be considered as a reliable order of magnitude esti­
mation [81]. However, in this region this is sufficient since the recoil effect is 
small compared to the bound-state QED corrections. Furthermore, a careful in­
vestigation of the nuclear size effect on the dominating first-order contribution 
has been performed as described in Paper II. The uncertainty assigned to the 
nuclear-size effect in Table 6.10 corresponds to the experimental uncertainty in 
the firms values [70]. 
Concerning the QED effects involving two and more virtual photons, the 
free-electron part is significant. The corresponding bound-state corrections, 
which are still uncalculated, should be a factor (a/n) smaller than the calculated 
one-photon bound-state corrections. 
In Table 6.10 we have added all different contributions to the bound (gj — 2) 
value, i.e., the one-photon bound-state radiative correction (column three), the 
nuclear-size effect (column four), the nuclear recoil (column five), the (gj — 2) 
from the Breit term (column six) and finally the free electron (ge — 2) value 
0.0023193043 [74]. The contributions are further displayed in Fig. 6.2. The 
vacuum polarization results are taken from Table I of Paper II and the Schwinger 
term is here subtracted from the self-energy values. For low Z the free-electron 
part dominates while the Breit term gives the dominating contribution to (gj— 2) 
for medium and high Z. However, the uncertainty in the theoretical values are 
small compared to the bound-state QED effects for all Z. With an anticipated 
experimental uncertainty of 10-7, this implies that the bound-state g factor 
measurements will constitute a good test of b ound-state QED for all Z > 10. 
6.3 Hyperfine structure 
In the recent publication Paper I, we presented our calculations of the radiative 
corrections to the hyperfine-structure splitting in H-like ions. The paper con­
tains the first complete evaluation of the one-photon radiative corrections to all 
orders in (Za). To unambiguously incorporate the Wichmann-Kroll part the 
vacuum polarization correction to the measured nuclear magnetic moment was 
taken into account. An analysis of how the QED effects are affected by using 
an extended nuclear magnetization, in comparison with the point-dipole model, 
is also included. Here we have extended the calculations to cover the range of 
nuclear charges more fully. Tables 6.11—6.14 correspond to the Tables I—IV in 
the paper, but now completed such that all Z < 10 have been considered. For 
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Table 6.11: The low Z  self-energy corrections given in terms of the function 
As a comparison the values of the (Za)-expansion and the results of Ref. [42] 
are also given.  
z E w {  se E b e  
TPve 
E KTe Total SE F^ ( Za)  Ref. [42] 
1 -0.0110 7.7895 -5.0795 -2.2610 0.4380(1) 0.43811 0.43808 
2 -0.0294 6.4079 -3.8112 -2.1940 0.3734(1) 0.37351 0.37347 
3 -0.0519 5.6036 -3.1124 -2.1318 0.3075(1) 0.30773 0.30759 
4 -0.0774 5.0364 -2.6442 -2.0739 0.2410(1) 0.24137 0.24103 
5 -0.1049 4.5996 -2.3008 -2.0197 0.1741(1) 0.17475 0.17405 
6 -0.1343 4.2455 -2.0353 -1.9691 0.1068(1) 0.10809 0.10684 
7 -0.1651 3.9487 -1.8226 -1.9215 0.0395(1) 0.04154 0.03950 
8 -0.1972 3.6940 -1.6479 -1.8769 -0.0280(1) -0.02481 -0.02791 
9 -0.2301 3.4714 —1.5018 -1.8349 -0.0954(1) -0.09086 -0.09535 
10 -0.2639 3.2744 -1.3779 -1.7954 -0.1628(1) -0.15657 -0.16283 
the self-energy part we h ave further included some new results in the medium 
high range Z = 18 — 54 (Table 6.12). In this section a brief summary of the 
results will be given. For the full analysis we refer to the article. 
The one-photon radiative corrections are conveniently expressed in terms of 
the function F^2\ which is defined through 
AE%lD = AeMF W ,  (6.12) 
where AE? is the non-relativistic, point-nucleus first-order hyperfine splitting 
in ground state H-like ions [82] 
4  s 3 _  2 ^  m  2 /  +  1  
AE f  = - a ( Z a)  m c  
3 un  rn p  2 ,1  
(6.13) 
Here n  is the nucleax magnetic moment, u n  is the nuclear magneton, rap is the 
proton mass and I is the nuclear spin. The vacuum polarization correction is 
separated in the wavefunction and the potential correction parts. They are here 
denoted by the electric (EL) and magnetic (ML) loop corrections, respectively. 
These names are due to the polarization loop connecting with the electric nuclear 
potential in the wavefunction part, and with the magnetic nuclear vector poten­
tial for the potential correction diagram. The known part of the (Za)-expansion 
for the one-photon QED effects [3,83-91] is for the self-energy corrections given 
by 
F ^( Za )  + ( In 2 13 
4 
7 T  ( Za )  
V(Za) + (-| + f  In2) ln(Za) + H ^ (Z a )  
where 
H ^ (Za)  = 17.122 + 191\ 5 In 2 + —— ] 7T ln(Za) 
16 / 
(Za )  +  
( Za ) 2  ,  
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
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Table 6.12: The self-energy corrections for the medium and high Z region given 
in terms of In the last two columns the results of Refs. [41,92] are given 
as a comparison. These values are scaled to our units by using the first-order 
values (uniform nuclear charge distribution) given in Table V of Paper I. 
z TP Wf se E v e  r?ve+be h.o. Total SE Ref. [92] Ref. [41] 
18 -0.5548 2.2170 -0.8126 -1.5499 -0.7003 
24 -0.7970 1.7422 -0.6298 -1.4255 -1.1100 
32 -1.1549 1.3028 -0.5173 -1.3201 -1.6895 
44 -1.8059 0.8621 -0.4942 -1.2552 -2.6932 
54 -2.5184 0.6007 -0.5600 -1.2715 -3.7491 
67 -3.8506 0.3309 -0.7515 -1.3894 -5.6605 -5.662 -5.6625 
75 -5.0639 0.1818 -0.9484 -1.5295 -7.3599 -7.362 
82 -6.5211 0.0508 -1.1896 -1.7085 -9.3683 
83 -6.7694 0.0316 -1.2307 -1.7393 -9.7078 -9.707 -9.7111 
92 -9.5874 -0.1535 -1.6906 -2.0876 -13.5192 
and the vacuum polarization parts are 
p(2) 
vp—el (Za) = -ir(Za) + / 214 Î5ln(Zc",+ V225 15 - In 2 (Za)
2 
--In (Za)(Za)3   
0 
(6.16) 
and 
Fj 2 p lm l(Za) = 3-n(Za) -  l (Za)2 -  | r In(Za)(Zaf  .  (6.17) 
The self-energy corrections are presented in Tables 6.11 and 6.12 for the 
low- and high-Z regions, respectively. As can be seen from the tables our 
values are consistent with the (Za)-expansion and agrees well with the results 
of Refs. [41,42,92]. The low-Z values presented in [42] are still an order of 
magnitude more accurate than ours, so we can not add more information about 
the (Za)-expansion comparison than was done in their paper. The limitations 
in our computation come mainly from the £^e0+be term where a large number of 
partial-wave terms have to be calculated in order to decrease the extrapolation 
error. We should be able to increase our accuracy substantially if we could 
evaluate the slowly converging one-potential vertex and binding-energy term 
semianalytically as was successfully accomplished in the <?j-factor calculation 
(see previous section). It would then also be necessary to improve the accuracy 
in the computation of the Z?™f term, which can be done by implementing the 
analytical form of the perturbed wavefunction (see Chapter 5). 
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Table 6.13: The low- Z  Uehling vacuum-polarization corrections given in terms 
of the function F^K The results of the (Za)-expansions are given in column 
three and five and in the last column the total numerical value is collected. 
JT'el—ue 
VP JEML pml—ue VP F ^ ( Z a )  Total" 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0.0087691 
0.017817 
0.027112 
0.036645 
0.046414 
0.056421 
0.066671 
0.077171 
0.087929 
0.098955 
0.0087687 
0.017805 
0.027067 
0.036535 
0.046194 
0.056033 
0.066043 
0.076217 
0.086549 
0.097033 
0.0085578 
0.017049 
0.025487 
0.033886 
0.042257 
0.050611 
0.058960 
0.067313 
0.075681 
0.084072 
0.0085566 
0.017039 
0.025455 
0.033810 
0.042109 
0.050358 
0.058559 
0.066715 
0.074831 
0.082908 
0.017327 
0.034865 
0.052599 
0.070530 
0.088670 
0.107032 
0.125631 
0.144484 
0.163610 
0.183028 
The results for the vacuum polarization corrections are presented in Tables 
6.13 and 6.14. The low-Z values displayed in Table 6.13 are the results in the 
Uehling approximation since the (Za)-expansion is evaluated in this approxi­
mation. The agreement between the numerical results and the (Za)-expansion 
is seen to be very good for low Z. Using the analytical perturbed wavefunction 
it is, however, possible to evaluate the Uehling corrections exactly (to all or­
ders in (Za)) [93], making the (Za)-expansion superfluous. This should also be 
possible to elaborate for the wavefunction correction in the g factor case. For 
extended nuclear charge distributions the corrections have still to be calculated 
numerically in order to obtain the all order result. 
In Table 6.14 the VP corrections for Z  >  10 are presented. In the second 
last column the "renormalized" Wichmann-Kroll correction to the magnetic 
loop diagram is given. It represents the combined effect of the WK corrections 
to the magnetic loop diagram and to the nuclear magnetic moment, which can 
not be calculated directly for the point-dipole model (see Chapter 4 and the 
paper). In order to check the consistency of the calculation of the renormalized 
contribution, we analyzed the behavior at the point-dipole limit. Using that the 
parts and the combined WK effect a re all well-defined and finite when cutting 
of the small distances, we performed the calculation for several values of the 
cutoff radius. The limit of zero cutoff radius corresponds to the point-dipole 
model. The results of this analysis is for Z — 92 displayed in Fig. 6.3 (boxes) 
together with a fit to these values (filled line). As is seen from the figure there is 
a smooth transition to the point-dipole model. The fit yields the value —0.7396 
for zero cutoff radius and the direct calculation, using Eq. (4.41), gives —0.7397. 
The direct calculation is increasingly harder to control numerically when going 
down in Z, and we obtained more accurate predictions by using such fitting 
procedures. 
Our total (VP+SE) numerical values for the one-photon radiative correc­
tions are displayed in Fig. 6.4 (dots) together with the prediction of the (Za)-
expansion (Eqs. 6.14-6.17). For low Z there is excellent agreement but for high 
Z the two results differ substantially due to higher-order terms in (Za) not 
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Table 6.14: The vacuum polarization corrections given in terms of the function 
F$p'. The firms-values used for the nuclear electric charge distribution are given 
in the second column (fm). In column three and four the EL and ML Uehling 
parts are displayed. The Wichmann-Kroll part of the EL diagram is given in 
column five followed by the "renormalized" ML Wichmann-Kroll contribution. 
z Rrms JjJel—ue rml-ue vp ^el—wk ^ml—wk—ren Total VP 
10 2.99 0.094922 0.080275 -0.000054 -0.000271 0.174871 
18 3.42 0.18865 0.14480 -0.00035 -0.00160 0.33150 
24 3.64 0.27326 0.19626 -0.00084 -0.00389 0.46479 
32 4.07 0.41176 0.27153 -0.00218 -0.00970 0.67141 
44 4.48 0.7065 0.4102 -0.0067 -0.0286 1.0815 
54 4.78 1.0831 0.5630 -0.0146 -0.0609 1.5707 
67 5.21 1.900 0.847 -0.037 -0.147 2.562 
75 5.351 2.742 1.102 -0.063 -0.249 3.533 
82 5.497 3.843 1.404 -0.102 -0.391 4.754 
83 5.519 4.038 1.455 -0.109 -0.418 4.967 
92 5.860 6.377 2.016 -0.200 -0.740 7.453 
included in the analytical expansion. The figure clearly shows the necessity of 
a nonperturbative treatment of the nuclear potential in calculating the QED 
effects for high-Z systems. 
For the comparison with experiment we studied in Paper I the sensibility of 
the QED effects on the nuclear structure. Considering both the nuclear charge 
and magnetic moment distributions we found a very weak dependence of the 
radiative effects. This is in contrast to the dominating first-order energy, for 
which the lack of de tailed knowledge of the magnetization distribution implies 
large uncertainties. The uncertainty of the Bohr-Weisskopf effect is typically 
of the same size as the total QED contribution (see Table VII in Paper I). 
Another source of error is the not fully reliable measurements of the nuclear 
magnetic moments [94]. These two uncertainties restrict today the possibility 
for a stringent test of the QED corrections to the hyperfine-structure splitting in 
H-like ions. Recently [92] a method was proposed for reducing the uncertainty 
due to the Bohr-Weisskopf effect in ground-state lithiumlike ions. This leads 
to a consistency check for the QED part since the method is based on the 
correctness of t he QED corrections in the corresponding hydrogenlike ion. 
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Figure 6.3: The renormalized Wichmann-Kroll contribution for uranium using 
different cutoff radii (in terms of F $). The boxes are our numerical values and 
the line is a fit to these values. 
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Figure 6.4: The total numerical hyperfine structure QED corrections, in units 
of (a/7r) AEp, plotted together with the results from the (Za)-expansion. 
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7 Conclusions and Outlook 
In recent years a considerable improvement has been gained in precision mea­
surements on heavy highly-charged ions. These systems are fully relativistic 
and the electrons propagate in a very strong nuclear field. This provides a test­
ing ground for both relativity and QED in a region not carefully investigated 
before. This has stimulated theory to perform accurate calculations for such 
systems, in the hope to uncover new effects or to verify the validity of existing 
theories in these extreme fields. 
Several experiments on highly-charged ions have been carried out or are be­
ing planned in order to test bound-state QED [59,60,64,95,96]. Specifically, the 
ground-state hyperfine splitting of hydrogenlike bismuth and the two-electron 
contributions to the ground-state energy of heliumlike ions have both been mea­
sured with high precision. These accurate measurements, together with the 
bound electron ^-factor experiment in progress at Mainz, have motivated a de­
tailed theoretical study of the one-loop QED corrections, which have not been 
evaluated in a complete way before. 
In this thesis we have presented the first complete evaluation of the one-
loop QED corrections to the three different types of interactions mentioned 
above. These calculations have all been done non-perturbatively in the nuclear 
Coulomb field. For low Z we have compared our results with the known parts of 
the corresponding (Za)-expansions, and we find in all cases excellent agreement. 
We have further made comparisons for all Z with other recent non-perturbative 
theoretical works and the results from these independent calculations coincide 
almost completely with ours. These facts suggest that we have a good under­
standing of how to evaluate these QED corrections, and that the numerical 
results can be considered to be reliable. 
Considering the comparison with experiment in the two-electron case, we 
conclude that the experimental accuracy is not at present high enough to seri­
ously test the QED parts. However, an improvement of one order of magnitude 
would be sufficient to achieve this. Such an improvement is expected in the near 
future [97]. 
Concerning the g-factor measurement it will constitute an excellent pure 
test of the bound-state QED effects at the percentage level, provided that the 
anticipated relative uncertainty of 10~7 is reached. The two-electron and g-
factor cases both depend weakly on the nuclear structure. This is an important 
issue when comparing theory and experiment, since the nuclear uncertainties 
will not impair the QED test. 
For the hyperfine splitting the picture is different. Here the lack of de­
tailed knowledge of the nuclear magnetization distribution leads to such large 
uncertainties, in the dominating first-order contribution, that the QED part 
is completely obscured. On the other hand, trusting the QED parts one can 
extract information about the nuclear magnetization distribution [62], 
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Work is in progress in our group to generalize the presented calculation 
scheme to excited heliumlike systems, which are also interesting experimental 
test cases. This generalization will also be of importance for the theoretical 
investigation of the 2pi/2 — 2s1/2 transition in lithiumlike uranium, which re­
cently have been measured with high accuracy [96]. The QED correction to the 
interaction between the core and the valence electron has earlier been treated 
only in an approximate way, which is not fully satisfactory. The almost perfect 
agreement between theory and experiment [98] is probably partly fortuitous 
since the missing contributions are estimated to be significant. To obtain an 
accurate theoretical prediction it is also essential to include the non-radiative 
QED effects as well as two-photon self-energy effects. The latter effects, which 
are essential also for the Is Lamb shift in heavy hydrogenlike ions [95], are in­
tensively investigated at present [99-102]. Due to the lack of detailed knowledge 
about the nuclear structure, it is at present not meaningful to go beyond the 
two virtual photon level in the evaluation of the QED effects. 
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A Basic Theory of Bound State QED 
The basic theory of bound-state QED will be discussed in some detail in this ap­
pendix. Second-quantized electron and electromagnetic fields will be introduced 
and the perturbative expansion of their interaction, the S-matrix expansion, and 
its connection to Feynman diagrams shall be discussed. 
Despite the fact that our approach is explicitly frame dependent, since we 
attach the reference frame to a fixed atomic nucleus, we will be careful to de­
velop a manifestly covariant formulation of bound-state QED. The covariance 
of the theory is important; it allow us to utilize well-established renormalization 
techniques to deal with the divergences which appears in QED. 
A.l Units and notations 
In relativistic quantum field theory it is very convenient to work with natural 
units. In these units mass, action and velocity are taken to be the fundamental 
dimensions. Planck's constant, ft, is chosen to be the unit of action and the 
velocity of light, c, the unit of veloc ity. All quantities will then have the dimen­
sion of a power of m ass. It is further expedient to put £o = 1 (the permittivity 
of vacuum) and consequently also fj,0 = 1 (the permeability of vacuum). We 
can thus transform SI units to these new units by putting ft = c = £0 = /i0 = 1. 
The dimensionless fine-structure constant, a, is for example given in SI units 
by the expression 
4ne0ch 
(A.l) 
and in natural units this reads 
The electric charge, e, is thus dimensionless in natural units. 
For the relativistic notation we use the metric tensor 
5W = gß" 
11 0 0 0 \ 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 
10 0 0 -1 ) 
(A.3) 
which relates the covariant four-vector x^ = (a;0) —x) = (t, —x) to the con­
travariant xß = (zo,x) = (i,x) by 
3 
— y ^ 9ti"x = • (A.4) 
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Here we have also introduced the convention that repeated indices, one con­
travariant and one covariant, are summed over. Greek indices (/i = 0,1,2,3) 
will label the components of four-vectors and Latin indices (i = 1,2,3) will be 
used to label three-vectors. The scalar product between four-vectors can be 
written in several ways 
a • b = cif jbß  = g^a^b1 1  — . . .  = a°b° — a • b . (A.5) 
The covariant and contravariant gradient operators are further defined by 
d ( d Ô
"=^ = U'- V )  ( A - 7 > 
and from these definitions we introduce the four-divergence 
f)A° 
ÖßA» = — + V • A (A.8) 
and finally the d'Alembertian operator 
n = d«d l i  = ^ -2~ V2. (A.9) 
We will use the Dirac-Pauli representation of the gamma 4x4 matrices 
Y = 7V (A.10) 
where aß and y° (= ß) are the standard Dirac matrices 
0 <T \ n / 1 0 
a 0 
and where ak are the Pauli spin matrices 
7°= r0 IÏ , (A.ii) 
a i = ( ?  J ) '  " = (  i  o ) '  " ' " ( o  - î )  '  ( A ' 1 2 )  
To simplify notations we also define the "slash" vector jj by 
i  = 7ßPß = 7°P° - 7 • P • (A.13) 
We base further our definition of the bra state vector, (o|, on ipl(x) instead of 
ipa(x) = ipl(x)7°, which is the more commonly used convention. The 7°-matrix 
will here be associated with the operator and as an example, the first-order 
energy contribution from a perturbing potential, Aß, will be written as 
AE1  = (o|7°4|a) = (a|aMM|a) = (a|v4° — a • A|a) . (A.14) 
Correspondingly we associate an o^-matrix, rather than a 7^-matrix, to each 
vertex when formulating our Feynman diagram rules. 
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A.2 The non-interacting electron field 
The non-interacting electron field is in our approach described by the solutions 
to the bound Dirac Hamiltonian. The electrostatic interaction with the nucleus 
is thus included from the very beginning and it is taken into account to all orders 
(all orders in (Za)). The matter field, expressed in terms of the eigenstates in 
the nuclear potential, is then canonically quantized (second quantization). This 
procedure for doing bound state QED is called the Furry interaction picture. 
It should be noted that we can also include other potentials when solving the 
Dirac equation, e.g. the vacuum polarization potential, in order to compute 
higher-order effects. 
Starting from the Lagrangian density 
C ( x )  =  \ft(x)7° [ i ß  —  m  +  e / f \  ^ (x) (A.15) 
we can derive the Dirac equation for an electron moving in a classical static 
electromagnetic potential Aß(x) 
[ i ß  — m + e^(x)] \P(a;) = 0 . (A.16) 
The solution set in the nuclear potential, A^x) = (<A,uc(x), 0), is t hen used to 
expand the electron field 
*(*) = + 
S s 
& ( x )  =  £4tî(x)e^ + X>]*Kx)e^ (A.17) 
S S 
where + and — refers to positive and negative energy electron eigenstates. By 
imposing the anticommutation relations 
[ar, 4+ = [&r, b\]+ = Sr,s (A.18) 
(all other anticommutators vanish) the field is quantized. These relations also 
guarantees that the electrons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Upon quantization 
the expansion coefficients turn into operators, and they have the interpretation 
that and 0(6) are the positive (negative) energy electron creation and 
annihilation operators. These operators act on number states, which are built 
up from the vacuum state |0), defined by 
âr|0) = 6j|0) = 0 all r .  (A.19) 
The vacuum state is t hus the state with no positive energy electrons present, 
but with all the negative energy states occupied - the Dirac sea. The filled 
Dirac sea can alternatively be interpreted as an absence of positron states (with 
positive energy), since the creation of a positron is equivalent to the annihilation 
of a negative energy electron. We can thus turn to this positron-picture by 
replacing the creation (annihilation) operators of t he negative energy electrons 
with annihilation (creation) operators of pos itive energy positrons. 
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One can further show that the Hamiltonian of this electron field has an 
infinite vacuum expectation value. This infinite constant is, however, harmless 
since only energy differences are observable. The same problem also occurs for 
other observables, e.g. the charge. To avoid these vacuum infinities, which 
originates from the Dirac sea, one can redefine the scale of energy, charge etc., 
such that all quantities are measured relative to the vacuum. 
The electron propagator 
We shall here introduce the Feynman electron propagator which is the Green's 
function for the Dirac equation. It describes the propagation of virtual par­
ticles of the electron field between two points in space-time. The Feynman 
propagator has the special property of simultaneously treating the two different 
time-orderings of a two point interaction. It has played an important role in 
the development of a systematic covariant perturbation theory. 
The definition of the Feynman propagator reads 
iSF(x2, Xl) = (0 I I 0) (A.20) 
where we have introduced the time-ordered, product, defined by 
n * ( . . ) * ' w }  -  { X  >  t  < A - 2 1 >  
The propagator thus contains two terms 
(0 I 0( f2 - <i)#(®2)^(a|) - ©ft - $*fci)«(*a) I 0) (A.22) 
where ©(/) is the Heavyside step function which is equal to unity for positive 
arguments and zero otherwise. 
For t2 > <i, the contribution to the propagator comes from the first term in 
E q .  ( A . 2 2 ) .  A s  ^ ( z i )  a c t s  o n  th e  v a c u u m  s t a t e  a n  e l e c t r o n  i s  c r e a t e d  a t  X \ .  
This electron is then annihilated at x2 by ^(a^). 
The second term contributes when fi > t2, and results in an annihilation 
of a negative energy electron at x2, which is subsequently created at Xi b y the 
action of ^(xi). The negative energy electron can therefore be considered as 
propagating backwards in time. This absence of a negative energy electron, 
can a lternatively be interpreted as the presence of a positive energy positron , 
propagating from x2 to xi (forward in time). The Feynman electron propagator 
contains both these processes and we will represent it by a single F eynman 
diagram, in which there is no time-ordering of the interaction points (vertices) 
xi and x2. It is also worth noting that only when considering the two cases 
together, as in the full Feynman propagator, one obtains a manifestly covariant 
treatment. 
We proceed now with deriving an expression for the propagator which is 
suitable for actual calculations. By using the expansion of the electron field and 
the anticommutation relations for the creation and absorption operators one 
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obtains 
iS F (x2 ,x i )  =  0 ( t 2  -  h)J2 e  ' E ' { t 2  < l ) ^ s (x 2 )$ I ( x i )  -
S 
Q(n - t2) £ e-E'fe-(')$s(x2)$t(x1) • (A.23) 
S 
The propagator can further be expressed as an integral in the complex «-plane, 
separating out the time-dependence 
/
° °  dz  • /  % 
e-z(f2-«i)5F(X2;Xl;2) (A.24) 
-oo Z 7T 
where 
a, x X- #3(x2)^(X,) orN Sf(^XuZ)-J2 z_Es{l_irj) (A.25) 
and where s runs over the complete set of solutions. In the denominator a 
small positive number, rj, is introduced to move the poles off the real axis; poles 
originating from states in the positive energy spectrum (also those which may 
have negative energy) is placed in the lower half-plane, whereas the negative 
energy poles are situated in the upper half-plane. 
For bound state problems, in contrast to free electron QED, it is a lso nec­
essary to define a propagator for equal coordinates. The time-ordering can for 
equal times be defined as 
T-^aO^z)} = i [#(i)#t(x) - $t(;r)$(x)] , (A.26) 
which gives the equal-time propagator 
iS F { x )  =  \  Y1 siSn(£») $*(x)$î(x) (A.27) 
Z s 
where sign(£^) associate a minus sign to the terms from the negative energy 
spectrum. By straightforward integrat ion i t  is  seen that  the integral  form of Sp 
in Eq. (A.24) also holds for the equal-time case. 
A.3 The electromagnetic field 
It is well known that only the transverse radiation field corresponds to dynamical 
degrees of freedom for the electromagnetic field. Here we want to develop a 
covariant theory, i.e. we wish to treat all four components of the potential, AM = 
(0, A), on an equal footing. This implies that we introduce more dynamical 
degrees of freedom than the field possesses. In order to get this formulation 
consistent, suitable constraints have to be imposed. The theory of covariant 
quantization of the electromagnetic field is by no means trivial and leads to 
various difficulties, such as states with negative norm. These problems can 
be treated in a rigorous way within the Gupta-Bleuler formalism and a more 
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complete discussion of this subject can be found in the book of Mandl and 
Shaw [9] and the references therein. Here we just take over the results necessary 
for our description. 
We start by expressing Maxwells equations in a covariant form. For this 
purpose we introduce the antisymmetric field tensor 
F ß " ( x )  
( 0 Ex  Ey E z  
-E x  0 B z  -By 
~Ey ~BZ  0 B x  
\ -E z  By -B x  0 ) 
(A.28) 
where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. In terms of 
the field tensor and the charge-current density, sß = (p, j), Maxwells equations 
reads 
d v F ß v { x )  =  s ß ( x )  (A.29) 
d x F ß U { x )  +  d ß F " \ x )  +  d " F X ß { x )  = 0 . (A.30) 
The conservation of the charge-current density, O ß s ß ( x )  = 0, follows directly 
from the antisymmetric property of Ft"/. From Eq. (A.30) we deduce that the 
f i e l d s  c a n  b e  e x p r e s s e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  f o u r - p o t e n t i a l  A ß ( x ) ,  
F ß V ( x )  =  d ' A ^ x )  -  d ß A " { x )  (A.31) 
and in terms of t he potential, Maxwells inhomogeneous equations becomes 
O A ß { x )  -  d ß ( d l / A " )  =  s ß ( x )  . (A.32) 
Furthermore, Eq. (A.31) ensures gauge invariance since a general gauge trans­
formation 
A ß ( x )  — >  Ä " { x )  =  A " ( x )  +  d ß f ( x )  (A.33) 
leaves the field tensor identically unchanged. 
The proper Lagrangian density which generates Maxwells equations 
£ m ( z)  =  - l - F ß U ( x ) F ß V { x )  -  s ß { x ) A ß ( x )  (A.34) 
can not be used for covariant canonical quantization. This is a manifestation of 
the fact that the electromagnetic field has indeed only two degrees of f reedom. 
This density leads to the conjugate fields 
* " ( ? )  =  =  - F " ° ( x )  (A.35) 
d A ß  
and in particular T T ° ( X )  = 0, which is incompatible with canonical quantization. 
This problem can be circumvented by choosing a particular gauge. We work 
here in the Feynman gauge in which the potential fulfills the constraint 
d ß A ß { x )  = 0 (A.36) 
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which is referred to as the Lorentz condition. The Lagrangian de nsity is in the 
Feynman gauge modified to read 
£f(X) = £m(s) - ^ (^^(x))2 (A.37) 
and it generates the field equations 
a A " ( x )  = s"(x) (A.38) 
which is consistent with Eq. (A.32) due to the Lorentz condition. The potentials 
are, however, not uniquely defined by the Lorentz constraint since the constraint 
is invariant under gauge transformations, provided the gauge function satisfies 
• /(a:) = 0. Any gauge in which the Lorentz condition holds is called a Lorentz 
gauge. Besides t he Feynman gauge the Fried-Yennie gauge is a widely used 
Lorentz gauge which we will return to later. 
An important property of t he Lorentz gauge is that the imposed constraint 
is a Lorentz-invariant. This is in contrast to the Coulomb gauge in which t he 
condition V • A = 0 is imposed. This gauge implies for the free field case (no 
charges present) the field equations OA = 0. The solutions are free transverse 
electromagnetic waves with the expected two polarization states. In the presence 
of charges we have t o add the instantaneous Coulomb interaction, which in the 
Coulomb gauge is treated as a classical potential. The Coulomb gauge has 
the advantage of cont aining only the two dynamical degrees of freedom and no 
redundant information. However, the condition V • A = 0 separates transverse 
and longitudinal components and is therefore manifestly frame-dependent. The 
Coulomb gauge is therefore not suitable for developing the general theory since 
we wish t o establish an explicitly covariant formulation of b ound-state QED. 
We will therefore hold on to the Lorentz gauge in order to achieve this. 
The Feynman Lagrangian density, Eq. (A.37), is now used t o quantize the 
field, ignoring the Lorentz condition. To end up with Maxwells equations, we 
impose the Lorentz constraint as a subsidiary condition after the quantization 
has been performed. 
The field equations in Feynman gauge are in the free field case 
OA"(i) = 0 . (A.39) 
All four components of the potential A ß ( x )  can thus be expanded in terms of 
plane waves and the quantized photon field can be written as 
>(*) = E <(k) [a,(k)e-^ + c+(k)e^] (A.40) 
where k ß  =  (o^ = |k|, k) is the wave vector of th e photon. V  is the quanti­
zation volume and the sum over k runs over t he wave vectors allowed by the 
imposed periodic boundary conditions. The summation over r runs from r = 0 
t o  r  =  3  a n d  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  f o r  t h e  f o u r - v e c t o r  p o t e n t i a l  A ß ( x )  
there exists, for each k, four linearly independent polarization states. These 
states are described by the polarization vectors e^(k); r = 1,2 corresponds to 
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the transverse field, r = 0 describes scalar photons and r = 3 corresponds to 
longitudinal photons. The expansion coefficients are operators satisfying the 
commutation relations 
[cr(k'),ct(k)]_ = CA,A,k' (A.41) 
[Cr( k'), c.(k)]_ = [ct(k'), c|(k)]_ = 0 (A.42) 
where £r = 1 for r = 1,2,3 and (r = — 1 for r = 0. Note that these commutation 
relations imply Bose-Einstein statistics. Cr(k) and cj(k) are interpreted as ab­
sorption and creation operators for transverse, longitudinal and scalar photons. 
For the free-field case one can show that as a consequence of imposing the 
subsidiary Lorentz condition, it is only the transverse photons that contribute 
to observable quantities. Thus, the scalar and longitudinal photons do not show 
up as free particles. However, if th ere are charges present these two additional 
polarization states are important as they provide a covariant description of the 
instantaneous Coulomb interaction between charges. 
The photon propa gator 
The covariant photon propagator describes the interaction between charges via 
the exchange of four kinds of virtual photons. The instantaneous Coulomb 
interaction emerges as an exchange of sca lar and longitudinal photons and the 
transverse photons describe the transverse radiation field. 
The Feynman photon propagator is defined, in analogy with the electron 
propagator, as the vacuum expectation value 
i D F ( X i  -  x 3 )  =  (0 I T { Â " { X 1) Â " ( X 2 ) }  I 0) 
In Feynman gauge this leads to 
r  d ï k  e - ' k ( x i ~ x i )  
m * i - x 3 )  =  - r f  {2v)4  k2+ lS ,  
where the fc°-integration runs over — oo < k °  <  oo and 5  is a small positive 
number which defines the contour of in tegration. 
In analogy with the electron case, we state a form of the photon propagator 
which  separa te  ou t  the  t ime-dependence  ( z  =  k ° )  
D ? { x  1 -  X 2 )  = r  -  x2, z) (A.45) 
J — oo Z 7 T  
where 
r  ( P k  
Df(„ r y(A.46) 
Using different gauges affects the photon propagator and the general form can 
be expressed as 
n ^ ( r  ^  k  e - i k \ x 1 - x 2 )  ( k )  ( A  4 7 )  (  1  2 )  J  (2tr)" W + i6 ' ( ] 
(A.43) 
(A.44) 
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where D ß , / (k )  =  —g ß u  retains the Feynman gauge. The Fried-Yennie gauge, 
which is particularly useful when t reating infrared divergences, corresponds to 
i)py(fc) = —g*" — 2kßk''/k2. In the Coulomb gauge we find the components 
D°c°{k) = k2/k2, D}2(k) = D%(k) = 0 and D%(k) = 6^-k'k1/k2. Here we have 
the direct physical interpretation that Z)°° gives the instantaneous Coulomb 
interaction and DQ corresponds to the transverse (magnetic) interaction. 
A.4 The interacting fields 
Here we shall consider the interaction between electrons and the electromagnetic 
field within the quantized field theory. The interaction is introduced by the 
minimal coupling 
d ß  —¥ d ß  -  ieA ß  .  (A.48) 
In addition to the interaction between electrons and the quantized photon field, 
we want here to study interactions with an external classical potential Aßxt. The 
electron Lagrangian density, Eq. (A.15), is therefore modified according to 
d ß  —» d ß  -  ie  [Ä ß  + A**]  , (A.49) 
where A ß  represents the quantized electromagnetic field. The total Lagrangian 
density for bound state QED can thus be written as 
^QED(•£) — ^Electron(«E) "I" ^ -Photon(^) ^intf^') (A.50) 
where /^Electron and ^pho ton are given by Eqs. (A.15, A.37) and where the inter­
action density is given by 
£int( x )  =  Wt(x)7° \ e4 (x )  + e48Xt(a;)] $(®) . (A.51) 
The total Hamiltonian is divided into two parts 
H Q E D ( t )  =  H 0 ( t )  +  Hi ( t )  (A.52) 
where Ho — ^Electron + ^Photon is the Hamiltonian of the non-interacting fields 
and Hi is the interaction term 
j|(i) = J d3x Hi{x )  = - / d3x [e4(x )  +  e4 e x t {x) ]  f (x )  . (A.53) 
To solve the time-development of a system with the Hamiltonian (A.52) is an 
extremely difficult probl em, and this has only been done within perturbation 
theory. A perturbative expansion is of course only meaningful if the interaction 
is sufficiently weak. This is the case in QED where the interaction strength is 
given by the fine-structure constant a « 1/137. 
Up to now we have worked in the Heisenberg time-development picture 
(H.P.), where the operators (e.g. fields) carry the full time-dependence, whereas 
the state vectors are constants of motion. If we now go over to work in th e In­
teraction picture (I.P.), which is well suited for the Hamiltonian (A.52), the 
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development of a perturbative expansion will be much simplified. Many of t he 
results derived in the H.P. can directly be taken over to the I.P. The reason for 
this is that the time-development of t he operators is in the I.P. determined by 
the free Hamiltonian, Ho, and not by the full Hamiltonian HQED-
In the I.P., the system is described by a time-dependent state vector, |*(i)), 
which satisfies the equation of motion 
i j t |*(§ = Hj(t)\m) , (A.54) 
which is solved by the integral equation 
f 
J t0  
|*(i)) = (*$>)> -  i f  dh H§i)|#(ê) • (A.55) 
„ 
Defining the S-matrix operator, S ,  by 
|*(oo)) = 5'|$(—oo)) (A.56) 
we can, from Eq. (A.55), obtain the iterative solution for the S-matrix 
A _°°_ 1 R OO ROO POO 
S = EHl'l / dtj dh.. .  dtN T { H 1(t1 ) . . . H l(tn)} 
„_n 
N
- J—OO J—OO J—OO n=U 
= J d4xi f d4x2- /éxn • (A-57) 
The S-matrix defined here was originally designed for scattering processes where 
the interacting particles approach each other from t = —oo, collide (i.e. interact) 
at t = 0, and then finally fly apart again at t = oo. In bound-state QED the 
interaction is present all the time, and we must therefore change the formalism 
slightly in order to take over the S-matrix approach to the bound state problem. 
We do this by adopting the adiabatic hypothesis, introduced by Gell-Mann and 
Low [103], which modifies the interaction Hamiltonian according to 
= (A.58) 
where 7 > 0 is the adiabatic parameter. The modified interaction is then 
switched off as t —»• ±00 and at t = 0 we have the full interaction With 
the interaction (A.58) we generalize the S-matrix concept to be valid also for 
bound states. At the end of cal culations we then put 7 = 0 to restore the usual 
interaction. 
In order to obtain the energy level shifts caused by the interaction HI, we 
introduce the level shift formula 
AEA  = lim -IYE (A.59) 
•^°2 (*215,1*2) 
which was derived by Sucher [104], and where |*2) is the state vector of the 
atomic system considered. This formula can be expanded in a power series in 
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e and by intro ducing the abbreviation (Swhere the super­
script indicates the order in e, we obtain up to order e 4 (a2) 
AE
" = + N^2') - <^1')2] + [3<^3)> - 3(5f }(5<1') + (S«)3] 
+ [4(5«) - 4(S<3> )(§W) + 4(S^)(S^)2 - 2(S™)2 - (5<^)4] + 0(e5)} 
(A.60) 
There are two types of matrix elements that has to be distinguished; re­
ducible and irreducible. An irreducible matrix element is, by definition, a ma­
trix element which does not contain parts that can be written as a product of 
lower order matrix elements. The product terms in Eq. (A.60) are naturally 
reducible and it is only the "pure" terms ((£«), 2(S'<2)), 3(S^), 4(5«)) that 
can be irreducible. Even t hese terms can, however, contain reducible parts if 
an intermediate state in the spectral decomposition of the electron propagator 
coincides with some initial or final state (reference sta te). 
For an irreducible matrix element, or an irreducible part of a reducible matrix 
element, the limit 7 —*• 0 can be taken in the beginning of the calculations and 
the energy level shift can then be written as 
AEj& = iM<») , (A.61) 
where A/'"' is the Feynman amplitude defined by th e relation 
= 2tt 5 ( j2(E i n  -  E o u t j )  . (A.62) 
To calculate one can use simple time-independent Feynman rules which 
will be stated at the end of thi s chapter. 
The calculation of reducible parts are done using t he expansion (A.60) and 
will give rise to singularities in terms of 7-1. Subtracting the appropriate lower-
order matrix elements in Eq. (A.60) will, however, cancel the singularities and 
the 7-limit can be taken. For some cases there will also be a finite remainder. 
We will see an example of th is procedure in Appendix E. 
A.4.1 Wick's theorem 
We will now introduce Wick's theorem [105], which is an operator identity that 
relates a time-ordered product of operators to a sum of normal-ordered p roducts. 
The normal-ordering is defined such that all absorption operators stands to right 
of all creation operators in each product of operators. Applying Wick's theorem 
on the time-ordered Hamiltonians in the S-matrix will significantly simplify its 
evaluation. Before stating the theorem we first define the contraction between 
two field operators by 
AB = T {AB} -  N{AB} = (0 |  T  {AB} \ 0) . (A.63) 
The electron- and photon-propagators are thus defined as contractions of th e 
corresponding fields. Note that the contraction is just a C-number, and it will 
therefore not be affected by normal-ordering. 
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Wick's theorem arise when one generalize the contraction to the case of 
several field operators, and it reads 
T { A B C D . . .  W X Y Z }  =  N { A B C D . . .  W X Y Z }  
+  N { A B C D . . .  W X Y Z }  +  . . .  +  N { A B C D . . .  W X Y Z }  
+  N { A B  C D . . .  W X Y Z }  +  . . .  +  N  { A B C  D  . . . W X Y Z }  
+ ... (A.64) 
The second line contains all possible contractions that can be formed by two of 
the operators, on the third line appears all possible combinations including two 
contractions and so on. Altogether, the right-hand side of Eq. (A.64) r epresents 
all possible contractions that can be formed by the interacting field operators 
A B C D . . . W X Y Z .  
Using Wick's theorem we can write down th e S-matrix in a form where all 
uncontracted operators are normal-ordered. This implies that only those terms 
which c ontain the absorption and creation operators necessary to destroy the 
initial electrons and to create the final electrons will contribute. Note further 
that this form of Wick's theorem does not impose any restrictions on the possible 
contractions and therefore allows for equal-time propagators. This is not the 
case when the operators ABC... consists of norm al-ordered groups. It was for 
this reason that the interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. (A.53), was defined without 
the normal-ordering, which is the usual procedure for free-electron QED. 
A.5 Rules for Feynman diagrams 
We will here s ummarize the rules which can be used to write down the mathe­
matical expression for a general Feynman diagram. When setting up these rules 
we have followed the notations given by Lindgren [106]. 
The energy shift for ir reducible matrix elements can be expressed in terms 
of a Feynman amplitude, M, as 
= i- (<3?° I S(n•>•»' I $°) = iM^'j 
Z7T 
where n denotes the order of the S-matrix contribution and j the special process 
considered. For reducible matrix elements one should use the energy level shift 
formula (A.60) to obtain the energy shifts. In this case the rules gives the 
particular matrix element considered 
($0 I g ( n ) , j  j =  
To obtain the Feynman amplitude, write down the following factors: 
f 
/ \ 
1. For each incoming electron line: <J>(x) 
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IL 2. For each outgoing electron line: <l>t(x) 
Z3  
/\ 
Z2  
3, For each vertex: ieaß, associate 27rA7(«i — 23 — 22) for reducible elements, 
in the irreducible case use energy conservation (Z\ = z3 + z2). 
For external lines 2 is replaced with the orbital energy Ea. 
Z=0 Aen 
4. External potential interaction: A*xt(x), energy parameter 2 = 0. 
I wi 
I 5. For each internal photon line: 
i£%,(x2 - xu z) = -i5fU/ / (f^3 • 
/\ 
• 6. For each internal electron line: ÎS,F(x2, XI, 2) = iJ2 
7. For each closed electron loop: Factor of (-1) and the trace symbol. 
8. Integration over all x and 2 variables. Include a factor of for each 
nontrivial 2-integration. 
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B Interaction Potentials in Momentum Space 
We shall here derive t he momentum space expressions for th e interaction po­
tentials. For t hat purpose we sta rt with transforming the expression for the 
first-order energy from coordinate to momentum space. 
The first-order interaction energy is given in coordinate space by the integral 
AE 1  = -e  J d3x$t(x)a'iA;j(x)$a(x) , (B.l) 
where A ß  is the potential of the given interaction. We now insert a delta function 
for each wavefunction and write 
AE 1  = -e j  d3x J  d3yi J  d3y2 $l(yi)£3(x - y 1 )a"Aß ( x )S3 ( x  - y2)$a(y2) • 
Using the Fourier integral r epresentation of t he delta function 
^(X-y) = /|^e±tP-(X"y) (B-2) 
yields 
A *  -  * / * / * • / * » / & / ! *  
x$i(yi)e'p(yi-x)a"^(x)e-<p'-(y2-^$|y2) . (B.3) 
We now define the m omentum space wavefunction and potential by 
*•<>» * 
A
"
(q) = (2^/d3re~<q'M"(r) (B'4) 
and identification of these in Eq. (B.3) gives then th e first-order energy in mo­
mentum space 
AEl = 
~
6 / d3p / d3p' $î(P)a"-4f(P _ P')<Mp') • (B.5) 
We see here that the interaction potential depends on the difference q = p — p' 
where p and p' are the outgoing and incoming momenta, respectively. We 
shall now derive explicit forms of the momentum space potentials for the three 
different interactions considered in this thesis. 
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B.l The electron potential 
The electron potential is in coordinate space given by 
•'îf(x) = -ef  d 3  y d£(x - y, 0)<t>î(y)«"<My) , (B.6) 
and by using 
- y.o) - 4 / • (B'7) 
we can write 
<(x) = ^3 />k e'k *^2 / e-ik-^J(y)a,$,(y). (B.8) 
From this expression we can directly identify the potential in momentum space 
^6(k) = (2'if h /rf3y e"ik'y^(y)«,^(y) • (B-9) 
The Coulomb (scalar) and Breit (vector) parts of this potential will now be 
treated separately and the explicit momentum space expressions will be written 
down. 
B.l.l Coulomb potential 
The atomic wavefunction can for a spherically symmetric potential be separated 
into an angular part and a radial part as 
where f ( r )  and g ( r )  are the large and small radial components of the wave 
function, respectively, and X%{r) ' s the /^-coupled spin-angular function. For 
the scalar interaction it is straightforward to obtain (only mt = = ±1/2 
contributes) 
* f a ) 9 t ( T )  =  ± [ f 2 ( r ) . +  ! ? { r ) ]  . (B.ll) 
The momentum transform is thus given by 
- (5j4/ *' e*"'è . (B.12) 
and by performing the angular integration we obtain 
Ao6(q) = / dr r2Mlr) [/2W +52(>")] • (B.13) 
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The potential depends on the difference q = p — p', and to separate the angular 
dependencies we use the general expansion of a function of cos ß where é is the 
angle between p and p' 
OO 
V(p,p', costf) = £(2*: + m(p,p')ck(p) • cV) • (B.14) 
k=0 
Here we have introduced the Cfc tensor, which is related to the spherical har­
monics Y* by C* = \JAir I (2k + 1) Y^. The expansion coefficients Vk(p,p') are 
given by 
1 }• 
Vk{p,p') = -  J d cos V(p,p',  cost?) P k(cosfl) , (B.15) 
-i 
where Pk(cos$) is the Legendre polynomial of o rder k. This way of separating 
angular dependencies will be used extensively throughout the thesis. The final 
form of t he Coulomb potential in momentum space can now be written as 
—e °° 
-p ' )  = 7^3 £(2* + W(p,p') C \p) • c k(p'),  (B.16) 
\Z 7 r) k=o 
with 
V{p,p',cosd) = ~ [ dr r2 j0(qr) [f2{r) + £f2(r)l  .  (B.17) q J 
B.1.2 Breit potential 
The momentum transform is given by the expression 
A<tt(q) = (2^^/d3r e"*r*d(r)<*Mr) , (B.18) 
and to perform the angular integrations we use the spherical expansion of a 
plane wave 
OO 
e
~'
q r  
= £(2 '  + l)H)'jl(qr)C'(r) • C l(q) ,  (B.19) 
/=0 
which gives the expression 
—ie 1 00  r 
A d 6(q) =  75^3^2 £(2 /  + 1)(-0'C'(«7) d r  r2 j i(qr)f(r)g(r) 
\£T\ ) q /=0 J 
x I dn[X^\f)aC\f)x^K(f)-xyJ(r)aCl(r)xT(r)] . 
(B.20) 
From the angular integration it is seen that only the I = 1 term in the expansion 
will contribute. The angular dependence of q is separated by using 
qC1(q)=pC1(p)-p'C1(p') ,  (B.21) 
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followed by expanding 
h ( p , p ' ,  c o s ê )  -  \  f  d r  r 2 j i ( q r ) f ( r ) g ( r )  
q  J  
oo 
=  ^ ( 2 k + l ) h k ( P , p ' ) C k ( p ) - C k ( p ' ) ,  (B.22) 
k = 0  
using Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15). Inserting these expressions we can write the 
momentum space potential as 
o  OO 
Ad6(p-p') = j ^ Y , ( M  +  l )h k ( p , p ' ) C k ( p ) - C \ p ' ) [ p C \ p ) - p ' C \ p ' ) }  
l Z 7 r i  k = o  
> <  l d n [ x ^ \ f ) a c \ r ) x ^ ( r ) - x ^ ( r ) ^ c \ f ) x ^ ( r ) }  .  
(B.23) 
B.2 External magnetic potential 
The external homogeneous magnetic field, B, is described by the vector potential 
Amag(r) = —^r, x B , (B.24) 
and it is straightforward to see that the r operator transforms into the gradient 
of a delta function 
r -> -*'VqJ3(q) . (B.25) 
This highly singular function is represented numerically by introducing a Gaussian 
cut-off function in coordinate space 
r—•limre-(^") , (B.26) 
p-1-0 
with the momentum transform 
Amag(q) = ———rr-B x [ d3r e~'qr r . (B.27) 
2(27T J 
The r vector can be decomposed into spherical components as follows 
r 
= 
r \/¥ £ (-1)*n*(r)êW , (B.28) 
6  k = - l  
where the spherical base vectors are given by 
êLH = ~{x-iy) 
ên1 = Z 
ê[!] = --^(x + iy). (B.29) 
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Using this together with the plane wave expansion Eq. (B.19) we obtain 
Air I Am- 00  ^ 1 
A™*<q) - 2ÏSïïVTb x 2 E (-•)' E Z ( Z n )  V (=0m=-( k = - 1 
x J drr3i,(gr)e-(f )' J dÜYlk(r)Y,'m(f) 
Air I ATT 00 * 1 
x J drr3ji(qr)e~(^) Si}18 
„ it /• , •* , 
~(2tt)3 x1Jdrr Ji {qr)e 12 J 
= ^-('WVB. (B.30) 
Eventually, the limit p —> 0 should be taken, but in practice it is enough to have 
a small finite value of p so that the introduced inhomogeneity in the magnetic 
field is negligible over the extension of the ion. By using the expansion Eq. 
(B.14) for the angular dependence of q is separated. 
B.3 Hyperfine potential 
The point-dipole nuclear magnetic vector potential is given by 
AhfSM = . (B.31) 
and by using the expansions of Eqs. (B.19) and (B.28) we obtain the momentum 
space potential 
= J drMqr> 
— i  f i x  q  
(27r)3 q2 (B.32) 
Using the extended magnetization model of Eq. (2.41) leads instead to the 
integral 
Ahfs,n(q) = /drjl{qr)Vn{r) ' (R33) 
which can be evaluated as the sum 
{\+C ,i;w - "} - (R34) 
such that the last term gives directly the extended magnetization correction 
(Bohr-Weisskopf effect). For this model and for the point-dipole model we 
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separate the angular dependencies by using Eq. (B.14) for the parts beyond the 
vector product fi x q. 
The potential for the DPM is very similar to the inter-electron case and it 
can be written as 
Op oo 
Ahfs,dpm(p _ p,) = £(2fc + l ) H k ( p , p ' )  ck ( p )  • ck ( p ' )  \ p C1 ( p )  -  p'c'(p')] 
k=0 
x Jdü\x-\R)crC\R)x^(R)-X-l(R)crC1(R)x^(R)} , 
(B.35) * 
where Hk{ p , p ' )  is the coefficient in th e expansion Eq. (B.14) of 
H k { p , p ' ,  COST?) = J  d r  r 2 j i ( k r ) f N ( r ) g N ( r )  , (B.36) 
where /W(r) and <?jv(r) ar e the radial nuclear wavefunctions. 
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C Mass and Charge Renormalization 
We will here discuss the concept of m ass and charge renormalization following 
the lines of Mandl and Shaw [9]. The free electron case considered here is im­
portant, since the renormalization problem in bound-state QED can be brought 
back to the free field case, by means of an expansion in the binding potential. 
The problem with the divergences which appear in higher-order QED can 
be associated with the way we describe the electrons and their interactions. 
The perturbation expansion starts from non-interacting "bare" electrons and 
describe their interaction in terms of the bare electron mass (mo) and charge 
(eo). The m's and e's present in the Hamiltonian Eq. (A.52), should thus be 
interpreted as the bare values until renormalization is performed. The QED 
interaction modifies the properties of t he electron, the electron self-energy cor­
rection changes its mass and the photon self interaction changes its charge. The 
problem is that the shifts induced by those processes are infinite. For free elec­
trons this is the only effect of those radiative corrections. When the electron 
is not free, however, they will also yield finite contributions to the concerned 
process. If we include these effects to all orders, the bare electron will be dressed 
by the interaction and it will end up as the real physical electron having the 
experimental mass (m) and charge (e). 
There is, however, no such thing as a bare electron. The mass and charge 
that we observe in experiments include these radiative (dressing) effects from 
the very beginning. The theory thus have to be reformulated such that it is 
expressed in terms of t he properties of t he physical particles, and not in terms 
of the bare non-interacting ones. Using the real physical electron mass and 
charge in the calculations, we must, however, correct for the effects already 
taken into account when assigning these physical properties to the bare non-
interacting electron. This is exactly the basic idea of renormalization. We insert 
the real physical mass and charge into the bare Hamiltonian and to adjust for 
this replacement certain counter terms has to be subtracted. 
By renormalization, all divergent quantities will be absorbed in untestable 
equations relating bare and physical properties of t he electron. The observable 
predictions of the theory will, however, only involve well-defined finite quanti­
ties. From a computational point of view, the task is now to isolate and find 
useful forms of these finite parts. To accomplish the renormalization explicitly, 
some kind of regularization scheme has to be applied for the divergent integrals. 
Regularization will be discussed in the subsequent appendix and we will assume 
in the following, when needed, that all quantities are properly regularized. 
In addition to the electron self-energy and the photon self interaction also 
the vertex correction contains a divergent piece. This divergence is present 
also in the electron self-energy and it cancels between the two corrections. The 
three different radiative corrections appear in each order of the perturbation 
expansion and we can thus define, for example, the electron self-energy of order 
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Figure C.l: The photo n pro pagator m odified by ph oton se lf  int eraction inse r­
tions.  
a, a2, ... and so on. We will here study the lowest-order corrections (order 
a) involving one virtual photon, the one-photon radiative corrections. The 
Feynman diagrams for these one-loop corrections are given by the second term 
in Figs. C.l, C.2 and C.4. 
C.l Photon self interaction 
The photon self interaction effect convert bare non-interacting particles, with 
the bare charge eo, t o real physical particles with the observable charge e. In 
addition it also gives finite contributions to the process in which it participates, 
so-called vacuum polarization corrections. This name comes from the fact that 
the photon self interaction involves the creation and subsequent annihilation 
of virtual electron-positron pairs, which are polarized in the presence of an 
electromagnetic field. 
Fig. C.l shows the modification of the photon propagator due to photon 
self-energy insertions. Considering the propagator to order a, we include the 
first two terms and write 
iDF a f \k) = iDF a f \k) + iDF a f \k) iel  n^ >(fc) iD^\k) , (C.l) 
where the first-order polarization tensor, IF"'^^), is given by 
t ,  e l  n"*W(fc) =  4 f ^  T r [ - f i S F { p ) ? i S F { p  - *)] • (C.2) 
Note that we use here the charge eo, the charge of bare non-interacting particles. 
From Lorentz invariance the polarization tensor (to any order) must have the 
form 
n""(fc) - -gß VA(k2)  + k"k"B(k2), (C.3) 
since this is the most general rank two tensor which can be formed using only 
the four-vector kß. Due to current conservation the term can be omitted. 
Since we deal only with the first-order polarization tensor here, we will from 
now on omit the superscript (1) on the tensor and its constituents. 
Inserting Eq. (C.3) and the explicit form, D F '^\k) = —gaß/{k2  + iS),  in the 
second-order propagator yields 
iDF a f \k) = iDF a f \k) [l  -  e2A(k2)p-^ l 9 a ß  +0(et).  k2  + i5 + e(,A(k2)  
(CA) 
This equation represents the propagator of a real physical photon accurate to 
terms in efy In order to retain zero rest mass also for the physical photon, the 
propagator must have its pole at k2 = 0. This implies 
4(0) = 0 , (C.5) 
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and we can therefore write A(k 2 )  as 
A(k 2 )  =  k 2 A'{0) + k 2 W e n {k 2 )  , (C.6) 
where 
{€J]  
Substituting this form of A(k 2 )  into the modified propagator (C.4), and multi­
plying with el to incorporate the charges at the ends of th e propagator, results 
in 
el*Dlf \k)  = el iD F a f (k)  [ l  -  e^ ' (0)]  -  e 2 Q iD F a f \k )  e 2 0 W™(k 2 )  .  
(C.8) 
We now introduce the concept of charge renormalization, relating the renormal-
ized electronic charge (—e) to the charge (—e0) of bar e non-interacting electrons 
via the relation 
A'(0)] . (C.9) 
A detailed analysis of the polarization tensor shows that the renormalization 
constant, j4'(0), is divergent while the remaining term, IIren(fc2), is finite. Hence, 
the divergent part can be included in the untestable relation Eq. (C.9), and all 
observable predictions of the theory will contain the finite term IIren only. This 
result is generalizable to each order of th e perturbation expansion pictured in 
Fig. C.l, with the appropriate reformulation of t he polarization tensor. 
The second order renormalized photon propagator can thus be written as 
Dlf\k )  = Dl f \k)  [l - e2IFen(fc2)] . (C.10) 
The first term is just the first-order propagator and the second term gives fi­
nite vacuum polarization corrections (of ord er a) to any process involving the 
photon propagator in lowest-order perturbation theory. The interaction with 
an external potential is also modified by the photon self-energy process, and we 
obtain in a similar way as for the photon propagator 
42)(&) = [l - e2IIren(A-2)] . (C.ll) 
The second term is referred to as the Uehling potential, after E. A. Uehling who 
derived this correction already in 1935 [44]. 
The finite part, IIren, can be extracted from Eq. (C.2), for example by the 
method of di mensional regularization, and the resulting expression reads 
«• n"n(t!)=r* ^  ( ê +è )  — 4 •  <&i2> 
The imaginary term, iS ,  defines the way the pole, which appears only for 
k2 > 4m2, is circumvented. 
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Figure C.2: The electron propa gator modified by electron self-energy insertions. 
C.2 Electron self-energy 
We shall here discuss the electron self-energy, which is the self-interaction of a n 
electron involving the emission and subsequent re-absorption of virtual photons. 
For a free electron, the process just modifies the electron mass. However, for 
bound electrons the self-energy also give rise to a detectable energy shift. 
In analogy with the discussion of vacuum polarization, we start with an 
unrenormalized theory in which the non-interacting electron is described by its 
bare charge and mass, e0 and mo. Fig. C.2 pictures the electron propagator 
dressed by self-energy insertions. To second order we t ake the first two terms 
into account and obtain 
iS {p\p) = iS{p\p) - iSp\p) iS(1)(p) iS {p\p) , (C.13) 
where the first-order free electron self-energy operator is given by 
E
'"M - • (c'141 
Using the explicit form of Sp\p) = \/(i> — m0 + irf), we can write 
iS%\P) = l——-iE(1)(p) j/> — mo + if] — m0 + ir] j> — m0 + ir) 
-  + O(e40) . (C.15) 
• m0 - £(1)(p) + ir] 
This is the propagator, of order e'g. of the real physical electron with the ob­
servable mass m. It should therefore have its pole at = m, which implies 
S(1)(P)|,= m — m0 = Sm , (C.16) 
where 8m is the mass shift due to the electron self-energy. This equation repre­
sents the mass renormalization; the physical electron mass TO is related to the 
bare mass m0 via the on mass-shell (/ = m) value of the free electron self-energy 
operator. The mass shift, 5m, is divergent and is the analogue of the constant 
y4'(0) i n the corresponding relation (Eq. (C.9)) for the charge renormalization. 
Considering here only the first-order self-energy, we now omit the (1) label on 
the self-energy operator. 
The self-energy operator can, after proper regularization, be expanded around 
ji = m 
E(p) = Sm + (jj) — m)B + [i> — m)C(p) , (C.17) 
where B  is a constant and C ( p )  vanish linearly with (jf — TO) as $ —> to. C{p) is 
the finite part which gives radiative corrections of order a due to the first-order 
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Figure C.3: The two-line vertex, representing the mass counterterm. Each 
Feynman diagram containing the electron self-ener gy loop must be consid ered 
together, to account for mass renormalization, with the identical diagram in 
which the self-energy loo p is replac ed with this two-line vertex part. 
self-energy insertion. The constant B 
dm B = (C.18) y=m di> 
is divergent and is associated with charge renormalization 
e2 = Z2e20 = eg[l + B\ + 0(e®) , (C.19) 
where Z2 is a charge renormalization constant. The self-energy operator con­
tains thus, in addition to the mass divergence, also a charge divergence. The 
associated charge renormalization is, however, fictitious since the divergence 
cancels between the electron self-energy and the vertex correction (see below). 
The mass renormalization relation Eq. (C.16) is now inserted in the Hamil-
tonian, i.e. the bare mass m0 is replaced with m — 8m. The mass shift 8m is 
combined with the interaction Hamiltonian, giving 
= £}(t) -5m J d3x $t(x)7°#(x) . (C.20) 
We thus use the physical mass for the non-interacting electrons, and to com­
pensate for this we subtract the mass counterterm 8m. The modified inter­
action gives additional contributions (of order e2) to the S-matrix expansion, 
represented by Feynman graphs containing the two-line vertex part, shown in 
Fig. C.3. Hence, each Feynman graph that contains an electron self-energy loop, 
must be considered together with an identical graph in which the self-energy 
loop has been replaced by the mass counterterm. The resulting contribution to 
the Feynman amplitude, caused by the self-energy process, is therefore 
Sr(p) = S {p)-8m 
= {•/> — m)(Z2 — 1) + Sren(p) , (C.21) 
where Sren(p) = {i> — m)C(p). 
C.3 Vertex correction 
The modification of the vertex due to vertex corrections is shown in Fig. C.4 
and the vertex function to second-order is given by the first two terms 
«eor¥](p,p') = ie0~tß + ie0A^]{p,p') , (C.22) 
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Figure C.4: The ver tex m odified d ue to vertex c orrections. 
where the first-order vertex correction is given by 
AP ( p , p )  =  ~*eo/ (27r)4 k2 + if!»} -m^" * (C'23) 
This operator can be separated into one divergent piece and a finite remainder 
Ar™(p,p'), which is defined through (omitting the (1) superscript) 
A f l(p,p') = l ßL + A™(p,p').  • (C.24) 
The divergent constant L is associated with the charge renormalization 
e = = e0(l + L)  +  0(4)  ,  (C.25) 
where Z\ is a charge renormalization constant. By virtue of Ward's identity [107] 
am 
dpß 
= A " ( p , p ) ,  (C.26) 
one can show that L  =  — B ,  where B  is the divergent constant of the self-energy 
operator. This implies that Z\ — Z2, and we can therefore write the first-order 
free electron vertex operator as 
A/j(p,p') = 7,(1 - Z2) + A7(p,p') • (C.27) 
The divergent part will cancel against the self-energy operator and A^en is the 
finite part which gives radiative corrections of order a. As a consequence of 
Ward's identity one can further conclude that the photon self interaction is 
alone responsible for the renormalization of charge. 
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D Dimensional Regularization 
The integrals over a loop-momentum which appear in the calculation of vac­
uum polarization, self-energy and vertex corrections contain divergent parts. 
The divergences are associated with the identification of real physical observ­
ables from the bare unphysical ones. When calculating an observable physical 
quantity, e.g. a cross section, divergences are absorbed in the mass and charge 
renormalization and only finite parts will enter the final result. To be able to 
evaluate the integral and to identify the divergent pieces some kind of regulariza­
tion must be employed. It is important that the regularization scheme preserves 
the fundamental symmetries of QED, e.g. gauge and Lorentz invariance. Using 
a regulator that does not fulfill these demands can lead to erroneous results 
as for the case of u sing partial wave renormalization for the magnetic screened 
self-energy (see Paper V). 
We use here the concept of dimensional regularization due to 't Hooft and 
Veltman [108]. The idea behind this scheme is to compute the quantity in 
question as an analytic function of the dimensionality of space-time, D. For 
sufficiently small D, any loop-momentum integral will be convergent and the 
divergent pieces will appear as terms proportional to inverse powers of e = 4—D. 
Eventually all such terms will cancel out and the final result for any observable 
quantity will have a well-defined limit as D —$ 4. 
For a description of how to perform integrals in Z)-dimensional space we 
refer to Peskin and Schroeder [109], from which we take the results 
_i_ [ d°l 1 _ ,  ( - * ) "  r ( n - f )  Mjr* fD n 
m D - 2 " J  ( 2 n ) D { P - w ) n  (47r)D/2 T(n) \ w )  [  '  
1 f àDl IJ, (-I)-* r(n - £ - 1) fmT-"' 
mD-2n+2 J  (27r)D (/2 _ w y  2 (4tt)^/2 r (n) \ w  )  K  '  
where lß is a momentum variable and w  is independent of lß. Note that we have 
made these expressions dimensionless by including the factors of m in front of 
the integrals. For convergent integrals the limit D —¥ 4 can be taken from the 
beginning. If the integral diverges we need the following expansions to obtain 
t h e  b e h a v i o r  n e a r  D  =  4  
™2V/2 = l_£ln(^l) + ... (D.3) 
r(§) = § - 7E + 
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(D.4) 
where 7e is Euler's constant 7e ~ 0.5722. It is convenient to work out the 
following combination which appear for the divergent integrals considered here 
r(2 - j) 
(4 n ) D ' 2  
1 
(47r)2 A - I n  + 0(e) (D.5) 
where A = 2/e — 7# + ln47r is the divergent constant which will cancel out 
between different Feynman diagrams. 
We must also generalize the 7-matrices to £>-dimensional space and this 
implies the following corrections to the contraction relations for the 7-matrices 
Y l »  4 — e 
Y l a 1 ß  =  -2t°  +  £7° 
y7«y7„ = 
= 
—2777"7a + £7a7^77 . (D.6) 
It should be noted that these e-dependent corrections will give contributions 
when combined with divergent integrals. 
To cast integrals into the form of Eqs. (D.l) and (D.2), we utilize Feynman 
parameterization for the propagator denominators 
— = r  
AB J o  
d s  •  M+(i-S)Br (D.7) 
1 r1 r1-8 1 
-—— = 2/ ds / dt 0 (D.8) 
A B C  J o  J o  [5^1 + t B  +  (1 —  s  —  t ) C ]  
where the two and three denominator cases will be used for the free-electron self-
energy and vertex operator, respectively. The denominator will be a quadratic 
function of t he momentum integration variable. By completing the square and 
shifting the integration variable to absorb the linear terms, the denominator 
will take the form (I2 — w)n. We will now turn to a detailed derivation of these 
two operators using dimensional regularization. 
D.l Free electron self-e nergy ope rator 
The free electron self-energy operator is given by the integral 
nr) = -<"»/ +_" ,7»p. (D-9> 
which can be shown to diverge logarithmically in the ultraviolet limit. By using 
the contraction identities of Eq. (D.6) and Feynman parameterization, we obtain 
f 1  f  d D k  ( — 2  +  e ) ( | i  —  # )  +  ( 4  —  e ) m  .  
"
( P ) =  
" l o  S  /  ( 2 n ) D  [s k 2 + (1 - a)[(p - k f  -  m * } } 2  '  (  '  )  
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The substitution l ß  =  kß  —  p ß (  1 —  s )  leads to the form 
E(p) -4 n i a  l aJod SI  dDl (—2 + e)(stf —/) + (4 — e)r (2T)1 [/2 - to(s)] 
where 
»(«) = [P(! - «) + (1 gP)(l - «)2] , 
(D-l l )  
(D.12) 
and p  =  ( m 2  — p 2 ) / m 2 .  The /-term will vanish due to symmetry and the integral 
to evaluate is of the type of Eq. (D.l). Using the expansion in Eq. (D.5) we axe 
left with the parameterization integral 
E(p) = {m €) £; Jo d s [(-2 + e)sj + (4 - e)r A - I n  v ( s )  (D.13) 
which is straightforward to evaluate. The appearance of the factor (m-£) is due 
to the fact that the dimension of E (p) is altered by dimensional regularization. 
Expanding this factor (with Eq. (D.3)) will lead to a term — lnm2 on the same 
level as the divergence A. Such a term will also appear for the vertex operator 
and these terms will thus cancel out. Subtracting the on-mass-shell value (5m = 
S(p)|y_m) we obtain for the mass renormalized self-energy operator 
v^mass 
ren (?) E (p) — 5m 
a 
4ir 
+ 
- m) 
mp 
1 -p 
A + 2 + 1 -p 
2-3 p 
1 + -—- lnp 
J»,)}. (D.14) 
D.2 Free electron vertex operator 
The free electron vertex operator is given by 
a / >\ A • f d4fc j> — ty + m f - # + r| „ 1 \„(p,r ) = -in,a J p , (D.15) 
and it is logarithmically ultraviolet divergent. The numerator exhibits three 
different forms of fc-dependence [1 ,kß,kßku] for which we define the following 
coefficient functions [36] 
r d 4 k  [1 , k ß , k ß k „ \   
J  ( 2 n ) 4  k 2 [ ( p  —  k ) 2  — m2][(p/ — k ) 2  — m2] Vl67r2/ 
= [—Co, PßCu + p'ßCu, 
-PuPvCn - p'ßp'vC22 - {pßp'v + p'ßpu) C23 + fl$A4] . (D.16) 
All the coefficient functions C,j are convergent except C24 which contains the 
ultraviolet divergence A. 
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The integral for Co can be parameterized to read 
-i ,1 ,1-, , dDk 
D  
1 
[ s [ ( p  —  k ) 2  —  m 2 ]  +  t ^ p 1  —  k ) 2  —  m 2 )  - f  ( 1  —  s  —  t ) k 2 ] 3  
(D.17) 
performing the momentum integral in the variable l ß  —  k ß  —  ( s p ß  +  t p ' ß )  we end 
up with the integration 
C1 rl—s 779 2 
m 2 C o =  d s  d t  — - —— (D.18) 
J o  J o  w i s , t )  
where 
w ( s , t )  —  s ( s  -  1 ) p 2  +  t ( t  —  1 ) p ' 2  +  2s t p  •  p '  +  (s +  t ) m 2 . (D.19) 
This can be put into a particularly simple form through the substitution 
(x  =  s  +  t ,  s  —  x y ,  0  <  x  <  1  (D.20) y  =  s / ( s  +  t ) ,  t - x ( l - y ) ,  0 < y < l  
and dsdt —i xdxdy. We obtain then 
m2C0 = f [  d x d y —i—- = / dy — In T —(D-21) 
J o  J o  a x  +  b  J o  a  \  b  J  
where 
b  =  y p - { \ - y ) p '  
a  +  b  =  1 - j/(l - y ) q 2 / m 2  (D.22) 
and where q 2  =  ( p  —  p ' ) 2 .  We cho ose here to evaluate this integral, as well as 
the corresponding integrals for the other coefficient functions, numerically since 
they are very easy to control. The expression for numerical evaluation of the 
scalar coefficient function is thus given by 
...2/~f r 1  J. \ n { l - y ( l - y ) q 2 / m 2 ] - l n [ y p + ( I - y ) p ' }  
dy + ' <D 3) 
Since only the numerator differs between the scalar, vector and tensor coef­
ficient functions, we have here the same lß (and w(s,t)) as was introduced in 
the Co c ase. Using kß = lß + (spß + tp'ß) for the numerators kß and kßk„ will 
lead to linear terms in lß which again will vanish upon integration. Proceeding 
like this it is straightforward to obtain 
[p/iCn -I- p'^Cn] ~ ~ f0 f0 ^ 
7 It . 
77TT + t P ,  
w ( s , t )  ß w ( s , t )  (D.24) 
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and by using the substitution Eq. (D.20) the resulting expressions are 
m2Cn •fdyy-J o a 
and 
m?C 
=  - [  f  dzdy ~T~7 
Jo Jo ax + o 
12 = - / f dxdy = - f dy  Jo Jo ax -f o Jo a 
i - -
a V b 
(D.25) 
1 In 
a 
a + b 
(D.26) 
For the tensor part we have the integral 
-PuPvCn - p'/jp'vC22 - (PßPu + p'ßpu) C23 + gßisC24 
-
1 ri ri 
•fei w: '-yfc 
from which it is easy to identify the coefficient functions 
dDl s2pßpu + t%p'„ + st (pßp'v + p'^pv) + lßL 
(D.27) 
m2C21 = f1 fdxdy^- = fåyV-
Jo Jo ax + b Jo a 
1 b (b 
2 a \a 
+ - In 
a + b 
b 
m2C-
r 1  f 1  , , x2 ( l -yY f l ,  ( 1  -
= / / da:dy —-T— = dy — 
Jo Jo ax + b Jo a 
•„ = f  = f  Jo Jo ax + b Jo a 
i y f  
m C-
1 b (b 
-+ - In 
2 a \a 
2 a \ a 
a + 6 
a + b 
(D.28) 
The divergent coefficient C24 comes from the ^/„-term. Using the integral in 
Eq. (D.2) and the expansion Eq. (D.5) we can write 
C% =  ' d ' l a - In 
lü(s, t) 
(m £) (m e)  
4 2 
1 /*1 — S f * f  Jo Jo dt In w(s,t) m* (D.29) 
where we again meet the canceling quantity (m-£), see the discussion for the 
self-energy operator. Letting s,t x,y and performing the «-integration we 
obtain 
Ci. 
1 
A +1 f d y -Jo a 
b ( a + b 
1 In 
a 
- j dy In (a+ 6) I . 
(D.30) 
Comparing with the expressions for Cn and C12 in Eqs. (D.25,D.26) and using 
the definition of 6, it can been seen that the first y-integral of C24 can b e written 
as 
" f d y ~  J 0 a 1 — — In a 
a -j- b 
= pm2C h + p'm2Ci: (D.31) 
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The last integral yields further 
— J  dy In (a  + b) = 2 — v In ^ 
where v = yj 1 — 4m2/q2. We can thus finally write 
C24 = 4" 3 "i" pTTl2Cn + P'TYI2CI\ 
"'"Orb) 
(D.32) 
(D.33) 
Since C24 contains the 2/e-term we must keep the e-dependent terms when 
contracting the numerator in the vertex operator. From Eq. (D.15) we see that 
C24 is to be combined with 
gaßCu 7^70,7m7/371/ i C24 7f7a7M7c7I/ > (D.34) 
and by using the contraction identities of Eq. (D.6) we obtain the following 
contribution from the e-dependent terms 
1 ( 2 
4 (j) j ft4 ff m) = -27M • (D.35) 
Putting all the terms together we obtain finally the complete covariant vertex 
operator 
A/t{p,p ' )  — {7/1 [4C24 — 2 + 2m2Co — 4 p • p ' (Co + C11 + C12 + C23) 
—2p2(Cn + C21) — 2p/2(Ci2 + C22)] 
[4(Ch + C21)] 
[4 (CO + Cn + Cn + C23)] 
+ji 'p ß  [4(Co + Cn + Cm + C23)] 
+J% [4(Ci2 + C22)] 
—fltii>' [2(Co + C\\ + C12)] 
—Pß [4m(Co + 2Cn)] 
—p'p [4m(C0 + 2C12)]} . (D.36) 
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E Derivation of the Binding-Energy Correction 
We shall here consider the reducible part of the external line self-energy diagram 
for the two-electron case. As discussed in Appendix A, we have to subtract the 
lower-order diagrams shown in Fig. E.l (b) and (c), to obtain a non-singular 
expression. The finite remainder is called the binding-energy correction. In this 
appendix we will use the notation E0 for the one-electron energies of the Is2 
reference states Eq = Ea = Et = Ec = Ej. Moreover, the degeneracy condition 
Et = Ec = Eq implies that the intermediate state \t) must in this case be 
identical with the reference state |c). 
From Feynman rules we obtain the amplitude 
a) = e4 f  d3Xi... f  <f3x4 f  d z i . . .  f  d z 4  
J  J  J  — o o  J  — o o  
, r _ p u ,  . .  \  A7(£q + *1 - Z2)A7(Z2 - Z 3 -  Z 4 )  
X A - 1 ( Z 3  + Z 4  £/o)A7( Z \ )  
Z 2  -  E 0 ( l  -  I T ] )  
X$t(Xl)aßD Fßv {Xl -X2,Z4)5F(XI,X2,«3)Ö"$c(X2) 
x$J(x3)a'rD^(x3 - x4,2i)$a(x3)^(x4)a>$6(x4). 
(E.l) 
By performing the 22_integration we obtain 
f ° °  j . .  A-v(^ - 23 - Z 4 ) \ ( E o  +  z 1 - z 2 )  I  r  
U  d Z 2  z 2 - E 0 { l - i r i )  ^  M W U Z 3  +  Z 4 ~  E o )  
(E.2) 
where we have introduced the function /7(zi, z 2 ) ,  defined by 
f  , r  &  N ^7 (*i - Z 2 -  4>7) 
M  2 )  (*i +  * 2 ) 2  +  4t2  (z,  -  i ~ , ) ( z 2  + i7) ' (E'3) 
Furthermore, by introducing the functions 
9 c a d b { z i ) =  J  « P x s  J  d 3 X 4  ^ ( X 3 ) a < T $ a ( X 3 ) £ ) f A ( X 3 - X 4 , Z 1 ) $ J ( X 4 ) a A $ t ( X 4 )  
(E.4) 
and 
h c { z z , z A )  =  J  <fxi J  d3x2 $J(xi)aM5F(x1,X2,z3)I?^,(x1 - x2, z4)a"$c(x2) 
(E.5) 
we can write MW in the compact form 
6^ f ° °  Z* 0 0  f ° °  
Afp —  ~  d z i  d z 3  I  d z 4  A^(z3 +  Z i  -  E 0 ) A ^ ( — z i )  
7 T  J —o o  J — o o  J — o o  
X 9 c a d b { z i ) h c ( z 3 ,  Z4 ) / 7 ( -Zi,  z3  +  z 4  -  E 0 ) .  (E.6) 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure E.l: The reducible graph (a) together with the corresponding counterparts 
(b) and (c ). 
Following Feynman rules, we can write the counterparts in Fig. E.l(b,c) as 
/
OO 
dzi gCadb(zi) [A7(-2i)]2 (E.7) 
-OO 
and 
/ x r°° r°° o 
= e2 / dz3 / dz4 hc(z3, z4) [A7(23 + z4 - E0)] . (E.8) 
J — OO J—OO 
The identity 
—2î7T3A7(z3 + Z 4  - £0)A7(-2l) = fy( - Z L ,  z3 + z4- Eo) + fy(z3 + z4 - E0, - Z L )  
(E.9) 
allow us to write the product of c ounterparts as 
M2'TOT = M2'(6) X M 2'(c> 
g 4 /»oo roo /*oo 
= — / dzx dz3 / cJz4 A7(«3 + «4 - £0)A7(-zi) 7T J—oo J—oo J—oo 
Z4) [ fyi, ^3 "i" ^o) 4" ^l)]* 
(E.IO) 
It is now straightforward to perform the subtraction as prescribed by Sucher's 
formula (A.60) 
/-oo roo roa 
4My - 2M2,tot = 2— / <fan / cfc3 / «f*4 7 
' 7T J-oo J—oo J-oo 
XA7(«3 + 24 - So)A7(-2l)5cl„i6(2l)/lc(23,24) 
x[/7(-2!,23 + 24 - -Bo) - /7(23 + 24 ~ E0, ~«l)]. 
(E.ll) 
The limit 7 —> 0 can, however, not be taken at this stage. Both the 23- and 
^-integrations have to be performed first. To evaluate the 23-integration we 
reduce the factor in square brackets to read 
^^(21,23,24) =  [ / * 7 (  Z \ , 23 -\- 24 Eo) /7(23 + 24 Eo, Z L ) ]  
_ 27T7 (23 -f 24 + 21 - EQ )(372 - 21(23 + z4 — Eg)) 
4j 2  + (23 + 24 - Zl  - Eo)2 (z j  + 1 2 ){ Z 3  + 24 - Eo - n)(z 3  + 24 - Eo + Ï7) 
(E.12) 
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By extracting the z3-dependence out of /i c(23,24), and assuming Eu to be posi­
tive, we have poles at 23 = Eo — z4 +17 and z3 = E0 + «i — 24 + 2«7 in the upper 
half plane. Using calculus of residues enclosing these poles yields 
r°° J 1 Fy{zUZ3,Zi)  
J-Co 37T (23 - £„(1 - Z7?))(72 + (So - 23 - ^ )2) 
_ G7(2i,24)  
(z? + 72)(2i + 972)[z4 - zx  - Eo + E t{ 1 - irf) - 217] 
(E.1'3) 
where G-y(zi,z4) is a very lengthy function not written out for the sake of 
brevity. In a similar way we perform the Zi-integration, with poles at Z\ = +27, 
z\ = +3?7 and Z\ = —k\ + i5 as follows from Eq. (E.13) and gcadb(zi)- = |ki| 
is the momentum of the ladder photon, the photon which connects the two 
electrons. Finally we can take the limit 7 —> 0 which yields 
1" *1 /"°° A 1 Gy(^l,Z4)  
JSo 2 J-00 17T (2? - kf + iS)(zi + 72)2(2i + 972)[z4 - ~z\ -  E0 + Eu(l -  Irj) -  217] 
= ™ I (E 14) 
8 k2[E0 — z4 — Eu(l — ir))]2 {  '  
Although the result (E.14) has been derived for E u > 0, it holds also for negative 
intermediate energies. Proceeding with the 24-integration 
/. 
00 1 — ni 
00 Zi  [E0 - z4 - Eu(l - irç)]2(z| - + iS) k2[E0 - Eu - sign{Eu)k2}2 
(E.15) 
where k2 = |k2| is the momentum of the self-energy photon. Collecting every­
thing we can finally write the reference state contribution as 
A E£ = A E< x 2 *«[£§•£ ' • 
J (27r)3 ~ h[Eo - Eu-k2 sign(Eu)]2 
(E. 16) 
which can be converted to the form in Eq. (3.86) by performing the angular 
part of the k2-integration and using the spherical wave expansion Eq. (3.42). 
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F Free Electron Solutions 
F.l Plane waves 
We will follow the notations and conventions given in [9]. For convenience, 
we explicitly write out c (the velocity of light) in this appendix. The time-
dependent Dirac equation possesses plane-wave solutions 
* p ( x )  =  C o n s t  I J (F.l) 
where p  =  (po ,  p) = (E p / c ,p )  and E p  = +y/m 2 c 4  + p2 c 2 .  T he index r = 1,2 
l a b e l s  t w o  i n d e p e n d e n t  s o l u t i o n s  f o r  e a c h  f o u r  m o m e n t u m  p .  
u r (p )  corresponds to a particle of momentum p  and positive energy E p .  vr (p )  
corresponds to, in the language of negative energy states, a negative energy 
e lec t r on  wi th  momentum —p.  
The four-spinors u r (p )  and v r (p ) ,  and their adjoints 
Mp) = «Î(P) 7° (F.2) 
MP) = VL { p )F° 
satisfy the time-dependent Dirac equation (the on mass-shell conditions) 
(  f r  -  mc)u r (p )  = 0 ( fr  + mc)v r (p ) = 0 (F.3) 
" r(p) ( / - m c )  =  0  v r (p ) ( f i  + mc)  = 0 (F.4) 
Using the ortonormality condition 
«î(pH(p) = v t {p )v r {p )  =  6 r , s  (F.5) 
leads to the completeness relation 
£ MPWÀP) -  MPWÀP) = ^ O /  )  (F- 6 )  
where I is the 2x2 identity matrix. 
The normalization requirement in Eq. (F.5) gives the explicit form of the 
spinors 
Ur(p) - -J—L ( (P" + ) (F.7) 
\ j 2po{po  +  mc)  \  a PXr  J 
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«y(p)= 7 1 L?X;, (F.8) 
f îpo(po  + me) V (P O + mc)Xr / 
where we have in troduced the two-component spinors 
Xi = X'2 = ( J ) (F.9) 
X2 = X'i = ( J ) (F.10) 
We also define the projection operators A±(p) which project out the positive 
(negative) energy solution when acting on a linear combination of the spinors 
or one can show the alternative relations 
A+(P) = J2 uAp)4(P) (F.12) 
r=1,2 
A- (p )  =  -  Y ,  Vr(p)uj(p) (F.13) 
r=l,2 
Alternatively, we c an use the normalization condition Tt r (p )u r (p )  =  5 r < s  which 
gives similar relations where u\(p )  is  replaced by u r (p ) .  
F.2 Spherical waves 
Separating out the time-dependency in the Dirac equation, we can obtain free-
electron solutions for a spherical symmetry of the form 
<brr(yc \= - i  FE'K 
r\  IGeÀW) 
where Fs,K {pr) and Ge ,k{w) are the upper and lower component radial functions 
and x-Kis the spin-angular function, p is the one-dimensional positive 
momenta related to the energy Ep as Ep = +y/m2c4 + p2c2. Furthermore, for 
each solution of th e time-independent Dirac equation we have two roots of th e 
energy E, given by E — àzEp, with corresponding radial eigenfunctions of t he 
form 
FsAP r )  =  A Epr  j i {pr )  (F.14) 
and 
G eÄ P t)  = B Epr  j j ipr )  (F.15) 
where 
K K >  0  
—K — 1 K,  < 0 
7: K — 1 K >  0 
—K K <  0  
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Using the energy normalization 
roo 
Jo  {FEAP r)FE'Ap'r) + GE,K{pr)GE 'Ap'r) dr = S(E -  E') (F.16) 
yields the normalization constants 
E + mc2  A., = — ( ) 
(F
-
I8) 
To summarize, we can write the upper and lower radial component as 
„ . . E + mc2  .  
FE, K (P r )  =  \ l  —^— W Ji{pr)  (F.19) 
and 
K IE — mc2  
1 K 1 V tt£; 
GE ,K{P r)  = s9n{E)-~-\  -— pr jj(pr) (F.20) 
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